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INTRoroCTION
The Seventh-day Adventist Church* is predominately a missionary
church.

Though it has its origin and its large institutions in North

America and depends on the resources,** both material and personnel, of
the churches in the United States, it seems to have its raison d'etre in
world evangelism.

The work of a ,missionary is to transplant new values

and ways to live, which are integrated in a particular religion, to a
recipient who has no such integrated value system.

Values which mission-

aries carry into regipient cultures are constructed in a specific form
as they have been integrated in a historical religion.
particularistic for the same reason.

They are also

Here is a pitfall for a missionary

who believes his value to be perfectly universalistic, though he may be
aware it is not when he sees indiference, opposition, and rejection
among the recipients of his value system.

What kind of resi s tance is

aroused among the recipients when the missionary's value system is
brought to them is a vital question.

It should be studied with refer-

ence to the relationship of the characteristics of the value system as
an integrated whole in the recipients' personal, social and cultural

* An abbreviation, SDA and SDA s , will be used respectively to denote
"Seventh-day Adventist" and "Seventh-day Adventists" throughout this
thesis.
** Among thirteen \"rorld Divisions of t he SDA denomination, while the
North American Division has 2; percent of the total church membership,
which still is the top, its financial contribution t ower s above all
others providing 78 percent of the total income of the denomination. See
Table ;0 in Appendix .
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situations.

What are the values that the SDA missionaries are bearing?

What significant results have been observed when they came into contact
with various cultures during world eVangelism?

How do we explain the

recipients' acceptance or rejection of the value system?

These ques-

tions should be seriously asked by a church which sees its raison d'etre
in world evangelism.
To begin, the characteristics of the values which the SDA church
holds should be studied, especially the core values which led the movement in its origin and succeeding development as a church.

I would

like to call them the sectarian values of the SDA church.

Throughout

this study the sectarian values of .the SDA church are viewed as those
values that originat.!ld historically in the Millerite movement in the
early decades of the nineteenth century, and were integrated into the
teachings and practices of the church during its organization and development in the 11iddle-western region of the United States in the later
decades of the nineteenth century.

The sectarian values have kept their

conspicuous features through the decades till the present day through
the posi tive counsels of the charismatic leader of the church, Ellen G.
White.

The first part of this thesis describes the contents and char-

acteristics of the SDA sectarian values.
When the sectarian values were introduced to the Japanese people
who were living in a totally different cultural background, how were they
received?

]'lore than those of other Christian religions, the sectarian

values of the SDA church have been dealt with in a cold manner by the
Japanese in general.

Only a part of the value system was accepted.

In

spi te of the se"enty years efforts to inculcate the sectarian values, the

3
result WaS very poor.

Observation tells

that there is a big problem

US

in the assimilation of the sectarian values among the Japanese in
.general.

Why they have been so rejectinr"

or at least so indifferent,

toward the sectarian values of the SDA church is the question which
ccnstitutes the principal problem of this study.

The factors in the

rejection of the sectarian values may be related to Japanese National
Character, political background, the family system, and so on.

The

relation between the characteristics of the sectarian' values of the SDA
church and their acculturation, however, is totally new area of research.
The main part of this study will be devoted to a description of the
attitudes of Japanese church members toward the sectarian value concepts
from survey data

whi~)J.

was obtained through this study and to explain

them partly in terms of an action frame of reference.
The major concepts and themes which will be utilized throughout
the present study are first to be discussed.

As to the definition of

value, the well-known definition made by Clyde Kluckhohn is adopted:
A value is a conception, explicit or implicit, distinctive of
an individual or characteristic of a groull, of the desirable "'hich
influences the selection from available modes, means, and ends of
action.*
Value as the normative element that interferes with the selection
of action may be related to two types of motivation for an action.**

An

action arises from either an interest in seeking one's own interest or
an interest in reaching the "desirable" -- that is, value.

ifuile ;"eber

set up a conception of the "value-rational" action which means a series

*

Parsons and Shills, 1952, p. 395.

*. lowe Sakuda for this part of discussion.

Sakuda, 1963,

Pp.

3-14.
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of "ilction distributing energy systematically, suppressing passing drives
and aiming at the realization of a value, a commitment to the value is
nothing but the motivation in each action in such a series of "valuerational" action.

"'value-orientation" is a technical word denoting a

consistent orientation to direct an actor throughout the series of
action and a principle to construct his outer environment and .objects
of his action in relation to the value which is the ultimate goal.

The

former type of motivation of action which WaS described in relation to
self-interest or a utilitarian approach is also a consistent one.

Weber

called this "goal-rational" in contrast with the "value-rational."

The

characteristic of this type of motivation is to decide or choose an
action in balance between sufficiency and disturbance of the actor's
needs.

In this case, there is a consistency in the calculation of gain

and loss, advantage and disadvantage, which also is a principle for the
construction of the actor's outer environment and objects.

The princi-

ple of "value-orientation" is , so to speak, idealistic and that of
"self-interest" is realistic •.
Thus these two types of motivation lead to a selection of various
kind of action I in turn, the reward-cost outcome as the result of the
sele cted action re-enforces the related type of motivation.

The less

sacrifice an actor pays for the attainment of his goal the better,
according to the principle of self-interest.

But contrary to this, a

value-oriented actor would rather choose to pay a larger sacrifice because, as he becomes conscious of a resistance against his values , he
may efficiently confirm his internalized values in his personality.
an action to achieve a goal selected by value-orientation, sacrifices
in one's private life may be considered as an accelerator toward the

In
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ever-distant goal.

In this instance, he does not seem unrewarded.

When

he pays a sacrifice, he certainly obtains a reward and arrives at a
.goal in terms of ·self-estimation.

But usually, at the next moment, he

sets up a new goal which is more distant and harder than the previous
one.

Devotion to a movement may be better understood in this context.
The next and main theme for the theoretical construction of this

study is that the two types of motivation of action conflict with each
other producing various tensions within the actor in every situation.
What kind of tension would be produced depends on one's personality
features and specific role-expectations as well as his outer

environ~ent.

l1agnitude and direction of the tension within the actor appear to be
related to the quality of his value-orientation which has been internalized in him through socialization processes in his reference groups.
A "true believer" in the SDA ohurch might be caught between two
irreconcilable value objects, the sacred and the secular.

But accord-

ing to the church's standards, .only religiously value-oriented actions
are considered to be acceptable .

Though the SDA church is not extre-

mist, it tends to react acutely against the worldly oriented motivation
whether in the official administration or the private pietistic life.
For a radical fundamentalist the dichotomized categories of value always
require an alternative j udgment.

But this kind of polarization of

values SeemS to have little attraction for the Japanese in general .
it will be discussed in Part I, the general J apanese sentiment is

As

OP-

posed to any polarization of value or absolute affirmation of a single
value.

This may cause a decisive difference in the ethical inclination

between Americans and Japanese, ..hich reflects the difference in forces
of the church orf,anization betwe en the two countries.

During seventy

6
years of missionary endeavors, the SilA missionaries in Japan have continuously been preaching the dogma and practices they were taught in
churches in their birth-place to Japanese people, thus exposing the
church as a purely foreign religion.

For instance, almost ninety per-

cent of the books which have been sold vigorously by colporteurs among
Japanese people were those books moi tten by Ellen G. White primarily
and by other American writers, translated into Japanese editions.*
two small books now for sale were written by a Japanese writer .

Only

During

the seventy years of the church's history in Japan, has it produced no
thinker who dared to write and discuss in common terms for fellow
Japanese people?

The answer is No.

One of the major reasons for this

sterility of thought appears to be the missionary constitution of the
church which tends toward colonialism of thought.
Though there has been a repeated exposure of the Japanese people
to the most original form of the sectarian values of the SDA church,
the Japanese in general have shown . little interest on them.

Most of

the books written by Ellen G. White, even such a beginner's text for a
Christian life as Steps to Christ, seem to be Greek to the general
Japanese people.

On looking back upon the past history of the church,

the influence of the ethical teaching of the SDA church on Japanese
thou ght must be evaluated very ne gatively.

Thus it might be said that

the general Japanese sentimont is quite distant from the sectarian values
of the SDA church.
The members of the STlA church in J apan might be regarded as t;,e
* The total net retail sales of books and magazines by colporteurs of
Japan Union ~~ssion in 1969 were $387,971.56. (General Conference of
the 3DAs , statistical nenort, 1969: Publishing House Annual Retail Sales
Report) •
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"elect" in this eeneral at.mosphere of rejection aeainst the sectarian
values of the church.

Most of them have ohosen the "truth" by them-

selves and had the experienoe of conversion.

They made a total commit-

ment to the specific value system of the churoh after a few months of
education through pastors.

Actually in the process of socialization

for the newcomers, a majority draw back from such thought infusion and
the "remained" few become members of the church through the rite of
baptism.

Thus the converts must go through a kind of trial in the pro-

cess of socialization which emphasizes strongly the sectarian values of
the church; even so, . many names drop from the list of the church.

While

the membership of the Japanese church has increased nominally from 1500
to 7000 during the 25 years after the end of World 'vlar II, the surviving
members are estimated to be only 4000, as described later in detail.
This rough sketch of the dynamics of the demo graphical change of the
church membership emphasizes that the members of the church who are regularly attending church services .are the truly chosen "remnant" who hold
the core elements of the sectarian values of the SDA church.

If this is

so, do they have any trouble in holding the sectarian values in such a
severe environment?

Any discrepancy or contradiction in their mind

between value-orientation and self-interest?
value-rationalized people,

They are predominately

But indications are that they do have a pro-

blem in their value-rationalized daily actions.
too radical to live in this "world."
this world.

It recognizes some meanings in

J.!oreover the members of the church are not hermits fleeing

from the evil world.
nation.

The SDA church is not

They endeavor to be respectable citizens of the

As citizens, they must admit some systems and procedures of

this world and follow them to meet their basic requisites of life.

As

8

the systems of this world become manifold and diversified, they are more
likely to be threatened of their simplified value system than their
predecessors in the previous age.

The "unknowable" to their beliefs

and standards are rapidly increasing around them.

Both the tide of this

age and the recognition of basic requisites of human life in this age
seem to allow them to have some orientation of self-interest. . Thus it
is natural for the church members to have tensions in selecting between
value-oriented and self-interest actions.
Finally, one more problem is, presented

that is, whether the

sectarian value system of the SDA church has an eufunction or a dysfunction in selecting an action and attaining its goal.

As it may be

expected from the definition of value and value-orientation, the SDA
sectarian value system may be eufunctional in the religious activity but
be dysfunctional in attaining goals of self-interest such as to gain
one's subsistence, no matter how much it is felt to be desperately
needed, by working on Saturday •. The relation of the sectarian values
to the members' actions may not be quite so simple, but this illustrates
the basic idea.

Thus, to observe and describe the tensions which are

found among the members of the SDA church in Japan in terms of the relation of the sectarian values to their actions is the primary object of
the second part of the present study.

The second part of this study is

an analysis of a survey which was done in Japan in April and Hay, 1970.
The results of the survey tell us some concrete facts about the members
of the church, from which a sketch of the relations of the sectarian
values to their actions may be obtained.

PART I.

THE SECTARIAN VAWES OF THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH.
The Formation of the Sectarian Values of the SDA Church
The original stream of the value concepts of the Seventh-day

Adventist Church seems to be found especially in the atmosphere of the
"Burnt-oVer District" of New York.

Here the old Puritanism of New Eng-

land went through a fermentation process of successive revival movements,
reaching a summit in the Great Advent Movement in the early decades of
the nineteenth century.
of the pioneers of

th~

This puritan rigorism appeared in the characters
Seventh-day Adventist church like an unerasable

birth mark.
The Millerite movement, the immediate predecessor of the SDA
church, left a heritage of Bible

literalism and anti-world ideology.

latter had pessimistic overtones..

The

As Cross points out, Miller's lieutenants

and followers found the world beyond rescue, * legislatures corrupt, and
infidelity, idolatry, Romanism, sectarianism, seduction, fraud, murder,
and duels all Waxing stronger .

Church and state alike had filled "the cup

of iniquity" and were "now fitted for de s truction."

The anti-world and

* Clark also categorized the SDA church into Pessimistic Sects. "These
are," he described, "typical groups of the disinherited, in final despair of obtaining through social processes the benefits they seek. rhey
see no good in the world and no hope of improvement, it is rushing speedily to hell, according to the will and plan of God. The adherents of
such sects ma gnify millenarianism and see the imminent end of the present
world-order by means of a cosmic catastrophe. They have turned on the
world, and they seek escape through a cataclysm which will cast down
those who have been elevated and secure to the faithful important places
in a new temporal kingdom as well as eternal bliss in heaven. II · - - E. T.
Clark, The Small Sects in America (Nashville, 19J7), p. 26.
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anti-establishment sentiment

~ent

along with the orthodoxy of this new-

born movement of the "chosen" people or the "remnant" people.
Cross describes that

Thus,

their doctrine was nearest to strict orthodoxy

of all the creations of the period.

The Adventists found the same

Bible meanings others found and held to them more rigidly than did most.
Their doctrine, some of whose consequences achieved distinction
even among Burned-over District heresies and eccentricities, was
nearest to strict orthodoxy of all the creations of the period. On
every subject but the millennium the Adventists found the same Bible
meanings others found and held to them more rigidly than did most.
Their peculiarity lay not in radical change from traditional notions
but in intensified adherence tp them • • • Their doctrine was the
logical absolute of fundamentalist orthodoxy, as perfectionism was
the extreme of revivalism • . (Cross, p. )20)
In 1848, soon after the Advent General Conference was held, the
main part of the Adventist group migrated into the then vlestern states.
When the denominational organization was set up in 1861, the Adventists
had finished their migration into the Mid-Western states and were centered in l1ichigan.

During several decades after setting up the organ-

iZation, the development of the · church was limited to the area of the
Mid-Western states except for some activity in California.
Western states had the majority of Adventists:

These Hid-

72.2 percent of the

total membership in 1885, 67.8 percent in 1890, and 52.7 percent in 1906.
In contrast with this development, the eastern states -- once the cradle
of the revivalism and the Advent Movement -- had little progress in
church activities.

The percentage of the church membership in the

~leh'

England and the Niddle Atlantic states was only 14 percent of the total
membership in 1885; 13.4 percent in 1890, 12.2 percent in 1906.

Except

for California, no state showed any remarkable development in these
decades other than the tlid-Western states.
In view of tho development of the church during the period of 1860

11

to 1900 when the basic characteristics of the SDA ohurch as an organi-·
zation were being formed, one cannot miss the influence of the
Western culture on the Adventist church.
from the rural frontier.

~d

This influence came mainly

The migration of the church into the Mid-

Western states may be viewed as a necessary movement when the eastern
states were rapidly becoming urbanized and heavily industrialized in the
last decades of the nineteenth century.

The Adventists could not make

an inroad on church populations of those cities which were becoming too
exclusive, orthodox, or liberal because the Adventists' had been heavily
socialized by the rural frontier value concepts of the border area of
New York state.

But the frontier farmers and small entrepreneurs of

the l1id-Western states could easily accept the same basic Adventist
value concepts because of their similar background.

Then the proto-

Adventist value concepts that had been accepted were reinforced in
these still frontier areas and this strengthened rural frontier characteristics so that they could'not be changed at all in the Adventist
church.
The fact that the SDA church built their basic character in the
Mid-Western states, centered in Michigan, indicates that the denomination is a purely American religion.

This is supported by the argu-

ments of Richard Niebuhr concerning the rise of the Disciples of Christ.
According to the arguments of Niebuhr the
WaS a true product of the \vest.

Disci~les

of Christ church

He asserts that tho Disciples of Christ

church was born in the third revivalistic movement in the early nineteenth century and could be called the pure American denomination as
differentiated from other traditional denominations.

This church

diffe rod from other churches in that it had no );'uropoan ancestry.

~':hil e
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the various characteristics .of American Protestantism were formed by
the successive revivalistic movements in the eighteenth and nineteenth
. centuries, the Disciples of Christ may be called the heir-apparent of
the revivalistic movements.

"They were the joint result of various

frontier movements • • • to unite all disciples of Christ on the basis
of a frontier faith."

(Richard Niebuhr, p. 178.)

The Disciples developed as a lay movement encouraging the immediacy in 1'61igious experience through appeal to the emotion in campmeetings .

They appointed their clergymen without requiring theological

education and organized their churches on the sectarian principle.
IJhat they adopted were only those things characteristic of the frontiers

I

camp-meetings, emotional converSions, hymns, prayers, symbols, sins and
virtues of the frontier.

The Disciples did not accept the practices of

the churches of established communities, their liturgies, their institutional character, their philosophical defense of the faith, their federal
or episcopal organization.

"Only that interpretation of the New Testa-

ment which appeared reasonable from the point of view of the West WaS
regarded as truly Christian."

(Ibid., p. 180.)

Thus in order to create the purely American religion which had no
r.'uropean ancestry a movement needed the vast space of the ;,estern plain
across the ApFalachian mountains.

The frontier became the cradle of the

American religion.
The SnAs Nho migrated into the

Hid-~~estern

area a little later than

the .Disciples found their strongest support among frontier farmers who
had been tried in the severe environment of the wilderness and who dared
not ascribe their success to themselves but to God the Creator.

In the
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early history of the SDA church, there are many stories of the riding
lay evangelists -- like the circuit rider of the

~lethodist

church.

l1any

were young and burned with the fire of enthusiasm, riding great distances throughout the land of those frontier migrants.

They were moti-

vated with the enthusiasm for the pietistic hope of the Second Advent
of Christ, the Sabbath reform, and other reforms.

The SDAs neglected

the traditions of the Christian churches in the same way as the Disciples.

They did not accept the practices of the churches of established

communities, their liturgies, their institutional character, their
Philosophical defence of the faith, their federal or episcopal organization.

Early Adventists felt that organization in any form should be

avoided. · This stand "on the simple Bible teachings had a special significance in the frontier situation.

Liberation from the traditions

prepared the. path to the American way of life, and the ·characteristics
of the American religion were incorporated into the character of the
SDA church.
Will Herberg in defining the characteristics of American Protestantism as the frontier religion, pointed out a marked disparagement of
"forms" as its first characteristic, which further indicated the nontheolor~cal

and non-liturgical nature of American Protestantism.

In

other Hords, this may be defined as "activism" or "latitudinarianism"
associated with the de-emphasis of theoloBY and doctrine.

The basic

belief of "activism" WaS that one's ethical behavior should make him
an heir of the heavenly kingdom.

According to Herberg, there is a

cluster of values centered in the "activism" havinr.: such prominent
values as individualism, pragmatism, humanism, optimism, moralism, and
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idealism.

(Herberg, pp. 79,80.)

The direction of "activism" was seen

in the evangelistic enthusiasm which was supported by many endeavors
of' voluntary individuals
The asceticism in anti-forms has been strongly kept in the SDA
church., For inst.ance, the church administration did not allow the cross
on roof or wall of even one of the twenty-five newly erected churches in
Japan for some years after the end of World War II.

It is only with-

in the last ten years that the cross has appeared on the walls and
roofs of the SDA churches in Japan. ' The church has no holy rituals
other than baptism, communion service and minister's ordination which
are held very simply without complicated forms, though there are one
or two forms which are - considered essential.

The orders of the worship

service are not far distant from those of the evangelistic meeting and
the hymns used in the service are aimed only for stimulating spiritual
sentiments.

The pulpit should be kept plain and even the pictures of

Christ should be kept off the church walls.

An Adventist feels the

same distast for the pulpits of Methodist or Lutheran churches as for
that of the Catholic church because they seem gaudy.

The Adventist

have ignored any kind of Church calender as well as Christmas and
Easter because they could not find any Biblical significance in those
holy days.
The .non-theological character of the SDA church is clear from the
following facts.

they have no truly qualified theologian who has written

a genuinely scholastic theological book and they have no penetrating and
fully examined theological studies on their basic beliefs even though
they had intensive doctrinal quarrels for a few decades after their
beginning.

They have no really penetrating studies on their most basic
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belief, the doctrine of

th~ ~eventh-day

Sabbath, either from the exis-

tential point of view which has soma social scientific reflections or
from the theological point of view which is metaphysical,

The doctrine

of the SDA church is criticized as a mosaic of various verses taken from
the various parts of the Scriptures with no deeper construction.

The

theologians of the church do not want to step in over the line of teachings in the Testimonies to the Church concerning such vital topics as
human freedom and divine demands, the meaning of history and revelation,
inspiration and intelligence, prophecy and polity, and so on.

This

basic anti-theological sentiment of the SDA church is expressed typically in the following quotations from tho Testimonies, official guide
of the church:
As a preparation for Christian work, many think it essential to
acquire an extensive kno>lledge of historical and theological writings. }'hey suppose that this knowledge will be an aid to them in
teaching the gospel. But their laborious study of the opinions of
men tends to the enfeebling of their ministry, rather than strengthening. To a great degree, theology, as studied and taught, is but
a record of human speculation, serving only to "darken counsel by
words without knowledge." Too often the motive in accwnulnting
those many books is not so much a desire to obtain food for mind
and soul, as it is an ambition to become acquainted with philosophers and theologians, a desira to present Christianity to the people in learned terms and propositions • • • •
Your intellectunl pride will not aid you in communicating with
souls that are perishing for want of the bread of life. In your
study of these books, you are allo'nng them to take the place of the
practical lessons you should be learning from Christ. Hith the
results of this study the people are not fed. Very little of the
research which is so wearying to the mind furnishes that which lnll
help one to be a succossful labourer for souls. (White, Vinistry of
Healing, p. 442.)
Classics are not to be learned because through thorn "mind and character are molded by the evil sentiments of pagan literature."
p. 443.)
many.

(Ibid.,

Further, "a knoldedge of Greok and Latin is not needed by

The study of dead languar,es should be mado secondary to a study

of those subjects that toach the riGht use of all the poHers of body and
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mind.

It is folly for students to devote tiwir time to the acquirement

of dead language or of book knowledge in any line, to the neglect of a
training for life's practical duties."
no intellectual hierarchy.
schol~rly

(Ibid., 'p. 444.)

The SDA has

Rather it has had a biased concept of the

until very recent times.

Today, after several decades of

"routinization" of the strict sectarian leadership, a proper appreciation of the scholarly person is finally appearing in many parts of the
denomination.
When the activism attaches itself to particular beliefs in a specific situation, it may possibly be hard to produce a new significant
activism in a new situation.

Because "activism" is a product of the

situation, it tends to be very practical.

But as a practical belief

becomes a part of religion, it tends to be hard to change it in a new
situation.

Here is a source of "conservatism" which is seen widely among

sects and denominations.

For instance,' an anti-union belief might be

good and reasonable in the situation of the latter decades of the nineteenth century, but when it became a part of the religion, it has not
been possible to change to

pro~union

in the totally new situation of the

twentieth century where the union became a necessary part of the indispensable balance in tile society.

And the church which has persisted in

anti-union dogma makes itself an enemY of orr,anized labor and cannot
function as the agency of salvation for the labor class.
In relation to this there is another factor that made the church
conservative as to social change -- that is, relif,ious individualism.
This should be interpreted in the context of the general tendency of
American Protestantism on tile way of its entering into the middle-class
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as Herberg discusses I
(But in the new situation) • • • the religious individualism
remaining from frontier relir,ion began to serve as a means of ignoring and evading the social problems that .were arising in the
New America of big cities and modern industry • • • • Protestantism
exhausted its crusading spirit in campaigns to improve individual
morality, refusing to see that the r,enuine moral problems of the
time were social problems that could not be adequately dealt with
merely from the standpoint of personal betterment. (Herberg, pp.
116, 117.)
These facts lead to the conclusion that the SDA church began as the
church of the "common man" which had the lay preacher, and the evangelist who was himself a "common man."

Its missionaries were dis tin-

guished in no way from the people with whom they dealt, save in the "fervor of their piety and the purity of their lives."

(Richard Niebuhr,

in Herberg, p. 120.) - But, "when Protestantism came face to face with
the city poor and industrial wage workers, this could be no longer
said • • • ' 0The Protestant approach to the urban industrial frontier
has been, and very largely remains, the approach of morally sensitive
middle-class people striving to'do something for the lunderprivileged. I "
(Herberg, p. 120.)

If anything, the serious approaches to the urban,

industrial Horkin!!: class have been made by the "fringe" sects, which
have generally been the products of "eras of economic and social pressures, moral decline, wars, and • • • distressing conditions,"
in Herberg, p. 122.)

(' layer,

Sects such as Pentecostal, "holiness," and, mil-

lenial groups, preached the same message to the "deprived" that the
earlior Hethodists and Baptists brought to the frontier -- direct
"spiri tual" religion, sanctification, and millennial expectations.
(Herberg, p. 122.)
The SDA church may be classed as a "fringe" soct becaus~ it has
never become a major denomination.

But it could not find room for the
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new theology which had struggled to adapt Christianity to the situation
of the twentieth century.

It appeared as the conservative fundamentalist.

In the Middle-west where the SDA church developed as a standard-bearer
of fundamentalism, their faith centered "more in the appropriation of the
grace , of God that men may live in harmony with Him.

While urban religion

is more concerned with the gain of that same grace that men may live at
peace with one another."

(Niebuhr, p. 185.)

While the urban church

inclined strongly to liberalism, the SDA church held to strict fundamentalism for it had stayed quite long in the rural stage corresponding to
the locality of its development.

The church early acquired the basic

characteristic of rural fundamentalism.
Thus in the process of establishing its organization and developing its forces in the Mid-west, the SDA church added to its basic belief
the American way of life and rural fundamentalism with their core values
of activism, individualism, anti-formalism.

With respect to the basic

value system the SDA church seems to have developed around three axes!
the eschatological ethics of the Advent Movement, the pietism of the revivalistic tradition, and American way of life of the Mid-west.
The Contents of the Sectarian Values of the SDA Church.
Following Max Weber and Ernest Troeltsch, the sociology of religion has set up two categories - - church and sect -- for classification
of the types of religious organizations.

According to this discipline

of sociology, a sect is defined "as a body of believers based on contracted or freely elected membership in contrast to the institutional ecclesiastical body or church in which membership is ascribed."

(O'dea, p. 117.)

This catef,orization was elaborated by Park and Burgess, Simmel and Von
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Wiese, and Becker.

\Ton Wiese, Be·c ker and Niebuhr-pointed out that the

"routinization of charisma" in a sect movement produces a third type
.or religious organization -- a denomination.

"Denominations are simply

sects in an advanced stage of development and of adjustment to each
other and the secular world. II.

It might be useful to ask in which cate-

gory of religious organizations the
a denomination, after over a cent

S~

church is classified, a sect or

y of development, but it is more

relevant to state a hypothesis about it according to the objective of
this thesis.

By hypothesis is that the SDA church is still a sect

clearly in its beliefs, religious thoughts and value concepts but has
already entered a few steps into a denominational stage in its organization, institutional system and some of the disciplines of the church,
While the "routinization of charisma" has started in the church organization in that the church does not have strong authority on the various deviants, on the other hand, the church holds to the good old SDA
message firmly, and the position occupied by E. G. lfuite's counsels in
the church administration seems not changed at all.
Looking at a list of characteristics of sects and denominations
made by \.,Tilson, i t is clear that the SDA church still emphasizes the
values and beliefs that a sect embraces.

For instance, of 13 items

which \.,Tilson cites as the characteristics of a sect, all but two can be
applied to the SDA church, but of 14 items which he lists as the characteristics of a denomination, only four can be applied to the church,
• Howard Becker, Svstematic :lociolof!Y' On the Basis of the "Beziehungslehre und Gebildelehr" of Leopold Von \'iese. (New York, 1932, pp.

624-628. )

..
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and in less degree..

It seems clear that the SnA church still has many

characteristics of a sect though it is a wonder that the church still
·holds the good old Adventist messages as its basic beliefs in the current movement of secularization of twentieth century American religion.
One factor supporting the sect sentiment is an extensive organization of
world evangelism.

The world mission activities seem to be what has this

church keeping the sect-values.
Here to state a preliminary view concerning the relationship
• Bryan R. Wilson lists the characteristics of sect and denomination in
his theSiS, "An Analysis of Sect Develoj:Xllent," American Sociological
Review, 24 (February 1959), pp. 4, 5.
The characteristics of sectl
*** 1. Voluntary association.
*** 2. Membership based on personal merit.
** 3. Exclusiveness.
*** 4. Self-conception of an elect, a gathered remnant.
*** 5. Aspiration for personal perfection.
*.. * 6. Priesthood of all believers.
*.. * 7. Lay partiCipation.
..
8. Hostile or indifferent to the secular society.
**.. 9. Total commitment.
.... 10. Clear ideology.
..
11. Totalitarian rule.
.... 12. Compulsory partiCipation of ideological conformity.
.... * 13. Discipline for heretical opinion •
The characteristics of denomination I
....
1. A formally voluntary association.
..
2. Formalized procedures of admission .
*
3. Tolerance.
4. No expulsion.
5. Nuclear self conception.
6. Content to be one among other religious organization.
..
7. Accept the values of the prevailing culture.
...... 8. Professional ministry.
9. Restricted lay participation.
10. Formalized services.
11. Education rather than evangelism.
** 12. Non-religious additional activities.
13. Loose commitment.
14. Community church.

*..

..

Tho asteriks show the der-ree of application of each item to the SDA
church .
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between value, belief, and group standard may be relevant.

It may be

stated in the scope-of this thesis that these three variables are close'ly interrelated and directly produce social attitude and, by that,

social behavior.
ship~").

(By the word "social" I mean "interactional relation-

The diagram below may explain the relations between these

concepts I
Group standard---_4' Belief

1

=

Value

soci1 atttude

'1

T

Social behavior
By "group standard" I mean a standard or a model to which a particular
group expects its member's conformity in his behavior.

It is said that

"group standard" has power to standardize behavior of its members in
proportion to the degree of cohesiveness of the group and tends to
exclude deviants.*

The "group standard" to this study is an organiza-

tional standard which is composed of religious and ethical standards
originated in the particular religious movement and which grew up with
the particular religious organization.

It is an inclusive term for it

concerns dogma, ideology, and group norms.

But here it concerns mainly

group norms of the church organization.
"Value" in this connection concerns the question "what is desirable?" and operates in the selection of personal or group goals.
"Belief" concerns "what is true?" and operates in the selection of' means
to attain goals.

•

"Value" and "belief" closely relate to each other and

.

l'ukutake, Hidaka, and Takahashi (eds.), .:ihakaigaku Jiten, (::lictionary
of ';ociolopy), "group standard."
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affect the mechanism of selElction of "social behavior."

While "belief"

questions true or false, "value" questions good or evil, just or wrong •
. II~alue" and "bellet·" are inseparably related i1) forming "social attitude" and in selecting "social behavior. II

In actual behavior, it is

desirable to have a perfect unity between "value" and "beliet·."

I-ian

tends to be deeply satisfied when he can select behavior which perfectly
conforms to both the true and the desirable.

But this is not always

possible in every situation of human behavior.
The relationship between these two variables and "group standard"
may be stated that "belie1"" accepts "group standard," while "value"
involves in it.

Whereas "belief" concerns mainly cognitive aspect,

"value" concerns cognitive, affective, and volitional aspe·ct.s or behavior.
S~

In this st.udy, I am concerned with how the group standard 01" the
church relates to the social attitude of Japanese church members in

terms or their belief=lTalue system.

In the diagram the uelie1"=value

system may mean an intermediary variable between "group standard" and
"social attitude" and further "social behavior."

There are also feed-

back flO1,S when the evaluative function of the belief=value system
opsrates.

A subject of interest is \-Ihether this feedback 1'101, affects

"group standard" or not .

If it does so, with what degree will it be7

Or if it does not so, what is the reaSon for it7

All these connecti ons

and inquiries are concerned in this study but rather partially.

11:1

problem in this study mainly concerns how the group standards of the
~DA

church are accepted and put to use by its members and what are the

related factors to this particular phenomenon.
Thus the next subject to discuss is what is the particular eroup
standard of the

~ DA

church and how it

WaS

fonned.

In a religious
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situation in which religious pluralism is believed to be the primordial
condition of things -- a proper and legitimate condition (Herberg, p. 85)
__ it is the basic requisite that the SDA church must have its peculiarlity in its beliefs and value concepts, which are the sectarian standard,
for surviving.

According to the basic teaching of the church, the

Three Angels' Messages occuF,1 the main part of the messages which the
church should preach in these last days. and the outcome of the messa ge
is the rising of the "remnant people," who are scattered allover the
surface of the earth and will be gathered before the Lord comes at the
great

d~

of salvation.

Thus the peculiarity .of the church is to be

shown in the belief of the Three Angels' Messages.
The Three Angels ' Messages, according to the Adventists' dogma,
. is described as the "last days" message in the Book of Revelation (Rev.
14,6-12).

The First Angel's Message is the announoement of the time of

judgment and, at the same time, includes the announcement of the second
advent of Christ.

The time of judgment shows the termination of the

longest prophetic eras and has become the riveting point of all eschatological prophecies.

The consciousness that the time is already come con-

stitutes one of the most important bases of the sectarian values.
Second Angel's Mes s age announces the
and the apostasy.

jud~ent

Here appears a sectarian

Catholicism, and ant1.-fallen Protestantism.

The

to all forces of anti-Christ

ideolo~1

anti-world, anti-

The Third Angel's Message

is also the announcement of the judgment to those who do not follow the
instruction or warning of God in the holy scriptures but follow the
beast -- the last

d~s'

apostasy.

According to the writings of E. G.

Whi te, the Third Angel's Messa ge is the message for "last days" '( 6T 241) ,
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including the highest and greatest work in world at this time (6T 11).
It is the message of righteousness throup.,h Christ (Tr'T 92) and every true
reform has this plan in it (6T 110).
Commandments and the true Sabbath

It calls attention to the Ten

(~~

255-6), calls for presentation of

Sabbath truth (Ev. 184) and calls men to make ready for the great day
of God (CT. 459).

Jlealth reform is not the leading theme in the Third

Angel's :·l essage but is an important part of its work (IT 599, 486).
These messages have been developed and believed in the process of
the growth of the Advent movement •.

That is, the understanding of the

message has corresponded to the historical .growth of events concerning
the Advent movement.

Thus, the Three Angels' Bessages are nothing but

the historical interpretation of the Seventh-day Adventist movement.
The message has been interpreted extensively, resulting in the inclusion of almost all assertions of the movement.
conspicuous.

However, some points are

The contents of the message which show the peculiarity of

the SDA church are the hope of the second advent of Christ, the obserVance of the seventh-day Sabbath, the health reforms and so on, resulting in the gathering of the remnant people for the kinr,dom of God.

Of

other items of the fundamentalist theology, the SDA shares the common
legacies with other

funda~entalist

groups.

The hope for the second advent of Christ is the first factor
showing the peculiarity of the SDA church.

This is the basis of other

reform messages and has a driving force to lead out other reforms.
However, here is the problem of delayed time.

The eXp9cted time of the

second advent has been delayed and the church, in Reneral, has lost the
sharp consciousness of Christ's return and of the
world .

im!~nding

end of the

Thus the cohesiveness of sectarian standards of the church
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cannot help but be lowered frpm the point of view of the "Sitz im Leben"
of the church members.
The observan'ce of the seventh-day Sabbath. becomes the most important factor in showing the peculiarity of this church.
inclusive message or belief
tion to God is intended.
between men and God.

throu~h

It is a kind of

which reform of man's basic rela-

The Sabbath is the sign of the

co~~union

It is the central theme by which the holiness of

the believers must be attained.

The solemnity in observing the Sabbath

with many additional regulations

i~

the symbol of the total strictness

of this church in the ethical sphere.

The church has never officially

lowered the standard of observance of the Sabbath even though it has
caused many troubles,. such as in losing a good job.

In the present

system of business the younger generation may feel they cannot longer
obey the nineteenth century regulations of formal piety.

But, if the

standard of Sabbath observance is lowered, the total system of piety
must be destroyed at once and the tide of the secular religion must
surely wash away the old Adventist beliefs.

Sabbath observance is the

inclusive behavior which expresses the core value of strictness and
solemnity in religious affairs of this church.
The health reform includes in it the practical qllesUons on health
and the rather basic questions of holiness.

If it is related only to

practical health problems, it may not be the peculiar belief of the SOA
church.

But because it includes the basic problem of holiness, it

becomes a special message of the church .

The holiness nleans the whole-

ness or perfoct-ness of mind, body and soul .

Mind is to be protected

by abstinence from such thinr,s as drama, fiction, movies, secular pleasures, and sensational literature ; and body is protooted by taboos on
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unclean ·food, abstinence from drugs, wine and cigarettes and other
harmful things.

It has, of course, some positive admonitions such as

encouragement ·of Bible study, of the study of nature, emphasis on exercises and balanced diet and so on.

The health reform has its signifi-

cance in its relationship with the Sabbath reform in the basic intention of the "holiness reform," and, therefore, in becoming expressed
symbols of the core values of solemnity of life.
There are other peculiar factors in expressing group standards
of the church, group commitments

~nd

relationships in the group.

The

sectarian standard requires the individual member's total commitment
to itself.

This includes the acceptance of leader's commands, or a

general ideological Qommitment, or a more specific doctrinal commitment,
or a commitment to regulate all social and moral affairs entirely as
the sect directs · (Wilson, p. 13).

In this respect the SDA church has

had a strong commitment to the prophetess of the "remnant church,"
Ellen G. White.

(Volumes of her writings took her place after her

charismatic life ended in 1917) .

For a "true" Seventh-day Adventist

her testimonies, injunctions , admonitions, counsels, doctrinal statements, which are compiled in some 50 volumes of thick books, mean
the final word just as the Bible does.

He cannot be satisfied by any

doctrinal or ethical statement without mentioning the Te stimonies.
feels insecure without them; he cannot have his

Ol~

He

or inion unless the

Testimonies so state s; he puts them over all other thou r.hts and beliefs.
The. Testimonies are the basis of his assertion, the
spiritual security and the standard of his act .

~arantee

of his

In fact. the Testi-

monios become the source of energy for the various activities of the
church .

They have enou r-h nourishment for the soiri tunl life of t he

'
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church members with the noble consciousness of the "elect," the strict
moral injunctions, and the deepened understanding of the gospel.

The

SDA church recognized Ellen G. White as the messenger of God to the
"last days" church and the total commitment to the leadership of the
"Spirit of Prophecy" has been encouraged.
admonitions is considered 'a virtue.

strictness in following its

However, various fringe elements

cause some tension among the followers.

It occurs mainly from the

demands of seemingly extreme behaviors which come from the strictness
of the nineteenth century rural revivalism.

The tension centers around

the problem of the correct interpretation of Biblical prophecy, the
problem of assertion in the sphere of Biblical interpretation, the problem of old type of qdministrative direction, and of guidance to living.
There is another problem of group commitment, that is, the problem
of endogamous association.

The demand of endogamy is based on the

demands of keeping purity of faith, of protecting youth from falling
away from the right faith, and of holding group cohesiveness.

To the

degree that a member is more deeply involved in the sectarian values,
endogamy acquires more i mportant moaning .

For the old Adventist ethic,

a marriage with a non-Adventist was considered a grave fault that called
for a kind of chastisement.

This also is stated clearly in the messa ge

of the Spirit of Prophecy.
"~;arriage

between believers and unbelievers is forbidden by God"

(FE 500).

"To connect with an unbeliever is to place yourself on Satan's
ground.

You erieve the Spirit of God and forfeit His protection."

(ST 361).
Association is also limited.

To the degree that the sectarian
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values are held, association is . greatly limited.

Ar,ain the "Spirit of

prophecy" states I
God1s word places great stress upon the. influence of association, even upon men and women. How much ~eater is its power on
the developing mind and character of children and youth. The company they keep , the principles they adopt, the habits they form,
will decide the question of their usefulness here, and of their
future, eternal interest • • ••
Through contact with the irreligious, the pleasure-loving, and
the corrupt, many, many youth lose the simplicity and purity, the
faith in God, and the spirit of self-sacrifice that Christian fathers
and mothers have cherished and guarded by careful instruction and
earnest prayer. (J1H 402, 403).
This also relates to the emphasis on family organization by sects.

The

sectarian values become most powerful when they are held by the family
units.

The most important means of maintaining sectarian values may be

through socialization and education.

education is a most important

media to keep sectarian values within the religious body.

To send one's

children to schools otner than denominational schools is considered to
be a sin i'or the sectarian mind.

'f lus is expressed emphatically in the

"Spirit of Prophecy:"
In planning for the education of their children outside the home ,
parents should realize that it is no longer safa to send them to the
public school, and should endeavor to send them to schools where
they will obtain an education based on a Scriptural foundation. Upo~
every Christian parent there rests the solemn obligation of giving
to his children an education that ldll lead thorn to gain a knoldedee
of the Lord and to become partakers of the divine nature throu~
obedience to God's will and way. (CT 205).
"Pietism in action" is the key phrase to conclude previous discussions.

It means "practical piety" with simplified ide ol ogy of anti-

1I0rld, anti-Catholicism, and .anti-fallen Protestantism.

Here the cen-

tral value is placed in the concept and practice of the "ele ct" which
is characterized by the concept of the "separateness fron: the world."
The latter is expressed in the sphere of orgnnizatiol1Jll activities
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. of the church as "holiness reforms."

To the degree that the church

achieves the "holiness reforms," it attains the (1:roup goals of sectarian
value.

Individual strictness of ethical

observ~nce

of the standards of

the church is welcomed as a fulfillment of the "holiness reforms."

It

is the individual's conformity to the sectarian values and standards to
promote the "holiness reforms."

The group commi ttment and the intra-

group relationship of each merr.ber are another expression of the "holinesS reform."

These are the basic demands of the church as a large

group or an organization which is achieving vital religious goals.
Thus in the second part of this thesis, I will pick several items which
express the sectarian standards and discuss Japanese SDAs' attitudes
toward them based

o~

survey data.

This ·discussion will include another

aspect of the problem of this study, that is the problem of multi-group
standards.

This may be taken as the problem of reference group with

its aspect of normative function.

The members of the SDA church, like

members of any group, live in multi-group situations, belonging to
many groups.

Normally a member has two or throe important reference

groups in which he desires to be accepted and to maintain acceptance.
These may be church, family, community, firm or company, peer groUt) and
others.

A person often experiences conflicts between these mul ti-Erollp

demands which come from each group standard.

As the teaching of the

church tends to emphasize a dichotomy of church versus world, the me:uber tends to be conscious of the conflict between dichotomized de:nands
of the church and of the world.

ihis is the sitnation in which t i1e

member of the church meets uith the se ctarian stannard of "separatonoss
from tho world" in terms of Group standard.
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The sectarian values of the .::iDA Church and the Japanese Concepts of 'I alues.
riuth Benedict presented two types of culture -- the culture of sin

and that of shame -- in her study about the characteristics of Japanese
culture.

According to her definitions, a good deed is performed on the

basis 'of consciousness of sin in the culture of sin, on the other hand,
it is performed by outward coercion in the culture of shame.
culture Hhich socializes men and

\~omen

'rhus, the

not to be laughed at before other

people is distinguished from another type of culture which emphasizes
the teaclling of absolute standards 'of morals and making every effort to
awaken conscience."
.::iakuda studied nenedict's typology in relation to the social system
and described his conclusion as follows I

"l·'rom the point, or view

social system, the culture of sin is what asserts the consistent
zation

OI'

01'

the

rea~i-

its moral values fro:n the outside of the system; on the con-

trary, the culture

01'

shame is what is institutionalized into the social

system and is suitable for realistic demands of the regulation between
various inner activities of the system."

(Sakuda, p. 74).

Sakuda also named a stat'e of values in the culture of shame the
"intra-group value" and described how it corres ponded to a certain type
of social structure.

hlhat Sakuda pointed out is the segmentation in the

highly differentiated

or~anic

society.

For instance, consider the case

of a family in the ' highly industrialized society.

In such a family the

organic solidarity Hith hirhly differGntiated divisions of labor is not
the usual pattern.

*

l<ather the

fami~y

is a exceptional area which performs

Ruth Benedict, The Chrysanthemum ann the Sword, Patterns of Jaoanese
Culture, Houghton "a.fflin Co. Eoston, 1946, po. 309, 310.
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undifferentiated functions.

In such a social area, the intra-group
,

values are considered to be most important and the attainment of the
universalistic values is not considered too essential.

In such a seg-

roented society, pragmatism which corresponds immediately to the changes
of situation becomes the principle to manipulate values.

The unity

between component members is attained not by the common commitment to the
universalistic norms but by the regulation of intra-group human relations.
Thus, in such a group as family which is segmented mechanical solidarity,
the pragmatic unity comes in resistance to the logic of universalistic
norms.

Kawashima in his thesis, "The Family-like Structure of Japanese
Society," points out· that the segmented mechanical solidarity constructs
the important structural side of Japanese society.

In that society, he

affirms, family-like norms and human relations extend from small enterprises in which employees are only family members to the inner circles
of a large corporation.

Since the Hawthorne Experiments, it has been

well known that inner circles and blocks in a large corporation form
informal groups and have their own normS and behavioral patterns which
are contrary to or inconsistent with the totalistic norms of the corporation.

In Japanese society, however , it should be pointed out that the

value system of the segmented group is an imitation of that of the total
society.

Family-like norms form the same pattern of the segmented

structure in all groups and organizations, either large or small.

Thus

a table may be constructed in order to make clear the differences between
those two types of culture I

Culture of sin
Idealistic culture ·
Universalistic value
Emphasis on consistency
Organic social structure

Cul ture of shame
Institutionalized culture
Intra-group value
Emphasis on utility
Segmented group structure

In missionary activities in Japan, an acculturation to the "culture
of sl,n" was attempted in the very land of the "culture of shame."

The

sectarian values and standards of the SDA church, possessing the strict
of consciousness of morality and the universalistic principle, belong
to the culture of sin.

Thus it is not a wonder that the acculturation

to the SDA sectarian values should cause conflicts with the native values
of Japan.

The Japanese never deny the spiritual height of the ethical

and moral demands which the Christianity embraces.
live the absolute ethical demands.

But they hesitate to

Because, in general, the Japanese

grow up in the segmented family-like society and have the intra-group
morals as their ethical standard in which the value of utility and pragmatism supersedes the value of

univer~alistic

ethical demands; in other

words, because they are living in a relativistic system of values, they
fear the absolute demands of religious morality.

So Japanese parents

teach their children , Be not fanatic or a "stiff" of any "ism" or religion.

In the segme nted small society the primary value is that of

unity of members based on the primary group relationship and that of consecration to the intra-group norms.

When one of the members deviates

from the group value and ins ists on an absolute value, the unity will be
in danger.

A defe nse mechanism will be put into operation to resist

against the intruding values.

Thus the SDAs who accepted the absolute

moral standards of the strict sectarian Christianity continually face
psychological tensions in all the places they go.

These tensions will

JJ
result in withdrawal of .the church members from the ordinary work shops
and social activities.
Hashikawa. ·distinctly points out in this

~espect

the very nature

of the structure of value concepts among Japanese people.

After stat-

ing his main thesis that in general, on the occasion of historical
forming of a belief or thought, the original world consciousness of a
race which is the mother's womb of the thought -- namely the protophilosophy of the race -- has acted out a great role.. It is the function of national

~hology,

he mentions, to express the 'r acial conscious-

nesS or sentiments in their proto-type.

The national

~hology

of Japan

has a specific philosophy or world view relating the birth of gods and
the creation of man :ontinuously, that is, the existence of sympathetic
tie between gods and men.

In that

~hology,

there is no conception of

the complete isolation of man from gods, the separation between the creator and the creature .

Thus , in Japanese sentiments, the pantheism

that unites together gods, men,. and the nature has prevailed for many
centuries.

In this pantheistic atmosphere, man cannot think of himself

as the subjective person who stands against other existence .

Man is

neither a subject nor an object: he is a part of the great nature.

His

consciousness of nature is also part of nature's consciousness of him .
In this psychological environment, it is true to state that man does
not create a value but the value itself induces man to a special sentiment.

"In such a structure of mind, the consciousness of value is rather

identified with the fluid emotions and a value is recognized only in
aesthetical forms.

Here the original sentiment is the reception and

• Hashikawa, B., "Nippon-jin no Kachi-ishiki Kozo" (The Structure of
Value Consciousness of Japanese People), Siso, November 1969, pp. 48-56.

devotion to the aesthetic values.

To divide this value into any dual-

istic values and to pick an objective standard of good and evil out are
completely foreign for the Japanese sentiment."- (Hashimoto, p. 50).
The Japanese place an ultimate value on the natural motion of
sentiments which makes them able to find any small symptom of beauty in
all existing beings and things.
an infinite charm and/or sadness.

The consciousness of beauty may cause
This intuitive grasp of beauty is

considered as surpassing the dichotomized ethic of good and evil.
Japanese people have a distinguished tendency to bury value consciouspesS into beauty.

Beauty in Japanese spirituality is said to correspond

to religion in Western culture.
plative attitude

tow~d

This tendency further causes a contem-

every event and thing that occurs in reality and

indifference or negative attitude toward political valu'e s.

This basic

structure of Japanese value concepts may be stated as the unconsciousness of values.

In spite of the intense change of value concepts in a

superficial stratum of Japanese ,mind since the start of Japan's modernization, Japanese in general have had a kind of ironical attitude toward
anything or any person which is considered to be valuable.

While they

recognized the values of the Wes tern ethics in the process of the
modernization of their society, on ' the other hand, they negated them in
their deeper consciousness.

Thus Hashikawa further comments that a

sense of changeableness toward what constitutes values exists in the
deep consciousness of Japanese mentality.

There seems to be no supreme

and absolute value in this concept of values; it ass erts that all values
are relative.
In the post war period, a tremendous change in the value" concepts
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.. ha s occurred in every living. area.

The tendency toward individualism,

utilitarianism, and materialism took the place of totalitarianism, devo.t ionalism, and spiritualism.

The extreme shift. of value from public

spheres to private spheres has been seen even in the family which was the
strongest citadel for the traditional values..

The lack of ideology or

philosophy of life among the majority of Japanese people has been observed
in the post-war period.
In the deep strata of Japanese spirituality, however, there still
exists the nonconsciousriess of values which opposes all normative values
and an ironical negation of valuableness.

Shiba and Inukai expressed

this peculiarity of Japanese spirituality when they ventured that absolute thoughts could

~ot

take root in the ground of Japan.

In its past

history, according to them, storms of the absolute thought have raged
often like influenza, such as the Ikko Revolt in 15th and 16th century,
A diagram is drawn by Sosuke Kenda · showing the shifts of values among
Japanese youths from 1931 to 1958 based on the Survey of Japanese
National Character. (Fukutake (ed.), Gendaijin no Shakaigaku, p. 252).
Diagram 1:
C;>-. -0 "Work hard and get rich."
50
.--.-t "Study earnestly and make a name
of yourself."
40
"Dont think about money or fame,
just live the life that suits
your own tastes."
30
"Live each day as it comes,
cheerfully and without worrying."
•

20

"Resist all the evil in the

Q---~ world and live a pure and just

life."

10

o~~__~~__~~~~~_

1931

1940

1953

1958

..- __ .. "Never think yourself. give
everything in the serVice of
society. II
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Catholicism in 16th century, the thought of absolute royalists in 19th
century, and Marxism in the post-war period.
,take root in the mind of the majority.

But none of them could

Shiba and Inukai point out that

Japan is the country where the relativity of thoughts prevails; the
Japanese hate to give an absolute power and authority to one person or
one thing but love to balance everything.
between the monotheism and anti-theism.

There is no severe conflict
These facts which were described

above shows how wide is the distance between the sectarian value concepts of the SDA church and the Japanese value concepts.

Needless to

say this in one of the important reasons why Christianity has not taken
root in that country.
Japan?

Must the

Is Christianity not able to be assimilated in

Chr~stian

church, especially the SDA church, submit

continuously to a fate of being a deviant minority to the general spirituality of Japanese people?

If there is a kind of Christian church which

is able to take root in Japan, what is it?

Do the idealistic values

which Christianity brought into, Japan such as principles of freedom,
egalitarianism, individualistic concept of persons, the importance of
social services, and the strictness of morality, have the certain fate
of being pulled down to the ground and destroyed by the rock of relativity?

I cannot answer all of these questions in the present research

but will focus on the relationship between the demands of a strict
morality and the response of a relative -value oriented people.

part Two I

The Survey on the Sectarian Value-Consciousness of the
Japanese Seventh-day Adventists.
Research Procedures

In Part I, I discussed the origin and the nature of the sectarian
values of the SDAs and an assumption that the Adventist sectarian values
would be dealt with differently when they are transplanted into a totally

different cultural area.

In this second part of

~

thesis, discussion

will be centered on the question of how the sectarian values are assimilated by the members of the SDA church in Japan in terms of the attitude of conformity or of distance from the value

cr~teria.

A survey

was carried ·out in order to get the relevant data for describing the
attitude of the members of the SDA church in Japan toward the sectarian
value criteria.

It also included related questions about their evalu-

ations of the religiOUS life and their life values.
The primary objective of the study was to determine the extent of
assimilation of the sectarian values by the Japanese SDA's which WaS to
be indicated by the degree of discrepancy between the expressed sectarian
values and the expressed reality-values of these individuals.

The study

also tried to ascertain from the responses given by the subjects and
from available data on the value system of the contemporary Japanese
probable explanations of the discrepancies.
The main part of the survey was constructed with considerations of
the relationships between group standards and belief=value subsystem in
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an individual person, which were discussed previously in Part I (see
pp. 20-22).

The survey
was planned to see how the sectarian standards
,

as group standards were accepted and followed by the Japanese SDA's.
Acceptance and rejection of those standards by them were measured by
their choices of acceptance or rejection of particular sentences which
expressed the sectarian standards.

The discussions in Part I suggested

as a working hypothesis for the survey that the members of the SDA
church in Japan would show a degree of deviation from the sectarian
value concepts.

The deviati'on would -be expressed by the subjects'

answer of agreement or disagreement with the thirteen expressed value
sentences which were written after consulting the "Christian Standards
of Life" in the Chruch Manual
Testimonies.

of the SDA church and the teachings of the

The members of the church are expected to obey these as

perfectly as possible.

The most conservative members should be in per-

fect agreement with these standards which express the peculiar, sectarian value concepts of the church.

My

interest WaS in seeing how far

the subjects deviated from perfect agreement with the standards.
The thirteen items and the rationale for the related standards are
as followsJ with the rationale quoted from church sources:
Item 11

A failure to pay a tithe may not be considered sin under some

circumstances.
"The tithe • • • is the Lord's." Here the same form of expression is employed as in the law of the Sabbath. "The seventh day is
the Sabbath of the Lord thy God." God reserved to Himself a specified portion of man's time and of his means, and no man could, without guilt, appropriate either for his own interests. (Patriarchs
and Prophets, pp. 525, 526.)
In that day when every man shall be judGed according to the
deeds done in the body, every excuse that selfishness may " now make
for withholding the tithe, the gifts and offerings. from the Lord
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will melt away as the dew before the sun. If it were not forever
too late, how glad would many be to go back and rebuild their charactersl But it will be too late then to change the record of those
who, weekly, monthly, and yearly, have robbed God. Their destiny
. will be fixed, unalterably fixed. (Message .to Young People, p. 308.)
item 2.

To use cosmetics heavily and be fashionable is a form of idola-

trY.
Dress is an important factor in Christian character. Early in
our history instruction was given as to the way Christian should
dress, the purpose of which was 'to protect the people of God from
the corrupting influence of the world, as well as to promote physical and moral health.' (Testimonies to the Church, vol. 4, p. 634.)
• • • • "To dress plainly, and abstain from display of jewelry and
ornaments of every kind is in keeping with our faith." (Ibid., vol
3, p. 366.)
----

"'.

.

•• The use of common cosmetics not in keeping with good taste

and the principles of Christian modesty should be avoided." (Church
Manual, p. 201.)
"The love of display produces extravagance, and in many young
people kills the aspiration for a nobler life.

Instead of seeking an

education, they early engage in some occupation to earn money for endulging the passion for dress.

And through this passion many a young girl

is beguiled to ruin." (Education, p. 247.)
Item 3.

Regardless of

reasons~

a member of the church must not divorce.

In the sermon on the mount Jesus declared plainly that there
could be no dissolution of the marriage tie, except for unfaithfulness
to the marriage vow.

(Mount of Blessing, p. 99.)

And when He said, "Let no man put asunder," He established a
rule of conduct for the church under the dispensation of grace
which must transcend forever all eivil enactments which would go
beyond His interpretation of the divine law governing the marriage
relation. He here gives a rule to His followers who must adhere to
it whether or not the state or prevailing custom allows larger
liberty. (Church l1anual, p. 241.)
Item 4.

Though association with non-SDA friends may be dangerous, it may
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offer .. benefits whioh are unlikely to be found in the church.
The world is not to be our criterion. We are not to associate
with the ungodly and partake of their spirit, for they will lead
the heart away from God to the worship of f~lse gods • • • • God
requires of His people now as great a distinction from the world,
in customs, habits, and principles, as He required of Israel anciently. (Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 458.)
It is not safe for Christians to choose the society of those who
have no connection with God, and Whose course is displeasing to Him.
Yet how many professed Christians venture upon the forbidden ground.
Many invite to their homes relatives who are vain, trifling, and ungodly, and often the example and influence of these irreligious
visitors produce lasting impressions upon the minds of the children
in the household • • • • Many feel that they must make some concessions to please their irreligious relatives and friends. As it is
not always easy to draw the lihe, one concession prepares the way
for another, until those who were once true followers of Christ are
in life and character conformed to the customs of the world. The
connection with God is broken. (Message to Young People, p. 4)2.)
Item 51

Christians

~ay

be excused in telling lies under special circum-

stances.
He who utters falsehood or practices deceptfon loses his own
self-respect. He may not be conscious that God sees him and is ac ~
quainted with every business transaction, that holy angels are
weighing his motives and listening to his words, and that his reward will be according to h~s works, but if it were possible to
conceal his wrongdoing from human and divine inspection, the fact
that he himself knows it is degrading to his mind and character.
One act does not determine the character, but it breaks down the
barrier, and the next temptation is more readily entertained, until
finally a habit of prevarication and dishonesty in business is
formed , and the man cannot be trusted • • • • As we deal with our
fellow men in petty dishonesty or in more daring fraud, so will we
deal with God. Men who persis·t in a course of dishonesty will carry
out their principles until they cheat their own souls and lose
heaven and eternal life. They will sacrifice honor and religion
for a small worldly advantage. (Message to Young People, p. 392.)
Item 6:

It is almost impossible to follow strictly the teaching of

Testimonies in this rapidly changing age.
"If you lose confidence in the Testimonies, you will drift away
from Bible truth."

(Testimonies to the Church, vol . 5, p. 674 . )

It is Satan's plan to weaken the faith of God's people in the
Testimonies. When the Testimonies which were once believed, are
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doubted and given up, Satan knows the deceived ones will not stop at
this I and he redoubles his efforts till he launches them into open
rebellion, which becomes incurable, and ends in destruction. (Ibid.,
p. 672.)

'Item 71

God calls men to fight against the power of evil.

a Christian is that of a war.

The life of

But it is necessary to have fun sometimes.

God calls upon men to oppose the powers of evil • • • • The
Christian life is a warfare • • • • Satan is Christ's personal ene~.
He is the originator and leader of every species of rebellion
in heaven and earth . His rage increases , and we do not realize his
power. If our eyes could be opened to discern the fallen angels at
their work with those who feel at ease and consider themselves safe,
we should not feel so secure. Evil angels are upon our track every
moment • • • • Are we prepared to resist them 'by the word of God,
the only weapon we can use suc'cessfully7
(Message to Young People,
pp. 55, 61.)
Item 81

It is merely an excuse for one who occupies a busy position to

say that he does not have a few minutes to study the Bible. '
Spiritual life is maintained by spiritual food. ' The habit of
devotional Bible study and prayer must be maintained if we are to
perfect holiness. In a time when a great flood of reading matter
puts forth from printing presses everywhere, when the very ether is
filled with thousands of voioes, pleading for a hearing, it is
incumbent upon us to close our eyes and our ears to much of that
which is seeking entrance to our minds, and devote ourselves to
God ' s book -- the Book of all books, the Book of life . If we cease
to be the people of the Book, we are lost and our mission has failed .
Only as we daily talk to God in prayer and liste n to His voice
speaking to us from the Bible, can we hope to live the life that is
'hid with Christ in God' or finish His work.
(Church Manual ,
p . 196.)
Item 91

The idea that it is not objectionable to send one's children to

a public school , if it is located near and has a hi gh academic standard,
is dangerous .
In planning for the education of their children outside the
home, parents should realize that it is no longer safe to send them
to the public school, and should endeavor to send them to schools
where they will obtain an education based on a Scriptural foundation .
Upon every Christian pare nt there rests the solemn obligation of
giving to his children an education that will lead them to gain a
knowledge of the Lord and to become partakers of the divine nature
through obedience to God's will and way. (Counsels to Parents and
Teachers, p. 205.)
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Notwithstanding this plain instruction, some of God's people
permi t their children to' attend the public schools, where they
mingle with those who are corrupt in morals. In these schools
their children can neither study the Bible nor learn its principIes. Christian parents, you must make provision for your children to be educated in Bible principles. (Child Guidance, p. 305.)
1-tem 101

In choOSing employment, the first consideration should be to

serve God even at the sacrifice of income and comforts for the family.
"The spirit of covetousness, of seeking fer the highest position
and the · highest wage, is rife in the world.

The old-time spirit of self-

denial and self-sacrifice is too seldom met with.

But this is the only

spirit that can actuate a true follower of Jesus.

Our divine Master has

given us an example of how we are to work • • • • He offered no stated
sum as a reward for their services.
self-denial and sacrifice."
Item III

They were to share with Him His

(Message to Young People, p. 303.)

Eating meat is not sin.
"Meat should not be placed before our children.

Its influence

is to excite and strengthen the lower passions, and has a tendency to
deaden the moral powers."

(Child Guidance, p. 389.)

Greater referms sheuld be seen ameng the peeple who claim to. be
leeking fer the soen appearing of Christ. Health referm is to de
ameng our peeple a work which it has net yet dene. There are these
who. eught to. be awake to the danger of meat eating, who are still
eating the flesh of animals. thus endangering the physical, mental,
and spiritual health. Many who. are new enly half converted en the
questien ef meat eating will go. frem Ged's people to. walk no. mere
with them . (Ceunsels on Diet and Feeds, p. 382.)
Item 121

To. marry a nen-Adventist is sin and centrary to the Will ef Ged.

Never should God's peeple venture upen ferbidden ground. Marriage
between believers and unbelievers is ferbidden by Ged. But tee eften
the unconverted heart follews its ewn desires, and marriages unsanctiened by Ged are fermed. Because ef this many men and wemen are
witheut hepe and witheut Ged in the werld • • • • The unbelieving may
pesses an excellent meral character, but the fact that he er she has
not answered to the claims of God and has neglected so great salvatien
is sufficient .reason why such a unien should net be censummated.
(The Adventist Heme, p. 63.)
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When one is to choose. between work and the prayer meeting,
it is permissible that one should choose to work.
"Not neglecting to meet together, as is·the habit of some, but
encouraging one another, and all the more as you seethe Day drawing
near."

(The Letter to the Hebrews, 10125.)
"It is required that we meet together and bear testimony to the

truth.

•• It will pay, then to improve the privileges within our reach,

and even at some sacrifice, to assemble with those who fear God and speak
for Him; for He is represented as hearkening to those testimonies, while
angels write them in a book."
Research Procedurel

(Testimonies to the Church, vol. 4, p. 107.)

The Sample.

The sample used in this study was a stratified random sample consisting of about ten percent of the regularly attending church members
of the SDA church in Japan with the exception of Okinawa.

Half of the

churches throughout Japan were selected on the basis of location and
size according to the distribution of churches on these characteristics .
The sample was randomly selected from the membership of these churches.
Thirty-one churches were thus selected out of 62 churches.

There were

620 subjects which constituted about 10 percent of the total membership.
Out of 31 selected churches, 28 churches responded; and there were 411
respondents .

All questionnaires were sent during the last week of April,

1970 , to the churches and, through pastors, to the selected members.
Answered questionnaires were placed into envelopes and handed in to the
pastors.

Questionnaires were sent back to a designated place by the

pastors for tallying.
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Research Procedurel
A

Questionnaire.

questio~ire

prepared for this study has three parts I

Part I

consists of questions on the SDA sectarian standards, Part II, questions
on the members I evaluation of the Christian life, Part III, two openend questions on the subjects' life values.

The measuring of the sub-

jects' attitudes toward the peculiarity of the SDA sectarian standards
and value concepts was intended in Part I.

This WaS done by asking sub-

jects' agreement or disagreement to the value statements discussed in
the preceding section.

These thirteen items in Part I were chosen so

that they might best represent the peculiar, sectarian standards as
group standards.
were avoided.

The items which Were too self-evident to be "evaluated"

Consideration was given to phrasing sentences so that they

might most efficiently draw out the subjects·

attit~des

or opinions con-

cerning the standards or expressed value items.
In answering Part I the sample was divided into three groups
for getting data concerning the discrepancy of value concepts between
the official view of the church and the private view of the subjects.
The three groups were I
groups .

"official- view , "" pri vate-view," and "control"

The subjects in the "official-view" and "private-view" groups

received respectively the following two different types of ins tructions
in answering the questions in Part I, while the "control" group responded
to Part I without any additional instruction I
-I.

Responses are to represent the official points of view of

the church.
2.

Responses are to represent one's personal points ?f view in

one's encounter with realities typically faced in the Japanese society.
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Research Procedurel

Analysis of the Data.

Information from the returned questionnaires was transferred
to IBM cards and was machine-analyzed at the University Scientific Com-

putation Facility.

The machine computations were done under NIH grant

FR00276-02.

The item analysis made on all questions gave numbers and
percentages of church members answering in various categories.

Cross-

tabulations (contingency tables) were made between all personal characteristics and all questions.
As to Part I, two kinds of statistics were calculated:

one

for average scores of each attitude scale; the other for percentage
of affirmative, neutral, and negative answers to e,ach question.

The

former has the advantage of measuring the weight of the answers by
scaling from "one to five

from negative to affirmative -- but has

a disadvantage that the average scores do not show the exact image of
the answers because they tend to centralize on score

"3" and cannot

distinguish the difference between a frequency on score "3" and corresponding frequencies on a paired score "2 and 4" or "1 and 5."
Furthermore, the score itself cannot be dealt with as an exact interval
scale.

Hence, I used the average scores only for comparison between

some correlation groups with t-tests and adopted the percentage diagrams
to get the true image of the answers.

Though the percentage diagrams

have a disadvantage of losing the weight of answers, -- five stage
scoring was transformed to three stage scoring:
(+, including scores

that is, affirmative

"4" and "5"), negative (-, including scor.es "1"
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and "2"). and neutral (±. -equivalent to score "3") -- they can represent a direct image of the answers.

Chi square tests Were made for

detecting statistically significant differences _between the percentage
diagrams in different groups.
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The Demographic Characteristics of Japanese Church Members.
Answers to questions on demographic characteristics show that
the responding group contained 47 percent male and 53 percent female,
28 percent in Age Group I, 21 percent in Age Group II, 32 percent in Age
Group 'III, and 19 percent in Age Group IV, and 45 percent single per. sons and 55 percent married persons.

On the assumption that the data

are representative of the total SDA popUlation from which the sample was
taken, it has more males and more older persons than is true of the general Christian population in Japan.

(See Table 1, 2, and 8 in Appendix).

The mean educational level of the SDA church members in Japan,
according to this survey, is as high as that of the Christian population
in Tokyo city, which is the highest among all religious groups in the
metropolitan area.

(See Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix).

With respect to

education, the survey shows that 46 percent of the subjects had attended
Nippon San-Iku Gakuin (Japan MiSSionary College, including Junior and
Senior High Schools).
Concerning occupations (See Table

5 in Appendix), the data dif-

fer from the usual pattern of occupational classifications.

It has a

heavy proportion of mission employees (26 percent of the subjects), students (22 percent) , and housewives (18 percent).

There are few profes-

sionals other than mission employees -- only four percent.
include doctors, teachers, nurses, and managerials.

These

Those who have jobs

other than mission employment are only 99 out of 403 respondents (25
percent).

This demonstrates, together with the fact of a heavy propor-

tion of mission employees (26 percent), what few sources the SDA church
membership in Japan has for employment.

This fact reflects uniquely
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the conclusion of an article written by Senzo Nagakubo of Nippon SanIku Gakuin in a booklet issued by the Busines's men's Association of the
North Japan Mission of SOA's.*

He discussed

th~

nominal and real num-

ber of the church membership and the ratio of the mission employees in
the real total number of the church membership.

He estimated that the

total number of the real membership was about 4,000** out of 6,700 nominal membership.

He further noted that the number of the mission

employees was about 1,000 which indicated that one out of every four
regularly-attending church members was a

mi~sion

employee.

This unusual

over-loading of mission employees in the total membership of the church
indicates not only the weak economic ground of the church but also the
inevitable unhealthy ~over-employment because of the pressures from
outside in terms of the collisions between the demands of the Ten Commandments and of the present-day social systems.
* Senzo Nagakubo, Sei to Zoku (The Holy and the Secular), Businessmen's
Association of North Japan Mission of SDA's, 1968. pp. 17-30.

** A survey which was made by the Ministerial Association of Japan
Union ttission of SDA's on December 6. 1969. also showed that the actual
number of church members who were regularly attending church was about
4,000 out of 6,600 church membership I
Table 1.

Number of Church-Attending Members in Japan Union Mission
of 'the SDA.
JAPAN UNION MISSION

Dec. 6, 1969

Number of church membership
Number of those who attended the Sabbath
services on the day the survey was held.
Members
Interests
Visitors
Children
Number of those who were absent for long
terms
Number of those who were absent on that
day because of sickness

6,630
2,980
401
172
741
2.*36
294

The modal income level of the subjects (20,000 to 50,000 yen a
month) is quite low in contrast to the national modal workers' income
which is between'500,000 and 800,000 yen a year, ($1400 to 2200 a year).*
If the recent report of the average family income in Japan reaching a
peak of $300 a month is true,** the majority of the members of the SDA
church in Japan do not reach this average level.
the subjects go over that level.

Only six percent of

(See Table 6 in Appendix).

Another category of the demographic characteristics of the members of the church is number of years of church membership.

The data

shows that 90 percent of the subjects became Adventists after the end
of World War II.

Only eight percent are those older members who became

Adventists before

t~e

War.

Over half of the subjects have less than

ten years of Christian experience, which indicates they are comparatively young in faith.

(See Table 7 in Appendix.)

Survey on the Evaluation of Christian Life
Questions on Christian living were asked to determine its
* According to the recent announcement of Tax Administration Agency of
the Japanese Government (September 21, 1970), the average non-governmental wage workers' yearly income for the fiscal year of 1969 was
809,600 yen ($2,250). The distribution by levels of yearly income is as
follows: Less than 500,000 yen ($1,400) 31 percent; 500,000 to 800,000
yen ($1,400 to $2200) 45 percent; more than 1,000,000 yen (2,800) 23.5
percent.
In contrast with these figures, the hundred percent wage of the Mission employee of Japan Union Mission of SDA is about 840,000 yen ($2,300)
with a 'small amount of allowances.

** Bureau of Statistics, Office of the Prime Minister, published the
report of the family income and expenditure of the fiscal year of 1969
on Hay 29, 1970. According to the report, the average family income of
Worker's Household (average number of members of the househofd, 3.9; the
average age of the ,head of the household, 40.8) in 1969 was $)00 a month.
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relationship to the values held by the subjects.

These questions dealt

with the fundamental aspects of Christian living.
The Concept of Happiness.
First question (Survey Part II, question 1) was, "If you have to
give the answer in one word, would you say you are happy?"

Eighty percent

of the subjects answered "happy;" 1.5 percent answered "unhappy;" 13 percent "don't know."

A comparison was made between the answers to the

same question made by the SDA church members and the general Japanese in
the survey conducted by the Committee of A Study of Japanese National
Character as followsl
Table 2.
QuestiOn!

Comparative -Percentages for the Question of Happiness.
If you have to give the answer in one word, would you say you
are happy? (In Percents)
Yes

No

Japanese, general

82

13

Japanese, SDA

80

other

1.5

D.K.

Total

1

4

100 (920)

5

13.5

100 (403)

The percentage of the subjects who answered "Yes" was the same in both
surveys .

"No" answers were far less in the SDA group than the general

Japanese and the "Don't Know" answers were heavier in the SDA group than
in the general Japanese.

Those who felt they were "unhappy" are very

rare among the SDA church members.
"happy'" have?

What reasons do those who felt

The various reasons are categorized in Table 9 (Appendix).

The table shows fifty four percent of the subjects gave reasons based on
religious factorsl 15 percent, on family living: 10 percent,

o~

economic

and health factors: six percent, on job satisfaction: 15 percent, others.
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Among the reasons based on religious factors, 84 percent of the
subjects listed "Protection by God," "Knowledge of and walking with
JeSUS Christ," "Bringing into His Salvation," as their reasons.

This

seems to indicate a large majority of the SDA church members in Japan
are vary religiously oriented in the evaluation of personal happiness.
It should be noticed that about six percent of the subjects who stated
the religious reasons listed particular
reasons such as that they have
,
been able to keep the Sabbath and that they have been -able to attend
church and evangelistic services

~th

no trouble.

It is reasonable to

conjecture from these lists that these persons had some difficulties
in keeping Sabbath and going to church in the past.

For the Japanese

who have been imbued with norms of the traditional family system, it is
reason for a state of happiness to be able to enter a religion without
social and psychological restrictions.
Among those who stated the reasons based on family living, the
largest percentage (60 percent)-of the subjects
fai th with the family members.

liste~

sharing the same

When a convert enters into a new asso-

ciation with a church which requires a new loyalty apart from the old
association of family, the family often becomes his enemy.

Housewives

who become members of the church having left behind their non-Adventist
husbands often experience an oppressive psychological discordance in
their families.

Thus the lib9ration from those troubles and evils may

become the major reason for happiness.
While there were considerable number (44) of the subjects who
expressed reasons of so-called "average-men's happiness" such as health,
good jobs, and good living facilities; on the other hand, there were
some who stated that they had the clear concept of life's goal after
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ving become a Christian and that
, they were liberated from the past
ha
sufferings, mentally and physically. These simple answers for happiness
~ay

,alSo suggest the life values.

From the results of the questions

on happiness, it appears that the majority of the members of the SDA
church in Japan seem to find life values in their religion.
reasons for happiness were connected

~th

Most other

the faith.

The Life Values.
The previous discussion corresponds with other facts from the
survey which showed what life values the subjects had.

In Part III, a

special section was set aside for the respondents to express their life
values either at the time when they were answering the questionnaire or
before they joined the church.

This survey on the life values among

the church members of the SDA church in Japan shows, except for a small
number of respondents (who may be younger people at high school age),
almost all respondents find their life values in their religion.

The

results of the survey are shown in Table 10 and 11 in the Appendix.
In this survey, the majority or almost all of the subjects said
they desired to live at present as members of the SDA church in religious spheres.

All of the answers had a religious color except a few

answers by some high school students.

For the answers on the values of

living, there are two main classifications.

One is the category of

personally oriented values which includes orientations toward personal
pleasures, achievements, integrations, and value or morality.

The other

is the category of socially oriented values which includes orientations
toward socially satisfied pleasures, achievements, integrations and
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vilues.

(See · Notes in the end pages of this section, pp. 57-60.)
The major reasons which belonged to the first category were

related to the area of personal religious experience, that is, satisfaction with the religious experience, such values in knowing God or
Christ and communication with Him, in recognizing oneself to be saved
and healed through His grace, in knowing that one walks with God, in
enjoying Bible study, in having eternal life, in obeying God wholeheartedly, and in fighting for the victory over sin, which represented
25 percent of all answers.

An

oth~r

11 percent expressed values which

related to one's own self in doing things that one loves, in making
one's life substantial, in· love, in using fully one's talents and in
enjoying nature.

Th~

most important reaSon for the Japanese Church

members to live was to do the work of the church, to help others and to
do one's. job for the sake of the Lord, which belong to the second category of values and represented 30 percent of all answers.

The next

group of reasons in the second category WaS related to the family and
child rearing, which were 11 percent of all answers.
fellowship in the church and in

f~~ly

The enjoyment of

relationships WaS the next rea-

son, which obtained eight percent of the answers.

Satisfaction in doing

one's job and study, which represented 11 percent of all answers, may be
classified into either personally oriented or socially oriented value
categories.
Some answers which indicate the subjects' ideas on life-values
are the following:

"MY purpose in life is in helping and assisting

my

children to

grow up upright to be workers for God and in making my life the real

.t estimol\Y for the truths while working as a . farmer's wife,"

(45 years

old, female, married, elementary, 2) years of membership.)
"As I saw confusion and turmoil all around us, I felt my purpose
in life was to prepare for the Second . Coming of our Lord."

(56 years

old, female, married, elementary, 22 years membership, housewife.)
I became blind and lost everything which belonged to me in the
world. But I found faith and hope to live again. Therefore my
purpose in life at present is to preach the Truths to other blind
people through making books in braille. I have no happiness in the
world as to money or property but I found the best pleasure in this
work of braille printing. (48 years old, male, married, elementary,
7 years of membership.)
To stand on the real things of the world without avoiding difficulties, rather to face on the difficulties in order to find out
their remote reasons, and to intend to solve those difficulties
courageously hoping for the future; thro~gh these things, to deepen
my experience of life, to recognize my own limitation as a man with
humility and to realize the beaty of life which Heaven imparted me.
(50 years old, male, married, college, 20 years of membership,
managerial. )
"My purpose in life is in becoming such a person as Jesus who had

understanding and love for everybody.

I would like to do my best in

giving my friends the Word of God in my office by positively associating
with them and working happily with them."

(2) years old, female, single,

"

Senior High, one year membership, office worker.)
"My purpose in life is in teaching people the correct diet and

cooking methods so that they may be healthy both in body and in spirit
<

and also know the power of God giving true health to them.
believe, is the best way to Heaven."

This, I

()1 years old, female, married,

Senior High, I) years of membership, housewife.)
"My goal in life is to live in service to my parents.

want to see my family unhappy.
them happy.

I do not

I will do everything for my famil,y to make

I also value studying and associating with my friendS, and

'.
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in the true love to all others."

(17 years old, female, single, High,

School student, one year of membership.)
"1 am happy when I can help others, especially those who are old
or in poverty.

I feel a real value in giving my happiness to others and

in helping them."

(17 ye.ars old, female, single, High School student,

one year of membership.)
"1 have a medical office and am employing several SDA members.
I hope that my office may be a peculiar one as a Christian medical
office among general medical

offic~s

the faith may be known to others.

and, through the. work of my ·office,

My goal in life are in improving my

Christian life and in sharing the work of the church in this area."

(43

years old, male, marrJed, college, 19 years of membership.) ·
"When I found the faith of this church, I could find the goal
of my existence.

It has given me courage to fight against difficulties

of life and satisfaction in giving consolation to those who are in
sorrow and suffering."

(42 years old, female, married, elementary, 5

years of membership.)
"My purpose in life is in devoting my whole life to social Case-

work which I had chosen as my life work."

(41 years old, female , Single,

college, 21 years of membership, s·o cial worker.)
"1 feel a real pleasure in seeing the work of the hospital in
which I have been working for forty years.

I feel real joy in seeing

the progress of the work of God in medical evangelism."

(61 years old,

. female, single, college, 46 years of membership, head nurse.)
As the above data showed, the SDAs in Japan are findin g their
life-values, their goals, exclusively in the area of their faith or its
practices.

This is very healthy from the church's view.

But, on the

' other hand, their goals showed also the lack of social consciousness of
values.

Values are grasped only for individual person or in the indivi-

dual sphere • . This becomes a contrast with the social-minded attitude of
the members of Kyodan churches, the biggest Protestant organization in
Japan, toward social problems.

According to the survey carried out by

Kobayashi and Tsumori who belonged to the Third Branch of the Institute
of Research of Evangelism, Christians were more social-minded than nonChristians ••
This lack of social consciousness among the SDA's in Japan seems
to reflect the church's attitude toward social problems.

The SDA church

has intentionally avoided joining in any social and political issues
whenever they seemed to be important.

The SDA church has had a princi-

ple to be apart from the political issues for it aimed to be an agent
of the Gospel not of "isms ," and to preach the Gospel in any social system or organization without the prejudice of any "ism."

In fact, the

SDA church has considerable number of members among the Communist countries as well as the western countries.
of power in propaganding their faith.
and promote the world evangelism.

They do not want any practice
This is the safest way to keep

They want to stand neutral, strictly

separating from the political world.

But this neutrality works evil

when it produces indifference on the social and political problems in
this world and makes the activities of the church very idealistic and
thus very powerless for solving present day problems, because there is
no realistic solution to the problems apart from the political and social
power relationship.
• Kobayashi, Koichi and Makoto Tsumori, The Value conce~ts of Japanese
People, Tokyo, Japan Christian Church Press. 196), pp. 5 -58.
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In short, the SDA church seems to confine its believers' consciousness within the frame of happiness of a small citizen and to bind
,them not to engage in such works as social reformation -- or revolution.
It seems not to be able to fight for solution against present-day alienative conditions of city-labor classes or proletariat.

In general, the

church is likely to be compared to a bystander to the realistic problems
of this world.

If a young man wants to launch himself into any social

activity for solving the realistic problem of his society, he might not
keep his stand as a good SDA.

At least in this sphere of man's acti-

vity, the gravely conservative attitude of the church is quite clear.
This probably came from its origin and character in the rural frontier
that emphasized indiyidual piety, freedom, personal property, and philosophy of frugality and independence.

This also goes back to the origi-

nal sectarian concepts of the conflicts between good and evil, of the
imminence of the end of the world, and of the chosen people.
NOTES: Yoshida made a matrix of life-values or goals based on his
theory of structure of life space using the method of the structuralfunctional analysis.--Yoshida, Tarnito, "Seikatsu Kukan no Kozo" (The
Structure of Life Space--A Functional Analysis) in Gendai Shakaignku
Koza (Present Day Sociology), Vol. V, pp. 173-187.
Table 3.

Matrix of Life-Values.

Area
Dimension
Pleasure
Achievement
Integration
. Value

Personal-Self
Orientation

11
21
31

41

Social-Self Orientation
Primary
Secondary
Third
Referential Referential Referential
12
22

32

42

13

23

33

43

14
24

J4

44

Some instances for' the matrix were cited by Yoshida as follow~:
III Satisfaction of biological needs; hobbies; personal pleasures.
12: Saving money; making one's house beautiful; collections.

.58
131
141
211
22:
23'
241
311
321
331
341
411
421
431

441
,

Good position in one's occupation.
Good social fame and standing.
Joys in one's job, labours and creative activities; personal
achievements.
Raising 'and educating one's children I serving one's social club.
Contribution to one's company or labor union.
Sharing a part in national event, revolution or peace movement.
Faith, enlightenment, spiritual peace.
Friendship, love, filial love.
Identification with an organization.
Class or racial solidarity, identification with a state.
Freedom, egalitarianism, charity and justice as a personal
belief, political ideology.
Devotion to group principles, family rules.
Devotion to religious precepts; ideals of political, artistic
avant-garde groups.
Imperialism as an ideology I Naziism I Communism; Liberalism .

With this referential list, the answers of llie-values of the Japanese
church members may be classified and fit "in the matrix as follows:
. Table 4.

Life-Value~

After Conversion.
Matrix A

Area
Dimension

Personal-Self
Orientation

Pleasure
Achievement
Integration
Value

32 ( 5%)
82 (13%)
186 00;i»

Total

300 (48%)

Table 5.

Social-Self Orientation
Primary Secondary
Third
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.

Total

77 (12%)
35 ( 6%)

136 (21%)
27 ( 4%)

58 (9%)

32 ( 5%)
353 (55%)
248 (40,£)

(18~)

163 (25;t )

.58 (9%)

633 (100%)
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Life-Values Before Conversion.
Matrix B

Area
Dimension
Pleasure
Achievement
Integration
Value
Total

Personal-Self
Orientation
63 07%)
30 (17;t)
9 ( 51»
102 (59.f,)

Social-Self Orientation
Primary Secondary
Third
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
14 (8M

27 (15%)

14 (8~ )

17 (lO;g)
31 (18t)

27 (151))

14

(8~)

Total
106 (60%)
44 (25%)
26 (15%)
174 (lOO b)

From this matrix or map of value, the major interests fall. in middle
two rows, achievement and integration , and in three columns, Personalself Orientation, Primary and Secondary Referentials of Social-self
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orientation. Weights naturally press on personal religious experiences
which were denoted by Integrational Dimension in Personal-self Orientation Area and on services for the churoh which were fitted in Achievemental Dimension in Secondary group relationships.
In contrast with the Matrix of values expressed by the members of
the SDA church in Japan before they were converted (Matrix B), the Matrix of values which they have now (Matrix A) is distinguished by less
concerns in Pleasure Dimension and more concerns in Achievement and
Integration Dimensions. Matrix A has only five percent of the total
answers for Pleasure Dimension whereas Matrix B has 60 percent for the
same dimension. This shows that, before conversion, the subjects had
two main measures of value, pleasure and advantage, whereas, after conversion, they had success, unity and meaning as the measures of value.
Before conversion, they were concerned with the satisfaction of deSires,
positions and earning money, whereas, after conversion, they have related themselves to the achievement of their job, the consecration to
the church, establishment of religious self, and the unity of family and
of the church. As to the "Value" "Dimension, it may be said that this
category is very rare in the value conceptions of the church. In some
aspect this dimension must be taken as the primary category of values
for the members of the church because at least without beliefs they can
do nothing. They certainly have the world-view or basic concepts of
values based upon a ~ind of conviction, ideology or ism. But the
ideology or ism may be concealed far back in their mind because of their
own ignorance or of lack of teaching them in the church. Or they may
not be taken for life-values in such a survey as this.
There seems to be a great change in the concept of life-value after
conversion. Pleasure was replaced by achievement, consecration and
devotion. Self withdrew, the church came up to the stage. Thus, many
converts turned from degrading and discouraging conditions of spiritual
living into the establishment of self with religious principles and the
socially oriented service and unity.
A lack of social concern (Third Referential) among the members of
the SDA church in Japan can be seen in Matrix A. This corresponds to a
marked tendency for value change of the after-War generations in Japan
from secondary and third referenti~ls to individual self. from Value
Dimension to Pleasure Dimension. (Sakuda, K., "Sengo Nihon ni okeru
Americanization," (Americanization in after-War Japan), in Shiso, April,
1962). In the pre-War period, there existed a marked emphasis on
loyalty to the emperor and the nation, on prohibition of "private life,"
and also of private pleasures, and on moral precepts and norms which were
made up of the nationalistic emperor system in the pre-War Japanese
value concepts. A total change related to the defeat in War and the
Americanization of the after-War generation, e.g., democracy, and many
other factors occured in the area of life-value espeCially among the
younger generation. In general, the lack of social concern may be explained by the fact that no new nationalism has yet arisen in Japan
after the complete defeat of the totalistic emperor system. In this
context of general change of values, the church seemed to contribute in
emphasizing individualistic value concepts. The lack of social concern
among Japanese SDAs may be related to the constitution of the church
itself. Here another factor seems to come up. In the Christian concept,
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the church is the society. To serve the church means to serve society.
Thus, for the church members, ' it is not necessary to expand their consciousness directly to society. But here is a kind of trap for their
consciousness. The church is not always for society. It may possibly
be for itself, for its own development as a self developing organization
the context of social dynamics. This may become a problem sometime
for the church itself and for the church members.

in
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The Consciousness of Difficulty.
"Happiness" was the positive answer of the church members and a
basic existential tone.
problem.

This does not mean, however, that they have no

In Survey Part II, Question 2, to a question, "Do you think

that the practice of the Adventists I beliefs is difficul t7" 34 percent
of the subjects answered with "Difficult," 40 percent with "Not Difficult;" 20 percent with "Neither;" and six percent with no answer.

There

was no difference between sexes but some difference between age groups.
The ratio of the number of responses of "Not Difficult" over "Difficult"
was 1.2, showing that those who answered ·"Not Difficult" were slightly
more than those who answered "Difficult."

The ratio by age groups is

shown as followsl
Table

6.

Ratio of "Not Difficult over "Difficult" by Age Groups.
Age

Male

Ratio: Not Difficult/Difficult

;64

15-24
25-3435-49

.84
1.30
2.30

50 or more
Female

.61

15-24
25-3435-49

1.83
1.41
1.77

50 or more

This shows that the lower the age level the higher the consciousness of
difficulty, except the second age group of female.
As I asked the subjects to show their reason for the "Difficulty,"
the following reasons were expressed by them.

(The number of those who

wrote reasons was 50 while 78 indicated "Difficulty.")
The fifty reaSons are classified into three

categorie~:

6)
peculiari ty of the SDIl church, which are expressed by regulations on
foods, marriage, tithe, Testimonies, dress and cosmetics, may be seen
bY the church members with the same problem consciousness as above.
In spite of this fact, the members seem not to be unsatisfied
with the teachings of the church.

In Survey Part II, Question

5, 65

percent of the subjects expressed their satisfaction in answering to the
question, "Are you satisfied with the teachings of the church?"

Further,

in Question 6 in the same section, 73 percent of the subjects gave negative answers to the question, "Do you think that the teachings of the
SDA church should be changed?"
Another question was given to the subjects, "Do you think that
your everyday life

i~,

distant from the teaching of the church?"

Thirty-

two percent of the subjects answered "Distantr" while 42 percent answered
"Conformed."

The "Distant" consciousness declines as the age-level in-

creases.

Table 7.

Percentages of "Distant" and "Conformed" by Age Groups.
Age

15-24
25-34
3S-49
SO or more

"Distant"

"Conformed"

46.5%
40.St

16.S~

37.0%
65.0~

20.5 ,t
29.0;t

60.S:t

The consciousness of "Distant" or "Conformed," of course must be very
subjective.

Thus it may be illogical to say that the lower age group

are living more distant from the teachings of the church, while the
elder age group are conforming to them.

Rather, the lower age group

might face problems directly, while the elder group might practice a
compromise against ,t heir consciousness of problems.

Thoue;h these
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1.
2.

3.

One's powerlessness, weakness, and half-heartedness • • • 10
The strictness of teachings of the church • • • • • • • • 13
The incongruity between teachings of the church and the
reali ty of life . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...
, 18
Oilier· . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 9

As to what is felt difficult, the answers (78) are divided into
a few itemsl
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

The Sabbath keeping and the problems of job • • •
Keeping food regulations

••• . • • • • • • •

34

14
7

Difficulties of association with non-Adventists •
•
Problems of marriage with non-Adventists and on nonAdventist husband, wife or family • • ' . ' • • • • • •
13
Difficulties of applying Testimonies to everyday life
• 4
Keeping dress and cosmetic regulations
•••••• • • 2

One of the answers stated that the difficulty WaS due to one's
feeling, and this may be true.
difficult may be subjective.

The judgment either difficult or not
Among a few responses which showed the

reasons for "Not Difficult," there were such answers as "because everything is undergone by God's hands" or "it is not difficult if we do it
as simply as a child does."

To the church that may sound good, but it

should not be overlooked that there are many who cannot put the problem
50

simply.
As the answers of those who marked "Difficult" denoted clearly,

the causes of the difficulty in practicing the church's teachings are
found in the conflict between the teachings of the church and the demands of real life, that is, the nature of the sectarian values of the
church .

While the Sabbath reform is the basic message of the church and

placed at the center of its teachings, the problem of congruity between
the demands of Sabbath keeping and of sustaining one's life by getting
a good job seems to be left unsolved in many instances at present in
Japan.

Almost all contents of the sectarian values which show the

6)
peculiari ty of the SDA church, which are expressed by regulations on
foods, marriage, tithe, Testimonies, dress and cosmetics, may be seen
by the church members with the same problem consciousness as above.
In spite of this fact, the members seem not to be unsatisfied
with the teachings of the church.

In Survey Part II, Question

5, 65

percent of the subjects expressed their satisfaction in answering to the
question, "Are you satisfied with the teachings of the church7"

Further,

in Question 6 in the same section, 7) percent of the subjects gave negative answers to the question, "Do you think that the teachings of the
SDA church should be changed7"
Another question was given to the subjects, "Do you think that
your everyday life is distant from the teaching of the church?"

Thirty-

two percent of the subjects answered "Distant I" while 42 percent answered
"Conformed."

The "Distant" consciousness declines as the age-level in-

creases.

Table 7.

Percentages of "Distant" and "Conformed" by Age Groups.
Age
15-24
25-)4
)5-49
50 or more

"Distant"

"Conformed"

46.51>

16.51>
)7. of,

40.5t
20.5.t
29.0;t

65.0~

60.51>

The consciousness of "Distant" or "Conformed," of course must be very
subjective.

Thus it may be illogical to say that the lower age group

are living more distant from .the teachings of the church, while the
elder age group are conforming to them.

Rather, the lower age group

might face problems directly, while the elder group might practice a
compromise against .t heir consciousness of problems.

Though these
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answers are subjective; they may present Borne keys to discern the dualistic value structure of a sect-denomination.
Finally, another question was asked, "Do you think that the
teachings of the SDA church easily take root in the spiritual ground in
Japan?,"

Contrary to l11Y expectation, the majority (64 percent) of the

, respondents answered "not easily" take root in the ground.

Those who

gave affirmative answers were only 14 percent of the subjects and "Don't
know" group consisted of 16 percent of them.

The answers to the question

what is the most difficult thing in taking root in Japan were classified
into three categories (See Table 13 in Ap.p endix) I
One hundred fifty-five answers fell into the first category of
hardship in practicing the teachings, of which 63 percent listed Sabbath
keeping and job problems; 33 percent listed other sectarian standards
such as tithe, food regulation, marriage, strict morality; and another
four percent mentioned the difficulty ,of understanding doctrines and
discordance between doctrines and the reality of life.

Eighty-nine

answers fell into the second category of cultural differences of which
37 percent noted that traditional religions such as Buddhism, Pantheistic
conception, and ancester worship were hindrances in becoming Christians;
22 percent mentioned the differences of customs, traditions, social systems between the world of Christianity and Japan; 28 percent pointed
out that the SDA church was seen as a foreign religion .(American religion)
and should be foreign to the natives of Japan; finally 12 percent noted
the ' peculiar characteristics of Japanese people.

The third category

classified those answers which related to the problems of evangelism.
The eight answers in this category commented on the problem by such words
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.s "no practice of teaching," "over rationalized religion," "not attractive" etC.
In summary, the members of the SDA church in Japan fully accept
the Christian way to live.

At the same time, they experience conflicts

between teachings of the church and the reality of everyday living •
.They accepted fully the teachings but confess to hardship in practicing
them.

The majority of the subjects express their agreement to the fact

that the Japanese mind is not cultivated in the right way for the sectarian values of the SDA church to

~ake

root in it.

There exist many

reaSons for the Japanese not accepting the sectarian way to live.

They

are hardship in practicing the teachings, cultural differences, foreign
religion, differences . of custom and social system.

Thus, we can See

that the sectarian values of the SDA church do not assimilate readily
into the mind of Japanese people and that basic cultural differences
foster this tendency.

From this Situation, there necessarily arises a

dualistic value structure in the · life-consciousness of Japanese church
members.
value .

As one accepts the foreign religion, it becomes his absolute
But many value-conflicting elements cause the recipient hard-

ship, and the absolute value of the religion may fall into a category
of relative value.

Thus a dualistic value structure may appear in the

mind of the recipient.
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Analysis of the Data by Various Correlational Factors
The mean scores for the thirteen Items given by the three Survey
Groups are seen in Table 8 below.

Among the mean scores of the "official-

vieW" group, three main divisions were observed.

The first division in-

cludes those Items that obtained highest scores (Items 9, 6, 8, 10 and
12)1 the second division consists of moderately scored Items (Items 5,

13, 3 and 1); and the third division is constituted by low scored Items
(Items 2, 4, 7 and 11).

Diagram 2 shows the relationships between mean

scores obtained by three survey groups , that is, "official-view" "privateview," and "control" groups.
Mean

Table 8.

Items
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13
e.g.

Score~

for the 13 Items given by three Survey Groups.

OfficialView
(lOB)

PrivateView
(91)

Control
(204)

3.25
3.05
3.31
3.04
3.40
3.75
2.95
3.74
3.77
3.71
2.78
3.72
3.32

3.18
2.92
3.24
2.74
3.71
3.53
2.53
3.68
3.3B
3.40
2.53
3.10
3.10

3.14
3.08
3.27
2.Bl
3.34
3.55
2.77
3.76
3.60
3.52
2.36
3.35
3.12

*P-C

( ) = sample size

* t-test at 51J.
level of significance.
*P-C
*o-p
*o-p
*O-C
*O-P, O-C

Statistically significant difference by t-test
between Private-View and Control groups.

A chi-square test was made to see if there was a significant
difference between the orders of Items in each of the three groups, after
getting Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance, W.

The result of the test

clearly showed that there was a concordance of the orders of scored
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Items between three sUrvey groups.
T-tests were made to find the differences of the mean scores
between the three groups.

The result showed there were significant dif-

ferences between scores in Items 4,

5,

7,

9,

11, and 12.

It is noticeable that the mean scores of the "control" group
occupy the middle point between those of the "official-view" and "privateview" groups in the profiles of the mean scores (Diagram 2), and tend to
go along with the "private-view" group.

This is attested by the fact

that there is no significant differences between scores of "private-view"
and "control" groups except Item

5.

Characteristics of the "Official-view" Group.
Answers of the "official-view" group to each question were expected to produce high scores uniformly but they did not.

Comparing

the percentage distributions of the affirmative, neutral, and negative
answers which are shown in Diagram 3 with the mean scores, we can classify answers of the "official-view" group into three categories.

The

first category may be called the "Conformity" category because it has
the highest scores (over 3.70) and the highest percentages of the affirmative answers (over 70 percent).
The sectarian standards included in this group are I
"Do not send your children to a public school,"--Item 9.
"Follow strictly the instructions of Testimonies."--Item 6.
"Do not neglect the daily Bible study ."--Item 8.
"Do not marry a non-Adventist. "--Item l2.
"Choose your job in order to serve God better."--Item 10.
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Diagram 2.

Profiles ·. f Mean Scores Gained by "Official-View', " "PrivateView," and "Control" Groups.
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Dlar,ram 3.

0

Percontap,e Bar Diar,ram of 13 Items by the "Official-Viow"
Group.
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The second category of items may be called the "Less Conformity"
consisting of Items 1. 3.

5. and 13. which have mean scores from 3.20

tO
o 3.40 and the middle range percentages of the affirmative answers
ranging from 40 to 50 percent.

The following standards belong to this

grOUpl
"Don't tell a 1ie."--Item

5.

"Don't miss a meeting of the church no matter how busy you
are. "--Item 13.
"Do not divorce. "--Item 3.
"Do not withhold tithe."--Item 1.
The third category may be called the "Distant" category because
it has the lowest percentage of the affirmative answers and the highest
percentage of the negative answers as well as the lowest mean scores.
The sectarian standards included in this group are as follows:
"Don't use cosmetics too heavily."--Item 2.
"Don't associate with non':'Adventists."--Item 4.
"Don't eat meat."--Item 11.
"Don't let up fighting a spiritual fight at any moment."-Item 7.
As the "official-view" group was instructed to represent the official
points of view of the church about the sectarian standards, the mean
scores of the group were expected to be very high but actually they were
not.

Rather it showed that these standards were not accepted uniformly

but on various levels.

Thou gh this is one of the main findings of this

surVey , it would be very easy for some type of error to come in.

Through

carelessness respondents are likely not to take a viewpoint of the official teaching of the church, or they might read the introductory note
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but fail to keep the position ,throughout their writing of answers.

As

a follow-up test was not possible. I have no way to test the degree of
possible error.

Accordingly. the comparison between the "official-view"

and the "private-view" groups in'the following section should be interpreted with caution.
Comparison Between the "Official-view" and the "Private-view" Groups.
The mean scores of the answers of the "private.:.view" group that
are significantly lower than those ,of the "official-view" group by ttest at five percent level of significance are those of Items 7. 9. and
12 and at ten percent level of significance Items 4.
added.

5. and

10 are

(The chi-square tests which were administered to find the differ-

ences between percent ratios of the two groups showed the significant
differences in Items 4. 5. 6. 7. 9. 10. 11. and 12 at ten percent level.)
As is seen in the table below. there was almost no difference
between the two survey groups concerning Item 8.

The criterion "Do not

neglect Bible study" seems to be unquestioned by the church members.
Table 9.
Item 81

Percentages of Positive and Negative Answers to Item 8,
Comparison Between Official- and Private-View Groups.
"Do not neglect Bible study"
Affirmative

Official-view
Pri vate-view

73
72

Answers (~)
Neutral

17
14

Negative
10

14

There was a considerable difference (20 percent) of positive attitude
and a fair difference (10 percent) of negative attitude toward the sectarlan standard I "Do not send your children to a public school," (Item 9),
betwee n the two groups.
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Table 10.
Item 91

Percentages of Positive and Negative Answers to Item 91
Comparison Between Official- and Private-View Groups.
"Do not send your children to a public school."

Affirmative
Official-view
, Private-view

Answers (~)
Neutral

70

19

51

27

Negative

11
22

Concerning Item 6 the "official-view" group gave the highest degree of
agreement but the "private-view" group retreated a considerable distance.
The sectarian standard, "Follow strictly the instruotions of Testimonies,"
seems to be taught with great emphasis at each church but accepted to a
lesser degree among the churoh members.
Table 11.
Item 6,

Percentages of Positive and Negative Answers to Item 6:
Comparis6n Between Official- and Private-view Groups.
"Follow strictly the instructions of Testimonies."
Affirmative

Answers (t)
Neutral

80

Official-view
Private-view

13

6i

Negative

7
14

25

For Item 12 there exists the widest distance between the "official-view"
and the "private-view" groups.

The sectarian standard, "Do not marry

a non-Adventist," seems to be taught strictly by the church but accepted
with some reservation by the church members.
Table 12.
Item 121

In fact, they seem to have

Percentages of Positive and Negative Answers to Item 12,
Comparison Between Official- and Private-View Groups.
"Do not marry a non-Adventist."

Affirma ti ve
Official-view
Private-view

Neutral

Negative

67

22

44

29

11
27
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a somewhat negative attitude toward this criterion.

It is noticeable

that, in the answers of the "private-view" group, one out of every four
respondents gave a · negative answer to the question.
Concerning Item 10, "Choose your job in order to serve God
better," a considerable difference was observed between the answers of
. the two survey groups but not at much degree.
Table 13.
Item 10.

Percentages of Positive and Negative Answers to Item 10.
Comparison Between Official- and Private-View Groups.
"Choose your job in order to serve God better."
Affirma ti ve

Official-view
Private-view

Answers (~)
Neutral

67
53

Negative

24
33

9

14

As is seen in the tables below, to those items that obtained the
middle degree of mean scores, that is, those of "Less Conformity" category, the two survey groups gave .almost the

s~~e

degree of acceptance

except Item 5.
Table 14.

Porcentages of Positive and Negative Answers to Item 5.
Comparison Between Official- and Private-View Groups.
Answers (~2
++

Item 51 "Don't tell a lie."

Off.
Pri.

50
60

35
33

15
7

Item 131 "Don't miss a meeting."

Off.
Pri.

41
43

47
36

21

Item 3. "Do not divorce."

Off.
Pri.

42
45

41
38

17
17

Item 1. "Do not withhold a tithe."

Off.
Pri.

52
49

24"
28

2423

12

It was strange to observe that the "private-view" group gave a higher mean
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score to Item

5 than the floffi,cial-view" group did.

Because the cri te-

rion "Don't tell a lie" is not ,specifically considered as a sectarian
~alue

standard but as a general moral code, it might not be expected to

show a difference between the two survey groups.
the

hi~er

However, the fact that

score was given by those who answered from one's personal

,pOint of view than by those who answered from the official point of view
of the church is hard to explain.

As to other items in this "Less Con-

formi ty" group there was a considerable concomitance between the two
survey groups though the mean scores are not high.
The "Distant" category, which had low mean scores, tends to have
lower positive scores in the "private-view" group than in the "officialvieW" group.

Concerni_ng the sectarian standards, "Don't use ' cosmetics

too heavily," (Item 2), and "Don't associate with non-Adventists," (Item
4), the percentage of neutral attitudes was larger with the "privateview" group and that of posi ti ve attitudes became smaller as are seen
in the tables below.
Table 15.

Percentages of Positive and Negative Answers to Item 2.
Comparison Between Official- and Private-View Groups.
Answers (~)

+

+-

+

Item 2:

"Don't use cosmetics."

Off.
Frio

29
22

48
55

23
23

Item 41

"Donlt associate with nonAdventists."

Off.
Frio

36
22

41

48

23
30

"Donlt let up fighting a
spiri tual fight."

Off.
Frio

40
28

21
17

55

Off.
Frio

28
15

38
38

47

Item 71

Item 111 "Don't eat meat."

39

34

As to Item 7 there WaS a conspicuous change between the two survey groups
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· that the positive score decreased somewhat and the negative score increased greatly in the answer of the "private-view" group.

From this

fact the sectarian standard, "Don't let up fighting a spiritual fight
at arr:/ moment," seems to be negated by a majority of the members.
the

s~e

In

manner, the sectarian standard, "Don't eat meat," was negated

by about half of the subjects and accepted by only one seventh of them
in the "private-view" group, whereas it was negated and accepted by one
third of the subjects respectively in the "official-view" group.
Wi th the previous studies of the results of the survey it may
be concluded that, in general, the scores of the "private-view" group

were significantly lower from those of the "official-view" group in the
"Conformity" and the '.!Distant" categories as is seen in Diagram 4.

The

"Less Conformity" category generally shows no difference except Item
as previously. noted.

(The Rate of Change for each item waS obtained by

means of the formula I
Rate of Change

5

p-o

=. "

o

Percentage score of affirmative
answer of the "official- view"
group.

P

Percentage score of affirmative
answer of the "private-view
group.

Thus, two observations were made in this sectionl

(1)

The mean

scores of the "official-view" group for 13 items, which reflected the
percentage scores of affirmative, neutral, and negative answers, were
not uniformly high but considerably different each other,

There seemed

to be three groups in descending order of the obtained scores, "Conformity," "Less Conformity," and "Distant" categories.

(2)

Significant

differences were observed between the "official-viow" r;roup an.d the
"pri vate-view" group amon!, items of the "Conformity" and the "Distant"
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J)iagram 4.

The Rate of Change Between the "Official-View" and the
"Private-View" Groups.

Rate
-+-

.3

. -+- .2

0.0

Less Conformity

- .1
_ .2

- .3
- .4

Conformity
Distant

- .5
8

6

9

10

12

5

13

3

1

2

4

7

II
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'categories except Item 8.

The "Less Conformity" category showed no dif-

ference between two survey groups except Item

5.

Conceptually these

observations may be expressed by the following diagram I
Diagram 5.
Degree of
Conformity

o

"Official-View" Group

~

"Private-View" Group

o
(~

o

Conformity

Less Conformity

Distant

Differences of the Hean Scores by Various Correlation Factors.
Differences by sexi

There was no difference between the mean

scores of male and female except on Item 12 which showed a significant
difference at 2 percent of level of significance.

The female scores

are higher than the male scores as a whole except Items 1 and 2.

(See

Diagram 6 and Table 14 in Appendix).
Differences by agel
lower the mean score.

In general, the lower the age level, the

It was observed that there were considerable dif-

ferences by age levels among the "Conformity" and the "Distant" categories.

Item 6 showed no difference by aGe thou gh it WaS in the "Con-

fOrmity" category.

On Item 8 the Age-l croup (15 to 24 years old) WaS
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Diagram 6.

Profiles of Mean Scores of Males and Females.

Mean
Score

4.

J.

2.0·L-_______________________________________________

8

6

9
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~

13

J
(N)

males
females

1

2

4

7

11 Item
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extraordinary high.

Item 9 has a fairly descending line of age differ-

ence, whereas Item 10 has a conspicuously high score in Age-4 group
(over 50 years old).

Those items which obtained fairly low scores and

are classified as "Less Conformity" categories have no difference by
age (Items 1, ), 5, and I}).
mean score group

Those items which belonged to the low

the "Distant" category -- have comparatively dis-

tinct differences by age.

Item 2 and 4 clearly show the low age-low

score correlation line but Item 7 has it in reverse order.
tends to make a cluster at a point but Age-2 group (25 to
marked the lowest score point.

Item 11

J4

years old)

(See Diagram 7 on the following page

and Table 15 in Appendix.)
Differences by education levell

There is no significant differ-

ence by education levels except that those who had only elementary
education gave high scores to each question, and a difference between
Elementary and Junior High groups concerning Item 2.

(See Table 17 in

Appendix. )
Differences by occupation :

In general , among four categories of

occupations, mission employees and housewives have high scores on each
question whereas students have low scores.

There are many significant

differences between mean scores of mission workers and students (Items 2,
5, 9, and 12).

Moreover, the distance between housewives and students

is conspicuous in Items 4, 5, 9, and 12 (See Diagram 8).
generally quite low in accepting those standards.

Students are

Significant differ-

ences were observed between mission workers and students concerning Items
2, 5, 9 and 12; between mission workers and non-mission workers on Items
9 and I}; between mission workers and housewives on Item 2; between
students and non-mission workers on Item 12; between studonts and house -
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Diagram 7.

Profiles of Mean Scores Given by Age Groups.
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Wives on Items 4.

5. 9 and 12.

(See Diagram 8 below and Table 16 in

APpendix. )
Differences by the number of years of church membership I

In

general, the lower the number of years of church membership the lower the
mean

~cores.

Those who have had church membership from one to three

. yearS and those who have been members 11 years or more contrast conspicuously.

The former group shows statistically significant low scores

concerning Items 2. 4. 7, 9, 10 and 12 in contrast to the latter group.
The same differences are seen between the group of those who have church
membership from four to ten years and the group of 11 years or more on
Items 1, 2, 9, 10 and 12.
of ten years or less

~hurch

Thus there is a difference between the group
membership and that of 11 years or more.

Especially those who were converted before the War (who have been more
than 26 years of church membership) have fairly high scores on each
question.

(See Diagram 9 and Table 18 in Appendix.)

Differences by "Difficult" - "Not Difficult:"

There are Signi-

ficant differences between those who answered "Difficult" and those who
answered "Not Difficult" in Question 2 of Survey Part II.

Significant

difference s are observed between these two groups of answers on the
highly scored items

the "Conformity" and the "Less Conformity" groups

except Item 1 and 8

but not on the low scored items as is seen in

Diagram 10.

(See also Table 19 in Appendix.)

Differences by "Conformity" - "Distant:"

A similar result was

shown in the correlation factors for answers to Question 3 of Survey
Part II.

(See Diagram 10 and Table 20 in Appendix.)
Differences by "EaSy Assimilation" - "Not Easy:"

The · differ-

ences between those who answered "Easy" and "Not EaSy" to Question 4 of
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Profiles of Mean Scores Given by Occupational Groups.
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Diagram 10. Profiles of Mean Scores Given by Two Paired Groups _
"Difficult-Not difficult" and "Easy assimilation-Not easy."
Mean
score
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Not difficult 125
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Easy
Assimilation 38
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Survey Part II are moderate in contrast with the above two instances.

onlY the highest scored items -- the "Conformity" category -- showed
significant differences (Items 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12).

It is noticeable

that those who answered "Easy" had very high scores to those items of
the "Conformity" group.

(See Diagram 10 and Table 21 in Appendix.)

From Diagram 10 it is evident that a group of people who expressed their feeling of difficulty in every instance are in comparatively high ratio.

It is also conspicuous that there are wide differ-

ences among high scored items whereas there are less differences among
low scored items through all of three pairs.

This may mean that to

those sectarian standards which were given high scores there were wide
differences of attitu~e either agreement or disagreement between three
pairs of correlational answers -- DIFFICULT-NOT DIFFICULT, CONFOR}lliDDISTANT, and EASY ASSIMILATION-NOT EASY.

Those who answered DIFFICULT,

DISTANT, and NOT EASY to those respective questions in Survey Part II,
also express their lower degree .of conformity to the sectarian standards
than those who said NOT DIFFICULT, CONFORMED, and EASY ASSIMILATION.
But with those items which obtained lower mean scores these two groups
show a uniformly higher degree of distance from the standards .
The "Most Conformist" and the "Most Deviant."
In order to conclude discussions in this section, another computation was performed about the "Most Conformist" who had nine or more
affirmative answers to the thirteen questions on the sectarian standards
and the "Most Deviant" who had seven or more negative answers to the
Same questions.

The detailed classifications of these selected respon-

dents were attempted and a contingency table was made as is seen in
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Table 16 below. , The 'selection and categorization of subjects into the
pOlarized parts of the sample -- the "Most Conformist" and the "Most
peviant" -- make us able to draw a conclusive picture together with the
preceding discussions.
Table .16.

Characteristics of the "Most Conformist" and the "Most Deviant."
Total
Number
(~)

Sex

Age

"Most
Conformist"

"Most
Deviant"

(%)

(%)

Male
Female

191 (100)
214 (100)

34 (18)
37 (17)

23 (12)
3 (1)

15
25
35
50

to 24
to 34
to 49
or more

li5
84
129
74

(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)

li (10)
7 (8)
31 (24)
22 (30)

, 12 . (10)
7 (8)
5 (4)
2 0)

Membership (years)
to 3
to 10
to 25
or more

89
127
150
32

(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)

10
14
33
13

Church
1
4
11
26

(11)
(11) '
(22)
(40)

8
9
6
3

(9)
(7)
(4)
(9)

Education
Elementary
Junior High
Senior High
College

42 (100)
54 (100)
181 (100)
116 (100)

11 (26)
5 (9)
31 (17)
20 (17)

0 (0)
4 (7)
10 (6)
12 (10)

Occupation
Mission Workers
Non-Mission \yorkers
Housewives
Students
No job

103
92
77
87
14

18
19
18
5
7

(17)
(21)
(23)
(6)
(50)

7 (7)
7 ( 8)
1 (1)
11 (13)
0 (0)

Total Respondents

403 (100)

71 (18)

26 ( 6)

(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)

In conclusion, males tend to produce more negative attitude
towards the sectarian standards than females.

As to the age levels,

those who are 35 years old and more tend to produce more affirmative
attitude and less negative attitude towards the standards than those
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who are under 35 years old.

As to the number of years of church member-

ship, those who have more than 11 years of church membership seem to
~oduce

more positive attitudes than those who have less than 10 years

of church membership.

As to educational levels, Junior High group

showed the least percentage of the "Most Conformist."

Senior High and

college groups are likely to have a fairly affirmative attitude toward
the sectarian standards but those who had college education produced
biggest number of the "Nost Deviant."

As to occupation, students are

conspicuous with the lowest production of the "Most Conformist" and the
highest production of the "Most Deviant."
affirmative than mission workers.

Housewi ves tend to be more

As a whole the "Host Conformist" were

18 percent of the total respondents while those who were categorized
into the "Most Deviant" were six percent of the total.
Thus the critical correlational factors in deviating from the
standards seem to be male, young people (most likely less than 25 years),
student, and those who have been church members less than ten years.

In

turn, the factors to conform to the standards seem to be older people
(most likely 35 or more years), those who have been church members more
than 11 years, those who had only elementary school education (who are
also the older persons because after the war the level of the compulsory
education has been up to the Junior High level), and housewives.

Among

these factors the most basic ones for deciding one's attitude toward the
sectarian standards as far as this survey is concerned seem to be age
and the number of years a church member.
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Analysis of the Data of Each Items of the Sectarian Standards

My main goal in this section is to try to give some answers to
such questions as how sectarian value criteria were accepted by the
church members in Japan and why they were accepted to different degrees
and with various correlation variables.

The thirteen standards were

divided into three categories by the size of mean scores which each of
them obtained, -- that is, "Conformity," "Less Conformity," and "Distant."

These three categories of the sectarian standard items will be

discussed in this order.
The "Conformity" Category.
The "Conformity" category includes two items that give the basic
principles for the existence of the church and three other items related
to the three big problems of life, that is, education, marriage and job.
Therefore, these five items seem to be taught in a strict manner by the
church and recognized as important by the members.
Item 81 It is merely an excuse for one who occupies a busy position to say that he does not have time for studying Bible daily.
The sectarian standard, "Don't neglect Bible study," is the only
one which was uniformly accepted and given highest mean scores by all
correlation groups.

The Bible, as the immutable Word of God, is given

the highest position among various criteria of sectarian values.

The

practical value of Bible study is emphasized in members' daily lives
with such actual guides as Sabbath School lessons and many
Bible study courses.

kin~s

of

To understand the Bible through his own effort
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.give s the member a strong consciousness of identification as a Christian
, and the firmest basis for maintaining sectarian values.

This is espec-

ially significant for the members of the church in Japan who are living
in an environment in which they have to face all kinds of "heresy" every
day.

The SDA t s call themselves the people of the Bible.

They are

proud of their faithful obedience to the clear messages of the Bible.
Almost all new converts to the church, no matter whether they came from
paganism or from other Christian sects, are taught that the only church
that is practicing all truths of the Bible is the SDA church and they
accept this.

This emphasis on the Bible is maintained very strongly in

the church in contrast with other churches.

It is because of this con-

'fidence in the Bible that many are staying in this church in 'spite of
the apparent hardship in practicing the church's teachings.
Item 8 practically clarified the subjects' opinions as to whether
a busy person could excuse his failure of daily Bible studies.

The re-

sult may indirectly indicate the ,subjects' attitudes toward the practical value of the Bible study and further toward the sectarian value
concept of the Word of God.

The percentage scores which were given on

this item by the various groups of the subjects are shown below.
Table 17.

Percentages of Positive, Negative and Neutral Answers to Item 8 .
Percentage Score
++
"Official-view" group
"Pri Va te-view" group
Control group

73
72
73

17
14
17

10
14
10

73

15
22
8
25

12

Age t
15
25
35
50

to
to
to
or

24
)4

49
more

62
86
60

16
6
15

90
Percentage Score
occupation:
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives

+

+-

74
75
66
77

15
15
18
15

11
10
16
8

77
69

17
17
15

6
12
16

70
55
77
60

16
22
13
15

14
23
10
25

Education:
Primary, Junior High
Senior High
College
Church membership:
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 and more years

71

As is shown in the above table, the percentage of the positive answers
on the side of supporting the value of Bible study were uniformly high.
This means that the majority of the subjects clearly support the value
of Bible study even for the busy person.

This corresponds further to

the fact that the life-value cited by the subjects was religious in
majority (see Table 10 in Appendix).

The value of Bible study is

strongly supported by those who are finding joy in their religious lives.
The negative opinion which came from about ten percent of the subjects
may be interpreted that the respondents had an idea in their mind that
a situation in which one could not find time for Bible study might actually exist, thus, the excuse for ·failure might be accepted.

But the

negative answers are a minority view.
Item 6: It is almost impossible to follow strictly the teaching
of Testimonies in this rapidly changing age.
In contrast with the previous one, another strong pillar of the
SDA sectarian values, the Testimonies, was dealt with in a somewhat
different manner.

The sectarian belief and standard concerning the

special guide of God in the Church of the Remnant through the charismatic
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leadership of Mrs. Ellen G. White have already been discussed.

To fol-

ii'

low strictly the teachings and counsels of Testimonies gives the member

,I '
I

I
I

a mark of or an identification with the True Church whereas to neglect
them is considered to be deviant from the True Church.
Percentage scores are summarized as below:
Table 18.

~!

Percentages of Positive, Negative and Neutral Ansers to Item 6.
Percentage Score

"Official-view" group
"Private-view" group
Control group

+

+-

80
61
61

13
25
27

7
14

60
64
63
61

26
25
26
30

14
11
11
9

58

10
19

12

Age:
15
25
35
50

to 24
to 34
to 49
or more

Occupation:
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives

57
59
75

32
24
29
19

Education:
Primary, Junior High
Senior High
College

48
68
60

31
24
27

21
8
13

Church membership:
1 to 4 years
5 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

63
66
57
62

24
21
31
24

13
13

12

6

12

14

It was expected that this value criterion would obtain very high
scores in both the "official-view" and the "private-view" groups because
of its important position in the church, but actually it obtained lower
mean scores in the "private-view" group.

The number of those 'who ex-

pressed a positive attitude toward this sectarian standard decreased

-

.

-

I
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from 80 percent in the "official-view" group to 61 percent in the "pri vateview" group, while the negative attitude increased from seven percent to
14 percent.

The difference between two survey groups is

st~tistically

significant with the chi-square test at .05 significant level.

This in-

dicates that there is a considerable difference between the church's
position and the member's personal position concerning this major pillar
of the church's dogma.

From the members' view it might be said that

this value criterion is emphasized officially in the church but finds
some re"servation in the members' pri va te view.

Why did those who gave a

high score to Item 8 (Bible) give a lesser degree of agreement to Item 6
(Testimonies)?

Here might be an opposition of non-ethical Japanese senti-

ment against the very strict pietic ethics which the Testimonies represent.

The itemized, troublesome regulations of Christian life zealously

described in the Testimonies may not be easily understood by some of the
Japanese church members.

And even though they understand the high level

of the ethical demands taught in the Testimonies, their sentiment may
not follow them.

But the majority of the subjects firmly supported this

pillar of the church's standard though in a less degree than that of the
previous one.
Item 9: The idea that it is not objectionable to send one's
children to a public school, if it is located near and has a high academic standard, is dangerous.
Item 9 expresses the sectarian value on education.

As described

before, the standard of the church on education comes from the sectarian
value which upholds the dichotomy between sacred and secular, the church
and the world, and from the demand for unity which seeks group identity
and cohesiveness of the sect.

Because this demand related to the basis

of church's existence, a high score was expected for Item 9 .

The actual
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scores are ·shown as below.
Table 19.

Percentages of Positive, Negative and Neutral Answers to Item 9.
Percentage Score

+

+-

70

51

60

19
27
25

22
15

36
55
72
68

36
27
22
17

28
18
6
15

Occupation:
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives

72
31
58
65

17
40
22
29

11

Education.
Primary, Junior High
Senior High
College

57
59
53

23
27
27

20
14
20

Church membership:
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

45
52
73
62

28
32
17
19

27
16
10
19

"Official-view" group
"Private-view" group
Control group
Age.
15
25
35
50

to
to
to
or

24
34
49
more

11

29
20
6

The "private-view" group had a fairly low score.
stance, the reality of the situatioh may override values:

In this inactually

Adventist parents who can send their children to church schools are only
a small part of the whole.

Members in only ten out of 60 churches are

able to send .children to six small church schools.

There are only two

Junior High Schools within the Japan Union Mission, which have total
enrollment of 180.
enrolled.

There is only one Senior High School having 200

Both Junior and Senior High Schools are boarding schools and

and the school expenses are quite expenzive in contrast to the average
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income of the church members.
school.

Even pastorsl . children cannot go to church

The members of the church know this difficult situation and this

lowers their ideal' of church school education.
situation is arising.

Further, another critical

The attraction to the church school is being lost

to a part of church members because the educational standards are dropping from the lack of facilities, personnel, and financial provisions,
in contrast with the public school.

Concerning Item 9 the sectarian

value itself is probably not lost, but because of the actual hard situation the lower score on this standard might have occured.
The most critical factor in lowering scores on this sectarian
value is most likely to be age.
low age groups (less tpan

There is a marked difference between the

35) and the high age group (over 35), espec-

ially the lowest positive score in the lowest age group should be marked.
This age factor seems to correspond with the low scores in the student
group and the group of the lowest years of church membership.

Moreover,

the highest positive scores appear in the middle-age persons and the
group of persons who have been church members from 11 to 25 years as well
as mission workers.

Conversely, the highest negative scores appear in

the same groups which have the lowest positive scores.

This contrast

between high and low age groups might be interpreted from the difference
of general interests between older and younger respondents.

For instance,

the middle age group whose majority experienced the hardship of war and
were educated with the morality of the pre-war period is justly facing
the problem of how to educate their own children according to their ideal
and how to keep their
this age.

o~~

children away from the degrading influence of

The ideal of education of the older age group seems · to ap-

proach more closely the church's ideal of education than that of the
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younger age group.

The general position of the older age group on this

problem seems to keep their children safe from the worldly influences,
in turn, that of the younger group is to liberate themselves ,from any
bonds in order to achieve their goals.

In the dilemma shown in Item

9,

the older people seem to be able to find the second course best in order
to keep their children safe, whereas the younger generation does not.
Education offers the most important opportunity to socialize
the younger generation in the church into the sectarian beliefs and
values.

Accordingly, -it gives us a key to how much the church members

recognize the importance of the sectarian values.

If church members want

to maintain sectarian beliefs and values strictly, they would want a
- church school at any cost to infuse their children with the sectarian
beliefs and values.

Concerning this point, this survey is inadequate.

The relation between eagerness to maintain sectarian values and deSire
to have church schools needs more thorough survey and study.
Item 121
Will of God.

-To marry a non-Adventist is sin and contrary to the

As stated previously, the Adventist has been taught that to marry a non-Adventist is sin .

To this strict precept 67 percent of the

total respondents in the "official-View" group expressed their agreement
and 11 percent of them expresed their diSagreement.

On the other hand,

in the "private-view" group only 44 percent agreed whereas 27 percent
disagreed .

The widest distance between these two survey groups was seen

on this item.

Also, the only significant difference between males and

females Was on this item.
a s males did not .

Females showed comparatively high score where-

Variations were observed in the scores given by cor-

relation groups as is seen in Table 20.
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Percentages of posi ti ve, Negative and Neutral Answers to
'Item 12.

Table 20.

Percentage Score
++
"Official-view" group
"Private-view" group
Control group
Mel

15
25
35
50

67
44

51

24
J4
49

32
58
49

more

22
29
28

11

27
21

J4

64

J4
23
27
27

19
24
9

Occupation I
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives

' 49
28
60
69

26
32
21
23

25
40
19
8

Education!
Primary, Junior Hfgh
Senior High
College

42
52

46

37
27
25

21
21
29

45
46 ,
49
67

23
33
30
14

21
21
19

to
to
to
or

Church membershipi
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

J2

Here the same critical factor of age in lowering the score is
observed.

Students and the lowest age group have conspicuously small

percentages of positive scores and large percentages of negative scores.
This clearly indicates that the younger generation, 15 to 24 years, whose
majority is student, have a negative attitude toward such control on
marriage.
scores.

Other age groups which are older ones give sizable positive
l11ssion workers show less agreement to this standard than non-

mission workers and housewives.

There is no conspicuous difference

between the different educational levels.

With the groups which

~ere

categorized by the years of church membership there is a tendency toward
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less agreement among the younger groups.

In summary, With this secta-

rian standard of endogamy, a particular group consisting of those who
are in. the lowest age group (15 to 24), students (supposed to be .single), having one to three years of church membership, has shown a conspicuously far distance from the standard.
In spite of the emphasis on this standard of marriage by the
cha~ismatic

leader of the church, the data show the tendency of the

member to draw back from such standard, especially in that particular
low age group which seems to consist of those males and females who are
going to marry sometime in the future.

This reflects the fact that

there is less opportunity to marry an Adventist for young ladies than
young men, because the
than that of young men.

num~er

of young ladies is overwhelmingly larger

This makes a special atmosphere of feeling

toward the strict application of the standard.

Many young ladies have

married non-Adventists and many of them have not become active members
of the church or have left the church.

If this standard of marriage

is strictly applied , the church will see quite a few young people who
cast aside their faith on account of the marriage problem.

On the

other side, if this rule is weakened, many young ladies will surely go
to non-Adventists to marry .
members

50

The problem· is the small number of young

that their contact and opportunity to find the most suitable

mate are limited.

Endogamy in a small size group is likely to produce

unhappy marriages both from the church's and the private standpoints.
Item 101 In chOOSing employment, the first consideration should
be to Serve God even at the sacrifice of income and comfort for the family.
The basic philosophy of occupation in the teaching of the SDA
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churoh is still in the tradition of the Protestant ethio, that is, occupation is the calling of God.

The education of youth in the early

period of this church aimed solely to train evangelists and , workers for
every branch of denominational activities.

Thus, we can hardly find

elaborate thoughts on the basic philosophy of occupation in the teachings
of the church.

But there is a clear oonception that every occupation

must have its Significance only in relation to the progress of God's
work on earth.

Evangelism must be the primary criterion in choosing

one's occupation and any other reason for it, such as supporting one's
family, enjoying life, and developing one's abilities through occupation,
is pushed down to a secondary level.
degree, a lack of

el~borate

broader life situation.

There is also, to a conSiderable

ethical views on occupation as to the

The problem in the Christian philosophy of

occupation today may be described as a dualism which' distinguishes the
world of faith from the world of occupation and cuts the latter off far
from the former.

The Christian ,church today is obliged to accept the

independence of economic world from the world of faith by the dereligionistic tide of this age.

In this very complicated world of

economics, the Christian concept of occupation must not be that of the
age of the Reformation.

A new Christian philosophy of occupation must

be formed in an adequate style for this age.

In this respect, the SDA

church seemS to have no philosophy beside the traditional view of occupation and calling.
A development of such philosophy is not intended here but a
primary consideration on this matter of occupation is the complex life
situation in the modern society.

Living in this age of mass production

and consumption is rather harder than in the previous ages.

Occupation
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seems to be money-oriented for the majority population in this age.
~alue

The

of an occupation is measured primarily by monetary values attached

to it.

So in this materialistically oriented age, the SDA's

~n

Japan

continuously face a tension between the demands of better living and
the demands of serving God.
chance

Most people tend to see in occupation a

for more income and for more self-sufficience, and as a human

being, the SDA is no exception to this tendency.

But he also is strongly

oriented by an ethical principle to live for God in his ,occupation at
any cost, even at the sacrifice of income and comforts for the family
or of the realization of his potentiality in his life work.

Except

some rare cases, these three demandS about occupation may not be fulfilled.

Therefore tensions caused by the unfulfilled demands 'may be

observed in the lives of the church members.
Concerning the satisfaction of income, I obtained some data from
the same respondents of this survey in Question 9 and 10 of Survey Part
II.

The results show that the half of the respondents expressed their

satisfaction with income whereas only one fifth showed their dissatisfaction with income.

This seems very strange in view of their low in-

come -- usually lower than average income in Japan (See Table 29 in
Appendix).

This may be explained by ' the fact that most of the members

stated a clear desire to serve God as their highest value, and the fact
that half of the employed respondents had mission employment.

Among

the mission employees naturally a "calling" is rated higher than a mere
job for supporting life.
Item 10 asked the respondent's views on the value of occupation
or job by requiring answers in either agreement or disagreement to the
sentence "In chOOSing employment, the first consideration should be to
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serve God even at the sacrifice of income and comforts for the family."
Scores are shown in the table below.

.Table 21.

Percentages of POSitive, Negative and Neutral Answers to
Item 10.
Percentage Score

"Official-view" group
"Private-view" group
Control group

+

+-

67
53

58

24
33
28

9
14
21

50
53
55
76

33
28
28
17

17
19
17
7

58

20
19
20
8

Agel
15
25
35
50

to 24
to 34
to 49
or more

Occupations
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives

70

22
30
22
22

Educations
Primary, Junior High
Senior High
College

63
55
53

25
27
30

12
18
17

48

36
28
27
9

16
18
15
13

Church membership I
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

51

58

54
58
77

The difference in the positive scores between the "official-view"
group and the "private-view" group may indicate that there is a complex
situation which is not soluble by the simple, traditional philosophy of
occupation.

Unusually, there is no significant difference between Age

groups except a very high positive score in the oldest a ge group.

It

might be more important to nsk why this withdrnwal from the sectarian
standard occurs in the majority group of respondents rather than to ask
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~hY

the older age group showed a notably high degree of positive attitude.

The high degree of affirmative answers also observed in the group of
housewives and in the group of the lowest education levels.

But the ma-

jority showed a considerable distance from the sectarian standard.

This

may show at least there is a conflict between the demands of reality of
life and the demand of sectarian standard concerning the ohoice of occupation.

As stated before, this conflict may concern two main aspects,

income and realization of one's potentiality.

The mission employees

were no exception with this respect with their scores.

Of these two

main aspects of conflict, income may be less problematic than selfrealization, because the average income in Japan is increasing higher
and even that of the

missio~

employee has been improved to the · degree

that they can live with nearly average living standard.
could express their satisfaction on income.

Therefore, they

On the other hand, the

realization of one's potentiality in his life work is problematic especially for young people .

To the . degree he holds strictly to the

sectarian standard of life, his way of realization of his potentiality
is narrowed .

According to my observation, a large number of mission

employees are likely to feel like misfits in their occupation.

They had

l i ttle chance to get a desired job because of their limited training and

opportunity at a missionary college.

(Over ninety percent of mission

employees are the graduates of J apan Missionary College) .

On the other

hand, those who promoted themselves strongly to the direction of the
realization of their potentialities in their occupation are most likely
to separate themselves from the church.

j,
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The "Le s s Con! ormi ty" Ca te gory •
In this category four items of the sectarian standards, which
ire those of tithe, divorce, lying, and prayer meeting, are included.
This category of items represents both the considerable degree of conformity and ambiguity to the sectarian standards.

Some of them show

quite large percentages of negative scores.
item 51

Even a Christian may tell a lie as occasion demands.

This item may not be a specific sectarian standard of life.
There is probably no other precept so often abused in almost every actual human negotiation as "Don't tell a lie."
whirl viciously in

the~realistic

All types of dishonesty

world of trading, diplomacy, and busi-

ness under a principle such as "the end justifies the means."

In fact,

today's norm does not require a strict practice of honesty except in
the primary group relationship.

Strict honesty in every occasion is,

therefore, not practiced unless some strong motivation makes it desirable.

Thus the demand of perfect honesty in the name of God can repre-

sent the specific sectarian value.
In the general psychological atmosphere of the church, it is
unthinkable for the members to tell a lie.

But actually even a Chris-

tian might not be able to escape from the reproach of this sin with a
memory of having been dishonest perhaps about a tiny thing.

There is

another side to this problem of dishonesty that might be called a profess:!.onal dishonesty which is seen in such instances as a doctor who is
pressed to tell his patient something other than the truth, or a salesman
who practices a kind of "maneuvering" or eVen a pastor who is bent on
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adjusting two struggling parties in his church by telling good words to
both parties.
~ccording

The members of the church may be divided into three parts

to their attitudel

first, the majority who

expre~s

their

conceptual denial of the possibility of such evil; second, the large
number of the members who may show an ambiguous attitude toward this
problem; third, the small number of them who know the problem and express
their own opinion either in agreement or disagreement to the statement
of Item 5.
What actual scores were given by the correlational groups is
shown belowl
Table 22.

Percentages of POSitive, Negative and Neutral Answers to Item 5.
+

Percentage Score
+-

"Official-view" group
"Private-view group
Control group

50

35

50

33
34

15 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 49
50 or more

43
48

60

15
7

16

Agel

Occupation I
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives
Educationl
Primary, Junior Hi gh
Senior High
College
·Church membership:
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

37

20
9

43
30
30

10
9

65

36
3S
29
29

9
25
13
6

40

45

53

31

16

59

33

S

47

39

14

52

30

60
61
55

37
58

53
67

39

24

15

IS
S"
9
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There is very little significant differences between the three
survey groups (not significant with chi-square test at .10 level).
About half of the respondents show disagreement to Item 5 (agreement to
the positive sectarian value in expressing in the statement), about ten
to fifteen percent express agreement (disagreement to the positive
. value), and about

35 percent some ambiguous attitude. The lowest age

group showed the lowest percentage of positive scores to the standard of
"not to tell a lie," and a fairly high percentage of ambiguous attitude.
The two high age groups show the expected distribution of percentage
concerning the mental attitudes toward the ethical standard.

Both of

these groups showed the expected distribution, 60 percent positive, 30
percent neutral, and

~O

percent negative.

In the occupational classi-

fication, the student group has a very low score in contrast to other
groups.

Those who finish only elementary and Junior High School are

likely to have a tendency toward a low in agreement but a high percentage of ambiguous attitude.

No significant difference between groups

classified by the years of church membership waS observed.

Here again

the lowest age and the student group is to be marked for the low positive score and the relatively high negative score in addition to the
relatively high neutral score.
As previously discussed, the attitude toward the ethical standard of not telling a lie is not as highly positive as those toward the
sectarian standards of Bible study and of the Testimonies.
due to the neutral or opportunistic judgment on Item
dents.

This may be

5 among the respon-

As described already, Item 5 seeks to get the judgment of the

respondents about the statement, "Even a Christian may tell a lie as
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occasion demands."

There was a sharp contrast between agreement and

disagreement to this ethical standard if the frequency of the neutral
position is counted as in the negative side, since these

re~pondents

recognize the possible existence of an instance where even a Christian
may tell a lie.

Roughly speaking, the respondents would then be equally

divided between agreement and disagreement.

This shows that the secta-

rian value of the rigid honesty is not supported as much as those of
the Bible study and the obedience to the Testimony.

Only half of the

respondents have shown the complete agreement to rigid honesty and the
other half at least accept the possibility of an instance in which a
Christian may tell a lie.
An

interestin~

comparison can be 'made with the results of another

survey on the same topiC, found in a study of Japanese National Character
written by the Research Committee of Japanese National Character represented by Zyoiti Suetsuna.

(See Bibliography.)

The following is their question and the results of the survey I
Table 23.

Percentages of "Agree" and "Disagree"to the Question of
"Telling a Lie."

Some say, "One may tell a lie as occasion demands."
on this statement, agree or disagree?
Agree
(may tell a lie)
70~

Disagree
(may not tell a lie)
20%

D.K.

What is your opinion
Other

l'i

Total
(N=8l7)
100~

Considerable difference is observed between this survey result
and 'my result.

Whereas among the general Japanese respondents a posi-

tive attitude toward the ethical standard of rigid honesty was shown by
only 20 percent of the total respondents, among the SDA respondents this
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response was over 50 percent. . On the other hand, about 50 percent of
the SDA respondents showed a negative attitude toward rigid honesty
whereas among the general Japanese respondents it was 77 percent.

This

. . contrast seems to show that the SDA members are more morally conscious
than the non-SDA members.
A probing of the respondents' agreement to the particular statement "One may tell a lie as occasion demands," was done in the same
survey.

Reasons for telling lies were tallied as follows,
Human relations
On business or trade
On education
On sickness
No answer
Others

(N=629)

26~
16~

ll%
6~
21~

24%

(Because of double answers, the total percentage sums to over 100%).
This survey shows the tendency in the national character of Japanese
people to choose unity or success rather than rigid honesty.

In con-

trast with this general tendency of the Japanese people, the SDA members
are more likely to be characterized by rigid honesty.
Item 11

A failure to pay tithe may not be considered sin under

Some circumstances.

Paying tithe is performed by the SDA's under strong group Sanctions.

The first sanction is found in the bleSSing for those who pay

tithe and the curse for those who do not pay it.

The second sanction is

the baptismal vow which binds the member and the third is constant urging 'by pastors and administrators and an organizational control among
church members.

Because the tithe is sacred, resorved by God for Hiro-

self, the failure to pay tithe is surely counted sin.

In spite of this

strict teaching in the church, many nominal members are not paying tithe.
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The failure to pay tithe'means the breakdown of the church finance.
Bence the third chapter of the Book of Malachi has almost been legalized
in the teachings of the church.

To this strict application of

requirement some objections may arise.

~he

tithe

Some argue that the tithe should

be reexamined to find the eXact meanings of the referred-to passages of
the Bible and with the consideration of the member's financial situation and needs so that some excuses, especially of the poor members,
might be accepted and they might be released from unnecessary sense of
guilt.

In the case of poor people, the paYing of a tithe subtracts from

already subsistence living.

This may cause unconscious chronic frus-

tration among the lower class church members.

Newly arisen small entra-

preneurs and wage worker~s who are seeking financial security may also
have frustration on the tithe regulation as an excessive demand of the
church.

As the institution of the church seemingly works to increase

the relative depravity among church members, the neglect to pay tithe
has necessarily arisen.

How to det.ermine the members' share in sup-

porting the church finance is an ,unsolved problem.

If the church

finance is based on voluntary offerings by its members, there must be
very reasonable explanations on the church finance and encouragements
to give to the church, but this has not been done.

To the sectarian

standard that whatever the situation is, a member must pay his tithe,
the Japanese members of the church expressed a considerable degree of
objection.

Actual scores are seen in Table 24 •

. Among the three survey groups there WaS no statistically significant difference.

About half of the respondents expressed agreement to

the sectarian standard, and the rest was divided into two parts,-those
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Table 24,

Percentages of Positive, Negative and Neutral Answers to
Item 1.
Percentage Score

+

+-

52

"Official-view" group
"Pri vate-view" group
Control group

49
42

24
28
28

24
23
30

15
25
35
50

32
51
45
51

36
24
)0
20

32
25
25
29

Occupationr
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives

42
)0
55
51

22
)7
28
30

36
33
17
19

Educationr
Primary, Junior High
Senior High
College

41
40

52

25
30
30

2)
29
30

Church membershipr
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

41
'36
47
67

32

27
30
26
28

Agel

to
to
to
or

24
3449
more

34
27

5

who disagreed with it and those who stood neutral,
the score pattern is almost the same,

Among the age groups

The youngest group is divided

evenly into three divisions , affirmative, neutral, and negative, indieating that the youngest age group had a large number of persons who
showed an ambiguous attitude toward the sectarian standard as well as
raising opposition to it.

The respondents who have

hi~er

education tend to be liberal with this sectarian standard.

levels of
Those who

are younger in the years of the church membership tend to have a more
ambiguous attitude toward the sectarian standard.

Tho missiort workers

l~

~

to have negative
d students tend
.
. tone in contrast with the non-mission

~orkers

and housewives who have a fairly positive tone.

ranked seventh among thirteen sectarian value items.

Item 1 is

Though it. is accept-

ed by the half of the respondents, it is also rejected or doubted by
half ·of ~em.

As a sectarian standard it should be pointed out that it

produces considerable number of problems when it is applied to the everydaY life of the church members.
Item

3: Regardless of reasons, a member of the church must not

divorce.
The official view of the church concerning divorce is that adultery is the only cause or ground allowed by God.

This regulation includes,

~

however, some difficulties when it is applied to the complicated event
in reality.
tery."

The first problem lies in the definition of the term, "adul-

In a strictly religio-ethical sense, every lustful look is

adultery.
regulation.

It is very clear that this definition cannot be taken into the
In practical sense, adultery means to have a sexual inter-

course with a person other than one's spouse.

This very limited sense

of adultery can be incorporated into the regulation of divorce.
other reasons, no matter how serious, .must be discarded.

All

So there arise

difficulties in the regulation of divorce.
Though divorce is very rare in the community of the SDA's in
Japan, they have some logical interest in the problem.

The focus of

the discussion is whether any. other reason than adultery could be found
among the SDA's.

Should any kind of difficulty in married life be thought

of as completely soluble7

Even if there is a serious difficulty in a

married life, the couple must not be divorced unless the fact of sexual
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.

,

interoourse of one party with a person other than his (or her) spouse
is found.

Is this always true?

Whatever the cause, divorce causes pro-

1

j:

blems for persons conce'rned, husband and wife, children, and society

"

itself.

The sectarian standard with this matter is the concept that

whatever the reason divorce is evil.

This standard seems to be too

conservative to apply to the society of this age .

The general opinion

of this age is that unless divorce is institutionalized, we cannot solve
the most difficult problems of human relations.

The sectarian standard

I

ii

opposes this worldly concept of institutionalized divorce except in the

I ,

case of adultery.
The percentage scores given by the correlational groups are
, showing the withdrawal of positive attitude and the increase of ambiguous attitude toward this strict standard as is seen in Table 25.
Table 25.

Percentages of Positive, Negative and Neutral Answers to
Item 1.
Percentage Score

"Official-view" group
"Private-view" group
Control group
Agel

15
25
35
50

to 24
to 34
to 49
or more

Occupationl
Mission workers
Students
Non- mission workers
Housewives

i

+

+-

42
45
41

41
38
43

17
17
16

33
38

40
47

44

44

58

34

27
15
12
8

44

42
40
35
46

14
28
13
13

32
52
41

,i' '
I:
, !,

••

~I'\
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Percentafle Score
Education
Primary, Junior High
Senior High
College

+

51
39

38

Church membership I
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

37
39
46
45

+-

39
43
43

10
18
19

44

18
22
11
20

39
43
35

The three survey groups showed perfect coincidence in their percentage patterns.

This fact may indicate that the official view of the

church might not be clearly understood by the members or the sectarian
concept on this matter might not be understood by both groups.

There

observed a correlation in the Age groups Which may be stated that, as the
· age levels went higher ,

th~

percentage of agreement increased and, con-

versely the percentage of disagreement decreased.

The younger gener-

ations are more likely to have a problematic consciousness to this question of divorce or to be more liberal than the older groups are.

Though

they have about 40 percent of "neutral" or "as occasion demands" responses, the older groups seem to be conservative on this sectarian standard .

Here too, the lowest age group, the students and those who have

been church members for one to three years have the lowest positive
scores and the highest negative scores .

Of the total, two-fifths of the

subjects gave an affirmative answer, one-fifth a negative answer, and
two-fifths a neutral answer .

Thus Item 3, divorce becomes Rank 8 which

showed considerable distance from the sectarian standard.
Item 13 : When one is to choose between work and the prayer
meeting, it is permiSSible that one would choose to work.
Item 13 asked respondents · view about the sectari an standard of
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~ttending

mid-week prayer meeting.

For the faithful pastors today the

spiritual condition of the church, of which the number in attendance at
the Wednesday evening prayer meeting, is an indication, seems to pe discouraging,
b~ometer

If the prayer meeting is, from the sectarian view point, a
which measures the spirituality of the church, it must be

inevi tably concluded that

j

t is very low among the SDA church members.

who are generally too busy to attend mid-week devotional services.
~

In

very competitive society, wives as well as husbands must take a tre-

mendous amount of' responsibilities in and out of their houses and they
tend to evaluate immediate needs rather than spiritual needs.

Though

the sectarian standard requiring attendance at prayer meeting besides
the regular attendance of

~abbath

services has 'a vital significance for

the true growth of the members' spiritual life, it might be too hard to
harmonize with demands of such busy men and women.
The answers for Item 13 showed a considerable portion of the
"neutral" or "as occasion demands," which equals the affirmative portion.

The scores are shown in Table 26.

Table 26.

Percentages of Positive, Negative and Neutral Answers to Item 13.
Percentage Score

"Official-view" group
"Pri vate-view" group
Control group

+

+-

41
43
42

47
36
42

21
16

34
37
50
49

47
38
37
34

19
25
13
17

12

Agel

15
25
35
50

to
to
to
or

24
34
49
more

",
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+

Percentage Score
+-

occupation:
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives

45
33
42
43

38
44
31
48

17
23
27
9

Education:
Primary, Junior High
Senior High
. College

48
36
44

43
46
33

9
18
23

Church membership:
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

39
36
47
50

39
42
38
40

22
22
15
10

The answers for Item 13 showed a considerable portion of the
"neutral" or "as occasion demands," which equals the affirmative portion.

Among three survey groups there is no significant difference as

to the percentage pattern.

A considerable support WaS given to this

sectarian standard but tile objection Was .also notable.

The lower age

groups show considerable lower affirmative answers whereas the higher
age groups show the more affirmative answers.

The same pattern is

observed among the church memb.e rship groups:

the lower two groups

show less affirmative answers and the higher two groups more affirmati ve answers at the same de gree as the age group showed .

Hi th the

education groups the negative attitude toward this sectarian standard
tends to increase as the educational level goes up.

Among the occupa-

tion groups, the student group represents the most controversial one
around this value criterion while the non-mission workers naturally
show the largest percentage of negative answers .

Item 13 is ranked

ninth and seems not to be conformative to sectarian values.
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'!'be "Distant" Category.
In this category four items of the sectarian standard. which are
those of cosmetics. worldly friends, "letting up," and meat eating; are
!ncluded.

This category of items represents a considerable deviation

-from the sectarian standards.
Item 21
of idolatry.

To use cosmetics heavily and be fashionable is a form

The prohibition on the use of lipstick becomes a symbolic behavior for SDA women.

Since the use of lipstick represents the most

common cosmetic adornment, it has been a target of standard makers in
the church.

The church teaches that wearing of jewelry is contrary to

the Will of God and that dress should be very conservative both as a
principle and a demonstration of good taste.
motto of all behavior for the SDA women.

"Modest grace" is the

In recognition of the impor-

tance of this principle, there has been. an unbending attitude among the
church members toward the use of cosmetics and being fashionable.
Because desire to beautify oneself is rather basic to human nature,
young ladies in the church concern themselves mostly with how to beautHy themselves within the limits of permiSSible behavior.
not always with women but with men.

This is

Today's young men use cosmetics

and are fashionable as much as young ladies.

The strict sectarian stan-

dard scolds this tendency as idolatry because it tends to induce one
to worship himself.

The problem here is what is the "modest grace" in

present sense and for the norm of the church.

Moreover the problem is

prominently the matter of personal like or dislike.

Thus Item 2 must'
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be answered by a comparatively wide range of both positive and negative
attitudes.
Table 27.

This is evident from the data as is seen in Table 27.
Percentages of Positive, Negative and Neutral Answers to
Item 2.
. Percentage Score
+

+-

"Official-view" group
"Private-view" group
Control group

29
22
28

48
55

23
23
18

15
25
35
50

14
21
35
37

51

35
21
11
9

35
15
29
19

.52
49
59
62

13
36

33
'17
31

42
65
48

25
18
21

21
18
32
41

51

28
27
10
18

54

Age I
to 24
to 34
to 49
or more

, Occupationl
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives
Education I
Primary, Junior High
Senior High
College
Church membership:
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

58

54
54

55

58

41

12

19

There is no difference between three survey groups in which over
half of the respondents took the neutral position and the other half
divided evenly into two positions, agree or disagree.
both Sexes equally showed the neutral position.

A majority of

This may be inter-

Preted to indicate an ambiguous attitude of most of the members toward
the rigid standard expressed by the sentence of Item 2.

It may include

a protest to the rigidity of the expressed standard and an intention to
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take a neutral position on this, question because of knowing reality.
The lower age group showed the lower degree of agreement and the higher
degree of disagreement to this standard, though , all four age groups had
'over 50 percent of respondents who answered in a "neutral" way.

The

student group among occupation groups had a ' fair degree of negative
answers as usual, but the largest ambiguous portion was found in the
group of housewives.
of ambiguous attitude.

The Senior High group also showed the widest range
The difference between the lower year group and

the higher year group in the church membership category corresponds to
the difference between the lower age group and the higher age group, -that is, the lower the number of years the less conformity to the sectarian standard.

Item 2 is ranked tenth.

From the sectarian point of

view, this standard is not successfully established among the church
members.

The largo number of the "neutral" position indicates at least

that this standard was not positively accepted in general.
Item 41 Though association with non-SUA friends may be dangerous, it may offer benefits which are unlikely to be found in the church.
Many instructions are given concerning the dangers of worldly
association expressing specially the, sectarian value on this matter.

The

SUAs have been taught that the world is not to be their criterion and
they should not associate with the ungodly and partake of their spirit,
for God requires of His people now as great a distinction from the
world, in customs, habits, and principles, as He required of Israel anciently.

This warning against the worldly association would include

one's relatives who do not recognize God, because of their degrading
influences on the genuine faith.

Thus the safe association should be
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only with the church members, which inevitably forms a closed small
-g roup relationship composed of church members.

The only exception for

this admonition is when one wants to evangelize -others.

Any other

reasons to have worldly association must -be denied strictly because the
danger is

~ery

great.

From this sectarian poirit of view, the idea showed

in Item 4 must be denied completely because it has an unacceptable reason for the worldly association.

The percentage scores of the answers

to this question are shown as follows:

Table 28.

Percentages of Positive, Negative and Neutral Answers to
Item 4.

+

Percentage Score
+-

"Official-view" group
"Private-view" group
Control grOUp

36

41

23

22

48
42

30
36

15 to 24

14

22

Agel
25 to 34
35 to 49
50 or more

Occupation:
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives
Education.
Primary, Junior High
Senior High
College
Church membership:
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

39

12

48

47
40

30
33

44
48

26
19

47

35

18

13
32
32

46
37
51

46
31
17

44

28

28
22
20

42

36

45

35

16

42

20
28
20

38

42
42
24

48
50

30
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The difference between the ""official-view" group and the "private~e"il"

group is seen in the slight difference of leaning to the positive

or the negative side re"spectively.

Here also we can see the difference

between the lower age group and the higher age group,
former shows more negative attitude than the latter.

that is, the
This corresponds

to the difference between the lower year group and higher year group in
the church membership category.
levels is not significant.

The difference between the educational

Item 4 is ranked eleventh.

The percentage

pattern for this item was almost the same "as that of Item 2 but the negative tone increased a little bit in the former.

Thus we can see a con-

flict between positive and negative attitudes toward this rather strict
sectarian standard.

The reason for this manifest conflict in judging

good or bad about the sectarian standard seem to be found, first, in
the generally growing atmosphere of relativistic thinking among the
AdVentists, especially young people, and in the social background of
Japanese church members.

In a co11ectivistically oriented society which

still emphasizes the close kin relationships, Japanese members are not
able to depart from the close association with their relatives, even
though the latter are not Adventists.
Item 71 God calls men to fight against the power of evil. The
life of a Christian is that of a war. But it is necessary to let up
s o:ne time s •
The members of the SDA church have been taught vory earnestly
that they must resist temptations continuously with life-long fighting.
This way of life needs constant awareness of the enomy's workings and
self-subduing to the influence of the Holy Spirit.

This inevitably

keeps the members in a state of constant mental tension.

As men are
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naturally not able to endure severe tension for a long period, this tension must be loosened at times by some method.
the tension

m~

This need to let up on

be one of the basic factors in the decay of the Puritan

way of life in most of the Christian groups throughout the ages.
The first part of Item
fighting the evil constantly.

7 describes the Puritan way of life in
The last sentence in Item

to the preceding sentences, adds a reverse idea.

7, in contrast

The words "let up"

in the last sentence might suggest two different kinds of ideas, (1) to
have rest, recreation, or refreshment in a sound sense or

(2) to feel

released, to let up from the constant effort or to flee from the tension.
With this ambiguous definition of the term, the results of the survey
also seem ambiguous.
Table 29.

Percentages of Positive, Negative and Neutral Answers to
Item 7.
Percentage Score

+.

+-

"Official-view" group
"Pri vate-view" group
Control group

40
28
36

21
17
20

44

15
25
35
50

38
30
33
28

21
21
19
19

41
49
48
53

Occupation I
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives

31
37
33
27

18
19
16
29

44

EducatioTlI
Primary, Junior High
Senior High
College

42
29
J4

4

Agel

to
to
to
or

24
34
49
more

22
27

39
55

51

51
44

54
49
39
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Percentap,e Score
Church membership 1
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
, 11 to 25 years
26 or more years

+

+-

47

19
23

50

20

49

6

63

27

31
31

34

The ,marked polarization was observed in these percentage scores
toward either side, positive or negative, but whether this polarization
is due to one of two possible definitions of the term "let up" is not
clear.

There also is a marked lack of usual pattern, "the lower age

levels the less affirmative answers" to the sectarian standard.

Thus

the church members in Japan well recognize the difficult fact that the
Christian way of life is a war against the enemy of souls but seem to
divide into two opposite groups on the need of a rest.

The larger

group tends to accept the need of releasing mental tensions caused by
spiritual fighting while slightly smaller tends to reject it.
ranked second from last.

Item 7

This sectarian standard may be most contro-

versial on account of the ambiguity of the meaning of the words "let
up" which appeared in the statement of Item 7 and of the sectarian
value itself which includes the gravest demands of Christian life.
Item 111

Eating meat is not sin.

The last item is concerned with the sectarian standard about

I'

foods.

The detailed teachings on foods from the Testimonies are avail-

able to every church member. . These teachings on foods should be evaluated in the light of the whole health message.

The basic instruction

is that all members of the church belong to God, in body, soul,
Spirit.

and

Therefore it is their duty to keep the laws of health both for
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their own well-being and happiness and also for more efficient service
to God and fellow men.

To the strict sectarian standard meat eating is

sin because it has ·a deteriorating influence upon the morals.. Thus the
instructions of the Levitical code on clean and unclean animals (Leviticus, Ch, 11) are made a minimum requirement of the food regulation
and a kind of taboo among the Adventists.
The negative scores are distinguished themselves in the answers
to this last question.
Table 30.

Percentages of Positive, 'Negative and Neutral Answers to
Item 11.
+

Agel

Percentage Score
+-

"Official-view" group
"Pri Va te-view" group
Control group

28
15
13

38
38

15
25
35
50

13
·3
18
20

39
32
29
43

48

7
16
14
32

39
30
29

34

54
54
57
34

21
13
12

38
38
29

41
49
59

13
16
12
19

42
31
35
28

45
53
53
53

to 24
to 34
to 49
or more

Occupation I
Mission workers
Students
Non-mission workers
Housewives
EducatiOn!
Primary. Junior High
Senior High
College
Church membership:
1 to 3 years
4 to 10 years
11 to 25 years
26 or more years

34

34

47
53

65
53
37

The "official-view" group showed notably low agreement to the
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standard and both the "private-view", group and the control group the
strong negative response to the sectarian value.

Among age groups the

Age-2 g~oup (25-34 years) especially showed the highest negative s?ore
~hile

the other three groups were following the usual pattern.

Among

education groups the College group showed the highest negative score
contrast to the other two.

The Church Membership groups gave almost

the same pattern with each other as the "private-view" and control
groupS did.

Mission workers' lowest positive score and housewives'

moderate scores were noted in contrast with other occupation groups.
For the total sample the most negative attitude toward the sectarian
standard was observed with Item 11.
Possible reasons for the negative response to the sectarian standard of eating flesh meat may be found in the pattern of food-source and
the naturalistic value concept in Japan.

Under the influence of Buddhism

and the natural environment, the general pattern of foods of Japanese
people has been quite poor for ages, especially in its lack of animal
protein.

The protein has been mainly supplied by fish.

In contrast

with the food pattern of Western people, the Japanese food pattern is
made up mainly of fish and vegetables .

For ages the Japanese people have

cultivated a taste for fish and the products of the sea.

The wonderful

flavor of dishes prepared by common housewives in Japan is always based
on fish and the products of the sea.

This food-habit cannot be taken

away from the Japanese way of living together with the boiled rice.
easily give up other meat but not fish.

They

Today's Japanese people are

likely to feel the vegetarian food regulations rather troublesome.

Vege-

tarian food is scarce in its variety and rather more expensive than sea

12)

food.

11oroovor, tho naturalistic valuo concopt whjch

hn~

beon culti-

vatod by the influence of Buddhism and of the low lovcl of l i vinr
standards tends to a viow of the food rerulationG nG a troublesome
·restriction.

Hhatever exists has a value, th oy fo oJ, thort'fore -- no

restriction on food.

This relates to tho fact that ronorally the

Japanese havo had no religious abstentions which stronr,ly rer,ulated th e
society.

Thourh whatever reaSons are, the momh',r" of thn chnrch eX -

pressed the most intense objection to this socb.rian s tandard.
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. Summary and Discussion
In summarizing the results of the survey on the attitudes of
Japanese SDAs toward the SDA sectarian value criteria in terms of the
"conformity-deviance" model, three things will be discussed with reference to some theoretical reflections I

First, the differences in two

dimensions, namely the differences among the scores on 13 questions in
the "official-view" group and the differences between the "official-view"
and the "private-view" groups; sacond, the dualistic structure of valueconsciousness; and third, the possible reasons which produced the de parture from the sectarian value criteria.
The first problem refers to the fact which was described by the
conceptual diagram (see page 77) and Diagram lIon the next page.

In

interpreting these diagrams the concept of "permitted limits" may be
useful for the present discussion.

The most exact value criterion

comes short of regulating in detail

al~

all

situa~ions.

behavior of all individuals in

Even if they performed such regulating function, man

by his nature will not be satisfied with such a standardization.

The

ideal type of value criteria will be interpreted diversely by each individual in each concrete situation.

On the other hand, it is generally

accepted that the ideal type is found to permit some deviance within a
boundary of "limits."
the ideal type.

These limits are called the "permitted limits" of

The non-conformative behavior within the limits is called

the "variation" and that beyond the limits the "deviance."*

These two

• The concepts of "Variation" and "interpretation" of an ideal type of
values were discussed by Clyde Linton and Florence Kluckhohn, and Parsons.
F. Kluckhohn, "Dominant and Variant Value Orientations" in C• . Kluckhohn
and H. A. Hurray, (eds.), Personality in Nature, Society, and Culture,
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Diagram ll.

Comparative Percentage Dia.gram, of Two Survey Groups by
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concepts are related to a cluster of dimensions of value which are rele~ant

to this study as described below.

~mension

of Conformity (conformative values vs. deviant values). '

The dimension of conformity is established by measuring the
"departure" from the original point which represents the dominant value
system of a group.

The dominant values which represent the original

point for conformity are those values that are held by the most powerful
elite and by a majority of a group.

(C. Kluckhohn, T. Parsons, and E.

Shils, Toward a General Theory of Action, p. 415.)
levels in the dimension of conformity,

There are three

the dominant value, the vari-

ant value which is within t!:te boundary of "permitted limits," and the
deviant value which is beyond them.
Dimension of Exactness (exact values vs. loose values).
This dimension has to do with .the width of the "permitted limits."
An "exact" value is said to possess a narrow "permitted limit," and a
"loose" value is said to possess wide "permitted limit."
Dimension of Strictness (strict values vs. tolerable values).
This dimension is related to the severeness of sanctions against
deviant behaviors.

The strictness

m~y

or may not be related to the

width of a "permitted limit."
rev. and enl. ed., 1953.
C. Kluckhohn, "Values and Value-Orientations in the Theory of Action,"
in T. Parsons, and E. Shils , (eds.), Toward a General 1~eory of Action,

1952, p. 415.
T. Parsons, The Social System, 1951, pp. 226-237.

I
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Dimension of Depth (real values vs. ideal values).
This dimension represents to what extent a value has a root into
the ·structure of personality or to ~lhat extent it is connected ·to the
core need-disposition.

These dimensions of values will be employed as

an analytical tool in interpreting the results of the survey.
Now to us, what constitutes the "permitted limits"?

Let us

examine more. thoroughly the comparative percentage diagram of the survey
groups in page 125. If we set the 100 percent conformity line as the
original line of the strict sectarian standards from which the degree of
"departure" is measured, the point which separates each negative plus
neutral percentage score from the positive score of each item in the
"official-view" group majl' indicate the width of the "permitted limit"
from the church's "official-view" .according to the members' cognition.
Similarly, the same point in the "private-view" group may become an
index of the "permitted limit" from members' personal view.

Some ob-

scurity may occur as to what exactly is meant by "deviant" and "variant"
values in this instance.

By the nature of the survey question the

negative answers may represent "variant" or "deviant" values in opposition to the "dominant" value which is represented by the positive answers.
If we take the strictest standpoint that none should be allowed to deviate from the standard to any degree, then all negative and neutral
answers must be cate[;orized into "deviance."

If we take the most realis-

tic standpoint in the sense that we should accept the condition of the
church members as it is, however, . then we may call them the "variant,"
which are within the boundary of the "permitted limit," because, at least,
they seem to be permitted to remain in the church.
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Though the line between the "deviant" and the "variant" is not
drawn exactly, some significant indications can be obtained from the
result of this survey.

If the negative plus neutral answer for each

item indicates the "permitted limit" for each standard, there are significant differences of the "permitted limits" between thirteen sectarian standards.

If the least "permitted limit" means the most "exact"

value by the definition, there is an order of degrees of the "exactness"
among thirteen value criteria.

This leads us to place ·relatively those

value criteria in a scale from the most "exact" ones to the most "loose"
ones.

This may roughly be shown by the figure below and may indicate the

relative differences between "core" and "peripheral" values.
Diagram 12.
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Diagram 12 may indicate that, from the standpoint of the most
strict sectarian standard, those value criteria which are placed in
central circles are likely to have a least tendency to deviance from the
original point and, in turn, those value criteria which are place'd in
outer circles are likely to have a larger tendency to deviance among the
Japanese SDA 's.
Another thing that should be pointed out is the meaning of the
dominant value in the sense that the majority of a group hold it.

As

seen in Diagram 12, about half of the thirteen standards were not upheld
by the majority of the respondents (Items 3, 13, 7, 4, 2, and

ll)~

This

may mean that those value criteria: expressed in the particular sentences
in the survey sheets are not the "dominant" 'ones but, rather, the "deviant" values in the sense that only a minority of the group hold them.
This may further indicate that if we take the problem in a broader perspecti ve from the viewpoint of the "world," the strict sectarian standards become the most "deviant" values from the worldly value standard.
In this view the bipolar model having the most "worldly" value criteria
on the one end and the most strict sectarian value criteria on the
other end may be used to measure the relative position of each sectarian
standard as it is held by the church members.

The observation might

indicate that such value criteria which were placed in the most outer
circle as those of "meat eating:' "cosmetics," "letting up," "worldly
friend" are mostly diluted by the "worldly" values, so that they might
no longer be taken as the symbol of the SDA church members.

In turn,

those value criteria which were located in the central circles such as
"Bible study," "Testimonies," "education," "marriage," and "job" 'are to
be considered as the values which represent the strong core symbols of
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the SDA church members.

I

As to the dimension of "depth" of value which was defined pre-

"I'; 'I'I
I:,

jl ~l

viously, the onlY 'standard that may have a significance is the value of

'j';1

Bible study (Item 8).

It"

The combination of two characteristics -- high

1,

score and no difference between the "official-view" and the "privateview" -- may specially indicate that his value has a deep root in the
personality of the subjects.

,1

This was attested partly by the survey

i

on the life-values whose results were discussed previously (See Table 10

i

i~

in Appendix).
The Dualistic structure of Value Consciousness.

i

1\

I

I!

We have seen in

thi~

study the width of departure from the

t

I

;

. .t ' i

strictest sectarian standards and the correlational factors for either

;,

I

. I

." I

r,

conformative or deviant groups such as age, sex, occnpation, years of
church membership, and educational level.

j

The survey showed that the

~

I

,1'

:

,,

• 1 ,

"conformists" tended to be found . in a group of persons who were 35 or
more years old, had been 11 or . more years of church membership, were
housewives, mission workers, or non-mission workers, and had the fewest
years of education.

,

1. i .:
"

. ',l
,~

i It
•I

,~

In turn, the "deviants" tended to be found in a

group of persons who were )4 or less years old, had been 10 or less
years of church membership, were especially students, and had the higher
level of education.

Though these departures do not directly tell

US

about their causes, some attempt could be made to interpret the complicated facts, such as an interpretation in terms of the dualistic structure of value consciousness.
The dualistic structure of value . consciousness has been

1

I
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discussed by many soci~ scien~ists (Durkneim, Cooley, Parsons, Kluckhohn,
Lynd) and is illustrated by two concepts of the "good," -- that is, the
"good" which means the things to satisfy one's needs and the ,"good"
'which implies obedience to objective , norms.

The former is the "need-

disposition" and the latter is the "norm-consciousness."

If these two

concepts can be summarized by a higher concept, the "value-consciousness"
(Mlta, p. 86), it is necessary to study the dynamic interactions between
these two lower concepts in the analysis of the value-consciousness.
There is a definite belief in the most basic of the SDA value
concepts, that there is no gap between the members' need-disposition and
the church's ,norm.

The normative patterns of the church were set by

God and perfect obediepce to them WaS meant to prove one's perfection
before God.

Because every deviance from the normative patterns of the

church is caused by man's selfishness, the church cannot , permit officially such a deviance.

Thus, from the view of the church, the need-

disposition and the norm-consciousness should be said to be reinforced
by each other.

One who newly learns the norms of the church through

evangelism thus reinforces the "good" nature which is in him, moreover,
it is expected that the newly acquired norms will produce a new needdisposition in him, and this sanctified need-disposition will occupy a
strong position in the structure of his personality.

Thus, ideally, the

converted person has a perfect internalization of the norms and for him
to obey them is directly motivated by his sanctified need-disposition.
That is, things which the norms respect are directly desired by him and
things which they negate are hated by him.

Here the need-disposition and

the norm-consciousne ss are not to be opposite each other but iri agreement with each other .
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But in reality, the need-disposition and the norm-consciousness
tend to oppose each other in one's personality.

.,

.,

At the selection of

a concrete behavior. these two personality traits do not agree with each

!'

,"

J

I,

;' :t

other and one or the other must be repressed.

I:

A repression of the need-

"

1

disposition may produce various kinds of frustration, and conversely, a

r.

repression of the norm-consciousness (conscience) may cause sin- or .

,

guilt-cons ciousness.

I

This opposition be tween the need-dis position and

the norm-consciousness may be found among the SDA's in reality.
problem may occur from two directions.

The

First, the stricter the norms

i "

I

,i I . ,

.t

of the church, the more abstract and the more ideal they are, apart

j

from the real, historical existence, the more they are likely to oppose
'the need-disposition of the

chu~ch

member.

Second, as long as the

member is a human being and because he is a human being, he experiences
the separation which the Apostle Paul confesses in Romans 7:21-24.

'.

Between the need-disposition and the norm-consciousness, every
person experiences degrees of separation.

The more a person internalizes

the higher level of norms , the more often he experiences strains.

The

strains are produced in many types of situations and may change into
conscious conflicts in one's mind.

The strains arise beb..een different

need-dispositions, between different norm-consciousnesses, and betwee n
a need-disposition and a norm-con s ciousness.

The conflict between

variant norm-consciousness states, which is often called the " conflict
of loyalty," is often found in the members' experiences.

For instance,

the SDAs who have been educated in the traditional family ethics ofte n
experience strains bebo/een two "loyal ties" to their parents and to
This type of conflict becomes most intense

when the norm which is

God.

·1
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OPposite to the SDA's includes ' the same principle as the church has.
In reality, a Christian often has mental suffering when caught between
two "altruisms."

One of the biggest problems of this type which ap-

peared in this survey is the problem of Sabbath-keeping.
viousl~f

As seen pre-

one of the most difficult things for the members and interests

was to set apart the seventh-day for the complete sacred use .

The strict

observance, of the seventh-day Sabbath is completely foreign to any
Japanese, therefore, its meaning and importance are quite hard for them
to understand.

Moreover, the proble'm relates not only to the danger of

loSS of job, income, and rights to enter a ' prestigeous school but to a
loss of good standing in society and of good human relations or ties by
neglecting responsibilities or duties in terms of role-expectation for
the sake of Sabbath observance.

In such a case, a conflict between one

and another norm-consciousness may appear in the most acute form.

Other

instances are listed as a housewife's strains in her consciousness of
duties between family and church, a student's strains in his consciousness of duties between school and church, and the similar strains of a
worker between firm and church.

The more foreign the church's values to

the society the more the members' strains may occur .

These strains may

cause a permanent frustration in and among members if no adequate help
comes to them.

The items of "education," "inarriage," "job," "tithe,"

"eli vorce," "meat eating," and "worldly friends" may be included in this

category.
A strain caused by a conflict between a norm-consciousness and a
need-disposition is another important case.

This is related to the old

subject of "need or conscience," "a voice of the devil or a voice of
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God," or "the problem of self-control."

Here the age factor may enter

as one of the basic independent variables.

If, from the view of devel-

opnental psychology, Woodruff's hypothesis

that the gap between "need"

and "norm" does not exist in the pre-school age and Kluckhohn's hypothesis that it decreases and is finally lost as one becomes older is
true, a synthesized hypothesis would be that the gap becomes greatest
between boyhood and the middle age, most probably in the puberty age
(M1ta, p. 125).

This corresponds to the result of this study that the

lowest age group (15-24) has the greatest tendency toward the "deviance"
from the sectarian values,

The puberty age group is most likely to

have a strong tendency toward the negation of any regulation or normative pattern.

This tendency may be reinforced by the materialistic and

liberal atmosphere of this age Which is most opposed to the sectarian
spirit.
The difference by age groups which was most clearly shown in the
data may be interpreted by another approach -- that is, by the concept
of generation.

An age group . represents a generation which has a specific

age-experience.

This age-experience is considered to affect one's value

concept.

To this study of the Japanese SDAs the most important histori-

cal events which affect the value concepts of the Japanese people seem
to be the defeat in World War II and the rapid social change during the
last two decades,

An .important characteristic of the pre-war period

socialization was "to kill one's needs for the total,"

The filial duty

to one' ·s parents and the loyalty to the emperor were two eminent virtues
which were considered most basic morals,

In the rapid social change of

the post-war period, the spiritual atmosphere has been completely
changed.

"Liberty" which Was given to Japanese people by the defeat of
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war was probably the first complete civil liberty which the Japanese
people have ever known since the pre-historical age.

Reinforced by

the materialistic tendency of this age, the meaning of "liberty" has
changed into "self-indulgence" which tends to negate any normative
pattern among the younger generation.

The increasing spirit of this

age is "to kill the total (normative patterns) for one's needs.".

If

the sectarian values of the SDA church first require one to kill selfish need-dispositions for the principle of the most valuable, it may
show a sharp contrast with the spirit of this age and of the younger
generation.

This is possibly one of the interpretations of the data

which showed the clear difference between the two large age groups which
had a line of demarcation at

35 years old.

The Possible Reasons for the "Distances."
Finally several possible reasons .which produced the departure
from the sectarian value criteria, particularly in the socioanthropological sphere, will be discussed.
The time lag in value concepts.
As discussed in Part I, the original values as a principle of a

* Sakuda pOints out the conspicuous trans ition of value axis from
"unity" and "achievement" to "satisfaction" in the post-war generations.
Sakuda, 1962, p. 446f.
Kobayashi reported that a tendency toward materialism, utilitarianism,
realism, and epicurism was found Significantly lar ger in an age group
of 19 or less years old and dacreased as a ge increased. Kobayashi and
Tsumori, 1963.
Natsushita discussed quite extensively the life and thought of the
post-war generations and pointed out the falling off of authoritarianism
and the ascetic ethics in these generatipns . /1atsushita, 1959; pp. 960-

975.
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particular social group are the . product of the age.
grated with the specific conditions of that age.

They were inte-

When these conditions

change as time goes on, contradictions or conflicts will appear in the
original value system, mainly caused by interactions with the world of
reality:

This is the case of the unfulfilled prophecy or the delay of

the Second Advent of Christ.

The specific value concepts which were

strongly held under the impact of the nearness of the fulfillment of
prophetic time have been weakened by the delay of the Second Advent.
The Anti-ethical atmosphere of Japanese spirituality.
As discussed already, the general atmosphere of Japanese spirituality which chooses aesthetic values rather than ethical values has
caused the rejection of the ethical Protestantism by the general Japanese
population.

The ascendance of aesthetic values over ethical values may

lead Japanese members of the church to sub-consciously hate the very
strict ethical demands of the SDA church.

This factor might be revealed

in the many voices declaring that the practice of SDA teaching is diffi-

cult.
The departure from the original experience of the sect.
As the time comes when the constituent members of the church are
third or fourth generation, there necessarily occurs the departure from
the original experience of the pioneers.

This departure is doubled in

Japan because the original movement did not arise in Japan but in a
country far from it.

Nor has imitation of the original experience been

seen in the history of the SDA church in Japan.

Looking back over the

seventy years history of the church in Jap3n, during the first "fifty
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years from the time the church won ,the first convert in 1890 until the
end of World War II, the church had no opportunity 'to fully blossom into
an entpusiastic religious movement under the severe
control.

nationalist~c

state

There was also the lack of the original experience as a sect

in the Japanese church.

The departure from the original experience of

the sect may result in a large departure from the sectarian value concepts.
The increase of the deviant factors against the orthodox values
which accompanies the increase of the church membership.
It becomes very difficult to keep one belief or one interpretation as the educational levels go up and the members' experiences become
diversified; the critical mind tends to awaken with education and to
bring in deviant value concepts at variance with the orthodox value
concepts.
factor.

The corruption of the food taboos might be explained by this
Further, as the church increases in number, departing from

the state of a primary group having a free personal covenant in the early
stage of the development, and becoming a large organization administering
the colossal amount of funds and properties and organizing everything,
the church must partially abandon the values of the primary group and
adopt the new value system which is peculiar to the huge organization.
This value conflict may produce a distance from the traditional sectarian concepts.

For instance, while the sect demands from its members

total involvement, the

hug~

invol veme,nt of the members.

organization tends to reject the total
For the individual member can not be in-

volved in all parts of the organization but function only in a part.
lIe is neither totally involved, nor involved in the total organization.
He loses the motives for total involvement.

Thus, while the pioneer
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spirit which places all values in the church disappears, and individual
"

values are emphasized.
A discrepancy between individual roles and social norms.
"

In present society, violently , changing, where secular values
(money, business, passion) are gaining superiority, there exists a situation in which roles which must be taken by individuals are contrary to
norms of' the society.

Especially in the church where norms have the

extreme sectarian strictness of morality, the lack of conformity between
individual's roles and institutional norms becomes very serious.

Thus

the members of the church experience a pressure caused by conflicts of
role and norm so great that young Adventists or adults often leave off

.

their good work, give up studies, and break with friends or never come
to the church.

This pressure seems to strengthen the tendency to depart

from the strictness of the sectarian norms.
Problems of life requisites.
When man is threatened in his basic living requisites, he tries
to exclude the causes of the threat.

An SDA in Japan is sometimes con-

fronted by such a threat, because most Japanese firms and universities
are not favorable to a deviant person who insists on observing the
seventh-day Sabbath.
This situation causes double threats for the members of the
church:

the threat of losing a good job and of lOSing opportunity for

the full realization of self.

This factor is one cause of the

unpop'~-

larity of this church as well as a cause of the departure of the members from the sectarian way of life.
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The foregoing factors or reasons for the departure from the sectarian value concepts are only a brief conceptualization of the possible
reasons.

If a further research is projected , a fertile field . will be

.found in this area.

.,. .I
;

~

j

I

II
CONCLUSION
The "pietism in action" may express in a . phrase the SDA value
system.

I;

As described in the First Part of this thesis, it contains

three main sub-value systems, -- that is, the eschatological ethics of
the Advent movement, the pietism of the revivalistic tradition, and
the rural fundamentalism of the Mid-West, which Were· united together
in a definite religious movement during the latter decades of the nineteenth century in the frontier Mid-west rural regions.

action" had a cluster of unique values which were expressed in the sectarian standards of the "piety" life.

11

r

The "pietism in

These standards may be s·een to

i:

I'j: I.
I ,

. I I
!

be the synthesized composites of the

religio-historical elements in

the particular historical, religious movement.

The simple pragmatism

of "piety" was thus formed as the pillar of the value system of this
movement.

, ,
,.

The spirit which attempted to universalize these specific

value composit.es seemed to construct an important part of the "misSionary"
spirit of the SDA church.
The value system which WaS express·e d by the sectarian standards
of sanctified life naturally faced a cool reception from the general
Japanese who were in a completely different value complex , when the mesSages of the SDA church were brought to Japan several decades ago.

In

spite of seventy years of evangelism, the church has only seven thousand
nominal members in Japan .

!

Though small in number, these members are

mostly the "converts" from one particular value system to another.

They

were convinced the superiority of the system of the transmitted values
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against their native value system.

While the whole meaning of'the com-

plicated value change might not be described in this simple explanation,
th~

newly acquired value system becomes the ideal value system for the

,converts, against which various kinds of value conflicts may occur.
Thus, this study has aimed to describe how the sectarian value system
is held by the Japanese SDA's.

The thirteen sentences were composed in

order to state thirteen sectarian standards.

As the previous discussions

on the obtained data showed, the thirteen value items were not uniformly
held by the Japanese SDA's.

Rather the different degrees of the

•

ture or deviation from the sectarian values were observed.

depar~

These dif-

ferences were classified into three categories, -- "Conformity," "Less

,

Conformity," and "Distance" categories, which further indicate that

I

there is an order of core and derivative groups among the sectarian

,,

values.

Some explanations were given for the departures from the sec-

tarian values but others should be explored.

A comparative study be-

tween the members of the SDA church in ' the U,S. and in Japan might be
valuable.

The sectarian values are widely accepted among the members

of the church in Japan.

However, the "derivative" or "peripheral" ones

are changing, not rapidly but fundamentally, especially in the last few
years.

The most essential question, what is the meaning of being an

Adventist is this age and in such a country as Japan, is being asked.
The answers to this question might affect the total strategy of the world
mission program of the SDA church.

i

I

I,
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Appendix A
The Correlation Variables Used in This study.
As some special correlation variables were used in this study, they
are to be explained.
Age Category I

The age category adopted in this study was constructed

centering two aspects of age:

when the subject received education and

what experience he had in his puberty age.
distinguish two categories:
War educational system.

1)

Concerning education, there

Those who received education in pre-

They are now 35 years old and over.

They ex-

posed themselves to nationalistic, patriarchal education and were infused loyalty to the absolute emperor and his government, a concept of
ethnic superiority, th~ Confucian ethics modified by the Japanese patriarchal family system and, at the time of military superiority in the
War period from the latter part of 19305 to 1945, militarism.
who received education in the post-War educational system.
40 years old or lower.

2)

Those

They are now

They exposed themselves to democracy, anti-

nationalism, individualism and especially the concepts of human rights.
As to the experience of . the puberty age, six categories are set
up :

1)

Those who had intense war experiences and are now 38 years old

and over; 2)
years old;

Those who had some war experiences and are now 31 to 37

3) Those who had experienced intense financial and spiritual

difficul ties after the War and are now 35 years old and over; 4) Those
who had experienced some difficulties after war and are 26 to 34 years
oldl

5) Those who grew up in the period of economic reconstruction after

war and are presently 25 to 35 years old; and 6)

Those who grew up in

the period of prosperity after war and are now 24 years old and less.
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Synthesizing these two age categories into one, the following age category was adopted for this study:

1)

Age-l group:

15 to 24 years old.

Who belong' to this group are those who were borz:t after the War, grew up
with the democratic education and show a most intensive gap from older
generations.

They have no war-experience, rather enjoy the present

prosperity having no reaction with the after-War Americanized culturel
2)

Age-2, group:

25 to 34 years old.

Who belong to this group are

those 'who receive the post-War democratic education, who are called the
post-War generation which have completely emancipated from the traditional family system and its duty
years old.

concept~;3)

Age-3 group:

35 to 49

Those who received the pre-War education and had intense

war-experiences, who spent their youthful days in the periods of war
and of the post-War difficulties and experienced the tremendous value
change I 4)

Age-4 group:

50 years old and over.

the pre-War education and had intense

Those 'who received

~ar-experiences

as well as the

post-War difficulties, and who feel some doubt in the new order of the
society.
Education category:

There are four levels in the present educational

system in Japan, Elementary, Junior High, Senior High, and College that
have 6, 9, 12 and 16 years of school attendance respectively.

There

were also four stages in the pre-War educational system, Elementary
(compulsory) 8 school years; Intermediate 11 school years; High School
or Technical College 14 years; and University, 17 years.

Since there

were very few subjects who had less than 8 years education, three educational levels were distinguished in this study.
Elementary-Jr. ' High Group:

those who received compulsory education
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with either pre- or post-War educational systems.
Senior High Groupl

those who received 'either Intermediate in the

pre-War period and Senior High School in the post-Har period • .
College Groupl

those who received college education either of

Junior College, Senior College or Graduate studies.
Occupation Categoryl

As the sample size was not large enough that it

could be divided into as many occupational categories as the data
denoted, occupations were classified into. four categories:
11

Mission workers; 2)

Occupation-2:

Students; 3)

mission workers; and 4)

Occupation--4:

Housewivas.

1)

Occupation-

occupation-31

Non-

Those who answered

unemployed or no job were excluded from this category.
The Category by the Number of Years of Church Membership:

Four categories

were set up due to the number of years the subject had been the church
member I

1)

Church Membership-1:

4 to 10 years; 3)
Membership-4:

1 to 3 years; · 2)

Church Membership-3:

26 years and over.

Church Membership-21

II to 25 years; 4) Church
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Appendix B
The Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents.

Table 1.

Age

15-24

62

53

115 (28)

25-34

40

44

84 (21)

35-49

60

69

129 (J2)

Over 50

28

46

74 (19)
406 (100%)

Male

Female

84
107

97
117

Male

Female

16
27
77
65

26
27
104

Total

181(45%)
224 (55~)

Education

Elementary
Jr. High
Sr. High
College

Table 4.

214 ( 53%)

Marital Status

Single
Married

Table 3.

(~)

Female

191 (47%)

Table 2.

Total

Male

51

Total

42 (10;6)
54 (14ft·)
181 (461))
116 (Jo%)

Nippon Saniku Gakuin (Japan Missionary College)
Male
Attended
111
Not attended
80

Female

72
142

Total

183 (46%)
222

(.54M

·i
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Table 5.

Occupation

Pastor and Bible Worker
Other Mission Employee
Professionals and Managerials
Blue collars and shop
employees
White collars and office
workers
Small entrepraners
Students
Housewives
No job
No answer

Te.ble 6.

Male

Female

13
43

44

:3

16 .( 4%)
87 (22%)

7

10

17 ( 4%)

9

7

16 ( 4%)

22
19
53

22
3

44 (11%)
22 ( 61,)

J4

87 (22'f,)

77
8

6

77 (18%)
14 ( 3%)

16

7

23 ( 6~)
403 (100%)

Male

Female

15
56

46 (ll%)
135 03%)

117 (29'f,)

Income

10,000-25,000 yen
25,000-50,000 yen
50,000-100,000 yen
Over 100,000

12

31
79
37
10

No answer or no income

60

57

Table 7.

Total

48

Total

85 (21'f,)

22 ( 6%)

Number of years of the Chur"ch membership

1-3 yrs.
4-10 yrs.
11-25 yrs.
26 over
No answer

Male

Female

Total

47
56
70
15
3

42
71
80
17
3

89
127
150
32
6

(23%)
01%)
06%)
( 8%)
( 2%)
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Table 8.

Demographic Characteristics of the Religious Groups of the
1965 Tokyo Sample (In per cent).··
Tradi tional
Religions

Sex
Male
Female
Total
Age
20-34
35 and over
Total
Marital .Status
Married
Divorced
Widowed
Single
Total
Education
Elementary, Middle
High, Uni varsity
Total
Income
60,000 yen or less
Over 60,000 yen
Total
Occupation
Shop, Laborer
Professional, White
Collar
Total
Class
Upper, Middle
Lower
Total
(N)
(N)

•*

= number

New
Religions

Christians

44
47
100

41
59
100

25
75
100

8

100

28
72
100

63
37

100

71

72

53

92

2

o

21
6
100

12
16
100

44100

'.Jl

66
34

12
88

48
100

3

o

100

100

64
100

57
43
.100

40
60
100

46

40

33

43
89

57
97

53
86

86
14
100

75
25
100

96
4
100

36

J2

of cases on which percentages are based •

This table was composed of the data which James Allen Dator and
others took in Tokyo in 1965 • . Using the Election Registration List
made public on December 22, 1964, they decide how many names should be
drawn from each of the 23 wards in Tokyo City to total a sample of
1,000. They were able to interview 980 persons, 98 per cent of the
sample of 1,000. James Allen Dator, Soda Gakkai, Builders of the Third
Civilization, University of Washington Press, Seattle, 1969 , pp. 74,75.
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Appendix C
Table 9.

Reasons for Happiness.

(Survey Part II, Question 1)
Tot~

answers

Reasons based on religious factors I
in God, God's providential care, Trust
in Jesus, Saved by His grace

282.

152

(54~)

Tr~st

127

Peace and Joy

6

Hope

4

To be able tG keep Sabbath without any trouble

2

To belong to the true church

5

To do church activities without any trouble

8

Reasons based on family

l~vingl

43

All family members are sharing the same faith

26

Peaceful life with family members without any
trouble of health

12

Good husband, wife, parents, and children
Others I

(15~)

5
87 (Jlj,)

Good health and living facilities

28

A subjective feeling that all things are good

18

Good job and its performance

16

A definite goal of life

14

Emancipation from the past sufferings

4

Good friends

3

others

4
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Table 10.

Life-values Among the Respondents (Presently).
Total answers

648.·

. Personally Oriented Valuesl

I. Religious values

II.

165 (25%)

Knowing God or Christ and communicating
with Him (J 1)"

41

Recognizing to have been saved and healed
through His grace (J 1)

2)

Reoognizing to walk with God by His guidance () 1)

)0

Having joy to know and study the truths of the
SOriptures (J 1)
.

24

Obeying God wholeheartedly () 1)

15

Li ving in the eternal life (J 1)

2)

Joy to live a Christian life () 1)

6

Fighting for the victory over sin (J 1)

)

Non-religious values

1)5 (21';t)

Job (2 1)

46

Study (2 1)

2)

Doing things to one's. liking (1 1)

15

Making one's life substantial () 1)

21

Using fully one's talents (2 1)

6

Enjoying nature (1 1)

6

Living of good health (1 1)
Enduring difficulties of life (2 1)

11

7

• The total answers are excess to the total number of the respondents
because of double answers •
• • The numbers in the parentheses indicate the corresponding ' box in
Yoshida's matrix of life-values.

.. 1
, I

I'
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Table 10 - Continued.
!

I

Socially Oriented, Values,
I.

Religious values

292

Doing the works of the church and for the Lord (2 J)

129

Helping others (2 4)

.58

Raising one's children and seeing their growth
as a Christian (2 2)

40

Working for the family or serving God with the
family members

Jl

Doing the job for the "Health Reform" movement (2 J)
Enjoying fellowship in the church ' (J J)

II .

Non-religious

v~ues

Love to husband, wife, children, parents and
friends (J 2)

Others,

(46~)

7
27
41 ( 6M

27

Love ' (J 2)

8

Doing the work of education (2 2)

6

15 (

2~ )

I
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Table 11.

Life-values Before Conversion.
Total answers

369

Satisfaction of desires (1 1)

27

Fame, Better position (1 3)

27

Hobbies (1 1)

22

Job (2 1)

19

Study or learning (2 1)

17

Home or family (3 2)

17

Earning money (1 2)

14

Helping others (2 4)

14

Pursuing one's ideals (2 1)

13

Leisure time pleasures (1 11

12

Doing one's best (3 1)

9

Having good health (1 1)

5
196

Had no value to live

i
I

(53~)

122

No answer

30

Always the same

21
173

(47~)
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Table 12.

Reasons for the difficulty to practice the teachings of the
Church. (Survey Part II, Question 2)
Total answers

128.

Why it is difficult I

I

50

Because of the incongruity which exists between the teachings
of ,the church and the actual demands of everyday living.

18

"Teachings of the church are incompatible with society."

I

"There are many that cannot be solved by simple practice of
faith. "

i,
':

"I feel there is contradictions between principles."
"We have little pleasure in life."
"I have financial difficulties."

Because of the weakness of faith.
"Weak in faith."

"Weak in carnal mind."
'Love your enemy. I "

"I cannot do the Lord's command,

others

9

"Confusion in the society."
"Man is not a machine."
What is to be felt difficult I

I
!
;

"The teachings are inconsistent with actual life."

"Weak will-power."

II

78

Sabbath keeping and the problem of employment

34

Keeping regularity of foods

14

Problems of marriage Inth non-Adventist and of non-Adventist
family members

13

Difficulties in paying tithe

4

Difficultiez in applying the teachings of Testimonies to
everyday life

4

Keeping the dress and cosmetic regulations

2
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. Appendix D
Table 14. Mean Scores for the 13 Items Given by Male and Female Groups.
Items

Males (147)

Female (145)

1
2
3
4
5
6

3.24
3.06
3.23
2.69
3.36
3.54
2.61
3.71
3.39
3.45 2.33
3.03
3.09

3.08
2.99
3.28
2.90
3.54
3.55
2.77
3.76
3.67
3.56
2.49
3.52 *
3.12

7

8
9

10
11
12
13

Table 15. Mean Scores for the 13 Items Given by Age Groups.
Items
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

(62)

Age-3
(92)

Age-4
( 53)

3.24
2.94
3.08
2.66
3.50
3.69
2.71
3.40
3.52
3.42
2.06
3.52
3.06

3.15
3.17
3.38
2.97
3.59
}.60
2.67
3.94
3.91
3.39
2.52
3.25
3.29

3.34
3.30
3.57
3.04
3.58
3.47
2.43
3.58
3.72
4.09
2.60
3.72
2.98

Age-l
(85)

Age-2

3.02
2.80
3.18
2.59
3.27 3.52
2.95
3.88
3.11
3.34
2.49
2.91
3.14

* Statistically significant.

*1-3,1-4
*1-3,1-4
*1-4
*1-2,2-3
*1-2,1-3,1-4,2-3,2-4
*1-4,2-3,2-4,3-4
*1-2
*1-2,1-4,3-4
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Table 16.

Mean Scores for

Mission
Workers

th~

Students

13 Items Given by Four Occupational Groups.

Non-mission Housewives
Workers

Items

(91)

(68)

(64)

(50)

1
2·
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3.09
3.31
3.36
2.81
3.54
3.65
2.64
3.67
3.87
3.44
2.343.42
3.31

2.98
2.78
3.16
2.57
3.09
3.43
2.91
3.94
3.01
3.44
2.47
2.72
3.07

3.39
3.05
3.342.83
3.47
3.45
2.70
3.64
3.43
3.47
2.26
3.342.81

3.26
2.82
3.14
3.00
3.70
3.72
2.50
3.74
3.78
3.60
2.52
3.76
3.14

11

12
13

Table 17.

Items

(17)

(22)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3.41
3. 59
4.00
3.41
3.41
3.18
2.59
4.35
4.12 ·
3.82
2.65
3.59
2.88

3.41
2.73
3.05
2.82
3.09
3.45
3.14
3.68
3.59
3.73
2.41
3. 36
3.41

11

*S-H
*M-S ,S-H

*M-S, 11-N, S-H
*M-S,S-N,S-H
*M-N

Mean Scores for the 13 Items Given by Four Educational Groups .

Elementary Jr. High

12
13

*M-S,M-H

Sr. High

College

(94)

(65)

2.98
2.88
3.21
2.71
3.26

3.15
3.31
3.25
2.82
3.58
3.69
2.86
3.70
3.52
3.57
2.29
3.32
3.18

).58

2.73
3.73
3.60
3.40
2.37
3.32
3.04

*E-J,E-S,J-C
*E-J,E-S,E-C
*E-J,E-S,E-C

*E-C

1.58
Table 18. Mean Scores for the 13 Items Given by Groups Classified by the
Length or the Church Membership.

Items

C.M.-l
(89)

C.M.-2
(127)

C.M.-3
(150)

C.M.-4
(2)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

3.06
2.81
3.26
2.67
3.42
3.64
3.04
3.79
3.33
3.J4
2.55
3.15
3.11

3.04
2.91
3.18
2.76
3.28
3.61
2.72
3.72
· 3.50
3.50
2.50
3.29
3.25

3.27
3.14
3.)2
2.99
3.53
3.55
2.69
3.71
3.85
-3.63
2.49
3.50
3.13

3.66
3.56
3.44
2.97
3.59
3.66
2 . 62
3.62
3.69
4.00
2.59
3.81
3.31

Table 19.

Items
1
2

3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10
I •

11

12
1)

*1-3,1-4,2-3,2-4,3-4
*1-3
*1-3
*1-3,2-3
*1-4,2-4
*1-3.1-4,2-4

Mean Scores for the 13 Items Given by "Difficult" - "NotDifficult" Groups.
"Difficult"
(99)
3.09
2.97
3.10
2.71
3.32
3.28 2.76
3.70
3.39
3.17
2.35
3.17
2.95

"Not-Difficult"
(125)
3.24
3.13
3.47
2. 90
3.66
3.82
2.72
3.76
3.78
3.77
2. 48
3.50
3.42

*

*
*

*

*
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Table 20.

Mean Scores for the 13 Items Given by the "Conformed" "Distant" Groups.
"Conformed"

Items

(120)

1
2

3.13
3.18
3.46
2.87
3.63
3.78
2.74
3.76

3

4

5
6
7

8
9

10

3.77
3.75

11

2.52

12

3.51
3.39

13

Table 21.

Items
1
2

3

4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13

"Distant"
(94)
3.12

3.02
3.20
2.81
3.31
3.47
2.63
3.80
3.38
3.26 *
2.50
3.19
2.99 *

Mean Scores for the 13 Items Given by the "Easy" - "NotEasy" Groups.
"Easy"
(38)

3.18
3.13
3.39
3.08
3.47
3.92
2.74
4.08
4.03

4.21
2.53

3.74
3.45

"Not-Easy"
(190)
3.27
3.06
3.29

2.77
3.51

3.53 *
2.80

3.70
3.51 *

3.47 *
2.443.24 *

3.19
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Appendix E
Table 22.

Answers to Question 1, Survey Part II.

Question 11

If you have to give the answer in one word, would you say
you are happy?
Female

Male
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Neither
N.A.
Total

Table 23.
Question 2:

146 (77%)
4 ( 2%)
29 (15\\)
11 ( 6%)
190

Question 31

67
71
39
13
190

Female
(35%)
(37%)
(20%)
( 8~)

Total

70
90
44
9
213

(33%)

(42~)
(20~)
( 5~)

Total
137 (J4t)
161 C39.5t)
83 (20:t)
21 ( 6. 5~~
403

Do you think that your everyday life is distant from the
teaching of the church?

Distant
Conformed
Don't know

N.A.

56 (13.5'z)
21 ( 51,)

Answers to Question 3, Part II.

Male
1.
2.
3.
4.

)20 (80%)
6 ( 1.5%)

Do you think that the practice of the Adventist's beliefs
is difficult?

Difficult
Not Difficult
Neither
N.A.
Total

Table 24.

(83%)
( 1,t)
(12%)
( 4X»

Answers to Question 2, 'Survey Part II.

Male
1.
2.
3.
4.

174
2
27
10
213

Total

62 (33%)
82 (43%)
J4 (18%)
12 ( 6%)
140

Female
66 (31~)
90 (42%)
46 (221,)
11 { 5.t~
213

Total
122 (32:t;)
172 (42.5:/')
80 (20'~)
23 ( 5. 5 .~~
403
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Table 25.
Question 41

Answers "to Question 4, Survey Part II.
Do you think that the teachings of the SDA Church easily
take a root in the spiritual ground in Japan1
Male

1. Easily take
2. 'Not easily
3. Don't know
4. N.A.
Total

Table 26.
Question 51

Female

24 (13~)
129 '(68%)
23 (13%)
14 ( 6%)
190

Answers to Question

5;

Question 61

Female

57
62
55
8
8
190

(30~)
(33 ~ )

(29%)
( 4%)
( 4%)

N.A .

(15.5%)
( 6%)

70
90
37
6
10
213

(33%)
(42%)
(17%)
( 3%)
{5%)

Total

127
152
92
14
18
403

(31. 5't )
(37.5%)
(23%)
(3 . 5%)
(4 . 5%)

Do you think that the teachings of the SDA church should
be cbanged1

Should be changed
Shouldn't be 'changed
Don ' t know
Total

(14.5%)
(64%)

Answers to Question 6, Survey Part II.

Male

1.
2.
3.
4.

58
256
62
27
403

Are you satisfied with the ' teachings of the Church1

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Slightly Satisfied
Unsatisfied
N.A.
Total

Table 27.

(16~)

Survey Part II.

Male

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

34

127 ( 60%)
39 (18~)
13 ( 6~)
213

Total

22
134
23
11
190

Female

(11%)
(71%)
(11)\)
( 71\)

12
159
33
9
213

( 6%)
(75%)
(15:'6 )
( 4%)

Total

34 ( 8 .5%)
293 (73 -& )
56 (1 3~ )
20 { 5. 5;6)
403
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Table 28.

Answers to Questions 7 and 8, Survey Part II.

Question 71

Are you satisfied with your present occupation?
Male

1. Satisfied
2. Not satisfied
3. Neither
4. N~A.
Total
Question 8,

105 (55;t)
27 (14~)
42 (22%)
16 ( 9%)
190

2.

3.

Related
Not Related
N.A.
Total

Table 29.

14 (52~) ·
13 (48%)

o

27

3.

Satisfied
Not satisfied
Neither
N.A.
Total

Question 10,

Female

9 (50%)
(39~)
2 {11'~)

7
18

Total

23 (51%)
20 (43.5%)
2 { 5.5%)
45

74 (39~)
47 (25%)
35 (18%)
34 (18%2
190

Female

107 (50%)
31 (15~)
42 (20%)
33 (15t.2
213

Total

181
78
77
67
403

(45%)
(19%)
(19%)
(17%)

Is your unsatisfaction related to the fact that you are
ali Adventist?

1. Related
2. Not related
3. N.A.
Total

51 {12.5-t2

403

A:reyou satisfied with your present income?
Male

4.

235 (58%)
45 (11.5%)
72 (18%)

Answers to Question 9 and 10, Survey Part II.

Question 91

1.
2.

130 (61%)
18 ( 9%)
30 (14%)
35 {16~2
213

Total

Is your unsatisfaction related to the fact that you are an
Adventist7
Male

1.

Female

Male

Female

Total

18 (38:>\)
28 (60)\)
1 ( 2 (;2
47

11 (36%)
19 (62t)
1 { 2~2
31

29 (371))
47 (61:t)
2 ( 2{)
78
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APPENDIX F

Table 30 .

Statistical Report of Seventh-day Adventist World 'Mission For
the Year Ending December 31, 1969.

Church Membership
North American Division
Overseas Divisions
Total

(13 Divisions)

426,295

(22 't )

1,526 ,783 (78%)
1,953,078

(100~)

Total Offerings &
Contributions ($)

153,261,658.92

(7St)

41,973,693.21 (22%)
195,235,352.13

(General Conference of SDAs , Statistical Report, 1969).

(lO~)
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APPENDIX G

SURVEY ON VALUES
This survey on values is conducted as a part of the study on the
value concept of the Seventh-day Adventists.
three interrelated sections.

The Survey consists of

Please respond to all questions.

responses required are simple.

The

However, on account of the nature of the

topics the contents of some of the questions may be somewhat involved.
I trust that you have no difficulty in understanding the intent of each
question.
You need not write your name.

When you have completed the survey,

hand it to your pastor jn a sealed envelope as soon as possible.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

*---------------------------------------------------*
*
Please supply the following information I
1.

Your age I ___________
SeXI

male

(

),

(

),

),

Jr. High

married

),

(

(

),

Have you attended Japan Missionary College?

yes

Education I

Elementary
College

2.

female

(

(

single

Sr. High

(

(

)

),

)•.
(

),

no (

How many years have you been an Seventh-day Adventist? ______ yrs.

3. What is your occupation I

.

Inside the denomination _________
Outside the denomination _________

)

.
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Survey Part I
(For the official-view group, a green sheet)
Would you take an official-view of the Church in writing your
answers?

Read the sentences and circle the best answer from that point

of view.
(For the private-view group, a red sheet)
Would you take a private-view in writing your answers?

Read the

sentences and circle the best answer from your point of view.
(For the control group, a white sheet)
Read the sentences and circle the answer you think as best.

5 Strongly agree
4- Agree
3 Up to situation or neither one
2 Disagree
1 Strongly disagree
1.

A failure to pay a tithe may not be considered sin under some circumstances.
1

2.

4-

5

2

3

4-

5

Regardless of reaSons, a member of the Church must not divorce.

1
4.

3

To use cosmetics heavily and be fashionable is a form of idolatry.

1

J.

2

2

3

4

5

Though association with non-SDA friends may be dangerous, it may
offer benefits . which are unlikely to be found in the Church.
1

2

3

4-

5

5. ·Christians may be excused in telling lies under special circumstances .
1

2

3

4

5
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6.

It is almost impossible to follow stri,ctly the teaching of Testimonies
in this rapidly changing age.

1

2

J

4

5

7. God calls men to fight against the power of evil.
Christian is that of a war.
times.

The life of a
But it is necessary to have fun some-

1
8.

2

J

4

5

It is merely an excuse for one who occupies a busy position to say
that he does not have a few minutes to study the Bible.
1

2

J

4

5

9. The idea that it is not objectionable · to send one's children to a
public school, if it is near and has a high academic standard, is
dangerous.

1
10.

11.

12.

J

4

5

In choosing employment, the first consideration should be to serve
God even at the sacrifice of income and comforts for the family.
I

2

J

4

5

1

2

J

4

5

EAting meat is not sin.

To marry a non-Adventist is sin and contrary to the Will of God.
1

13.

2

2

J

4

5

When one is to choose between work and the prayer meeting, it is
permissible that one should choose to work.
1

2

J

4

5

Survey Part II
Answer the following questions frankly.
question and comment if necessary.
1.

Circle only one answer for each

If you have to give the answer in one word, would you say you are
happy?
1.

yes

(With what reason?)

2,

no

(With what reason7)

J.

neither

167
2.

Do you think that the practice of the Adventist's beliefs is difficult?
1.

Difficult

(In what?)

2.

Not difficult

3. Neither
3. Do you think that your everyday life is distant from the teaching of
the church?

4.

1.

Distant

2.

Conformed

3.

Don't know

Do you think that the teachings of the SDA Church easily take a root
in the spiritual ground in Japan?
1. ' Easily take a root in the spiritual ground

.

2.

Not easily

3.

Don't know

(In what?)

5. Are you satisfied with the teachings of the Church?
1.

VerY satisfied

2.

Satisfied

3. Slightly unsatisfied
4.
6.

7.

Unsatisfied

Do you think that the

(In what?)
teachings of the SDA Church should be changed?

1.

Should be changed

2.

Should not be changed

3.

Don't knoW'

Are you satisfied with your present occupation?
1.

Satisfied

2.

Not satisfied

3.

Neither
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8.

(Only for those who answered "Not satisfied" for the last question)

Is your unsatisfaction related to the fact that you are an Adventist?
1.

Related '

2.

Not related

9. Are you satisfied with your present income?

10.

1.

Satisfied

2.

Not satisfied

J.

Neither

(Only for those who answered "Not satisfied" for the last question)

Is your unsatisfaction related to the fact that you are an Adventist?

11.

1.

Related

2.

Not relateg.

Presently which is ranking of your income?
1.

10,000 to 25,000 yen per month

2.

25,000 to 50,000 yen per month

J.

50,000 to 1000,000 yen per month

4.

More than 100,000 yen per month

Survey Part III.

Please write freely.

1.

What ' values to live do you have now?

2.

What values to live did you have before you joined the church?
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ABS'IRACT
The objective of this study was to find how the sectarian values
of the SDA church were assimilated among the Japanese SDA church members.
In order to clarify the characteristics of the sectarian values, their
origin and contents were discussed in the first part of this study.

It

was concluded that the SDA value system contained three sub-value systems, -- namely, the eschatological ethics of the Advent movement, the
pietism of the rivivalistic tradition, and the r.ural fundamentalism of
the Mid-West.

Some factors in the Japanese value system were discussed

in relation to the assimilation of the sectarian values, such as the
pantheistic emphasis on naturalism, the sentiment of anti-absolutism,
and the lack of "sin" consciousness.

The value system which was ex-

pressed by the sectarian standards of sanctified life naturally faced a
cool reception in the general Japanese who were in a completely different
value complex.

But there were, a group of "converts" to the sectarian

value=belief system which was mainly foreign to the general Japanese
sentiment.
A survey was made to analyze how the sectarian standards were
held by the Japanese SDA church members.

The findings were 1) that the

thirteen sectarian standards which Were held ideally by the strictest
advocates were not held uniformly by the Japanese SDA church members,
but the different degrees of "conformity" and "deviance" from the standards were observed, which also indicated the difference between how the
standards were held officially and how they were held privately; 2) that
ii
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the "conformity" to the sectarian standards was most associated with
the group of subjects who were characterized by the high age level,
longer years of church membership, and the lowest educational level;

J) that the "deviance" from the sectarian standards was most associated
with the,group of subjects who were characterized by low age level,
shorter years of church membership, and the category of student.

Some

explanatory . discussions on the results of the survey were attempted.
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